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Council
launches
annexation
campaign

Senate
panel OKS
nominees
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Glenn McCullough and Skila
Harris, President Clinton's nominees for two vacancies on the
three-member Tennessee Valley Authority board of directors, were approved by a Senate committee.
The Environment and Public Works Committee, which
interviewed Harris and McCullough only two weeks ago,
endorsed the nominations by
voice vote Tuesday, committee
aide Steve Bentfield said. The
nominations now go to the full
Senate.
"I am pleased that the committee acted on these nominations so quickly, and I am
hopeful that the full Senate will
approve them before we adjourn
for the year," U.S. Sen. Fred
Thompson, R-Tenn., said.
Harris would be the first
woman ever to serve on the
TVA board. She was a special assistant to Vice President
Al Gore and chief of staff for
his wife, Tipper. A native of Bowling Green, Ky., she also has
worked for the Department of
Energy as manager of the Tennessee Valley Advisory Committee.
McCullough would be the first
Mississippi resident appointed
to the TVA board since 1962.
A former state director for the
Appalachian Regional Commission, McCullough said he will
resign as mayor of Tupelo as
soon as he's sworn into office
as a TVA director.

DOE report
expected on
)
'oversight

BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Times photo
'TIS THE SEASON...The Stahlers on Highway 121 South show their Halloween spirit with
this colorful display. To have your holiday display included in a special Halloween photo
page, contact the Ledger prior to Oct. 27.

Halloween festivities begin
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Beginning Thursday, Calloway Countians are in for
a frightening experience.
Local organizers will once again sponsor the Haunted Forest, scheduled for six dates this Halloween season. The event will coincide with trick-or-treat hours,
which run from 5 to 7 p.m. Oct. 30.
Karen Belcher, a member of the event's organizing
committee, said the Haunted Forest will run from Oct.
21-23 and 29-31 at the Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds, beginning at 7 each night. Admission is $5.
"We're going to give it time to get dark outside,"
Belcher said.
According to Belcher, the annual event will include
six scenes in a wooded area behind the fairgrounds.

Visitors can purchase tickets at the pole barn, and
will then be escorted to the Haunted Forest via hay
ride.
"We'll have several scenes and mazes for people
to go through," she explained. "There will be a little
show at each scene. It usually takes about 30 to 40
minutes to get through it."
The Haunted Forest provides a different twist to
the original haunted house idea, Belcher said.
"This is kind of a unique event," she noted. "It's
different from what anybody else around here does ...
We'll get people from Mayfield and down in Tennessee, and just from all over the region.
"There's a soccer tournament in town this week-

• See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Residents in the area of Calloway County who will be the
subject of an annexation vote during the November elections
may be getting some phone calls in the next two weeks.
The Mutray- City Council-has divided up the -names of eligible voters in the area among its members and now plans on
trying to rally support for annexation.
"What we're trying to do is get a list of people we're comfortable with," Mayor Freed Curd said. "I think it's important
that -we do this immediately." ,
• The matter on the ballot will be the proposed annexation of
properties to the south and west of the Murray city limits.
After a lengthy lawsuit concerning whether or not the Matter would be placed on the ballot, Calloway County Circuit
Court Judge Dennis Foust ruled in favor of Hal Nance and 37
other property owners in the area who were requesting a vote.
Under Kentucky law, 55 percent of the voter turnout must
vote against annexation for the measure to fail.
"I think they'll get 75 percent of the 'no' votes out to
vote," said Butch Seargent, city director of planning and engineering.
"If we all take 20 or 30 names and get them out to vote,
we've got a pretty good chance," said Don Elias, city administrator.
The council met Tuesday to review its strategy for campaigning and to divide up the names.
The city will try to emphasize improvements annexation
would bring to the affected area, including the installation of
street lights within the first year, extension of water service

II See Page 2

Court backs purchase of fort

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal Court
has tentatively reapproved its supPADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Fedport of an effort to buy Fort
eral investigators are issuing
Heiman and about 78 acres leada report today that is expecting to and surrounding the old
ed to say the risk of an unconConfederate entrenchment.
trolled nuclear reaction at the
Magistrates approved a request
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
by Sandy Forrest, a member of
Plant, while small, cannot be
the Fort Heiman Camp 1834 Sons
ruled out, according to a conConfederate Veterans, Monday
of
tractor's comments on a draft a 35-mimite regular monthduring
__ _
of the report.
ly meeting.
The report by Department
Forrest said that 20 percent
of Energy investigators is also
funds will be needed
matching
were
there
say
to
expected
locally for the $500,000 federal
breakdowns in oversight at the
Transportation Enhancement Proplant that contributed to a series
gram grant he is seeking.
of longstanding environmental
problems not being corrected.
But Forrest, who acknowledged
Among investigators' conthat the current owner of the propcerns, based on the contracerty has not yet quoted a price,
tor's comments, are that potendoubts the grant will buy all of
tially fissionable radioactive
material stored inside buildings
has not been completely analyzed.
The risk of a reaction known
as a criticality accident cannot
be ruled out as a result.
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Bechtel
by
Comments
Staff Writer
Jacobs Co., the Energy DepartThe former director of the Murment's clean-up contractor, indiray-Calloway County Senior Citicate that the report discusses
zens Center has received a fivea lack of funding for studying
year deferred sentence and been
and disposing of the unknown
ordered to pay back the $2,915
materials.
he took from the center's Meals
The department has found
Wheels program.
on
that Paducah workers generpart of a plea agreement,
As
ally are safe and not currentRandy Smith also must pay $353
ly exposed to harmful radiain interest, a $163 restitution fee
tion, but department investigators this summer faulted Bechtel Jacobs' radiation-control program when laborers were found
in a contaminated area without badges.

the 20.3 acres that is the old fort
and the nearby land.
"I don't think that's going to
be near enough," he said after the
meeting.
Forrest told the Mir/ he wanted to get its approval again in
reapplying for the grant and that
grant required sponsorship by a government body.
Last year, the court, of which
Steve Lax is the_ ordy_kernaining,
member, supported the project, ast
did then-Mayor Bill Cherry and
officials with the city, county and
Murray State University school
systems.
The local effort was not among
those projects chosen by Gov. Paul
Patton's office last year, Forrest
said.
Under the grant, funds will go
to the fiscal court and deposited

into a bank account for use in
buying the land.
"It's basically like it was last
year," said Forrest, who asked the
court to help improve and widen
roads reading to the fort.
"We're trying to tie Fort Heiman,
Fort Donaldson and Fort Henry
together again," he said.
Forrest also told the court that
Nathaniel Bazzell, who works with
the Tennessee Valley Authority.. has
reportedly gotten permission from
TVA to do preservation work along
the Tennessee River upon which
the fort sits.
Randy
Attorney
County
Hutchens, saying he was involved
in a lawsuit in the 1980s concerning property near the fort,
questioned the title to the land

II See Page 2

BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo
NOT LOOKING...Willard Mitchuson gets his flu shot Tuesday at the Calloway County Health Department on Olive
Street. Local residents are encouraged to get their shots
to help tehm weather flu season.

Smith ordered to repay senior citizens center
and $97.75 in court costs.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust approved the agreement Oct.
11 during rule day proceedings.
Smith, 30, of Fox Meadows on
South 16th Street, pleaded guilty
to one count each of felony theft
by unlawful taking and seconddegree forgery. The deal would
dismiss the charges after five years
if Smith complies with the terms.
That includes repaying the

money he took between October
1998 and late May by signing his
name to the daily activity log sheets.
He then signed the initials of
Teri Cobb, the center's activities
director, without her permission to
make it look as though she signed
off on the paperwork, which documented money transactions.
Smith said in a May 28 interview with the Ledger & Times
that he took the money to help

Tonight.. Mostly clear. Low
in the mid 30s. Light wind.
Thursday...Partly sunny and
warmer. High in the upper 60s.

1\1 1,1 X.

'

Roberson of Harvard Drive after
Roberson passed Jones' Express
Taxi cab and another vehicle near
Stella March 12, according to court
records.
Jones allegedly followed Roberson to the Butterworth Road- home
of Roberson's father. Don, and
drove at him when Matthew Roberson got out of his 'truck.

• See Page 2

Apartment plan folds
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pay medical bills related to his
son's severe skin problems.
In other cases, Foust set a Feb.
25 trial date for Steven Charles
Jones, who has been indicted on
a charge of first-degree wanton
endangerment for allegedly trying
to run over a man who passed
him while driving along Kentucky
121 North.
Jones, 43, of Payne Street, is
accused of following Matthew

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
GOOD HANDS...A group of card sharks enjoys a game of spades at the Calloway County Senior Citizens Center Tuesday afternoon.

•

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Numerous problems, ranging from complaints from surrounding residents to unfinished previous projects, have sunk one
developer's plans to bring more apartments to the Coldwater Road/Dodson
Drive area.
The Murray Planning Commission
voted Tuesday to reject plans by developer Steve Tinsley that would construct
eight new apartments on property owned
by Bob Allen.
Tinsley had already constructed apartments at 905 Coldwater Road, which is
located almost directly in front of the
Allen property, but has yet to complete
that project, with drainage work still to
he done.
"Unless somebody more powerful than
me tells me to issue them a building
permit, I'm not going to issue one until
they finish those other projects," said Butch

Seargent, city director of planning and engineering.
Seargent said if the project were to
re-submitted at a later date, it would
then have to go through the entire
approval process all over again.
Surrounding residents attended Tuesday's commission meeting and voiced
numerous concerns, mostly dealing with
where water runoff from the new apartments would go.
The commission had issued a preliminary approval provided water runoff
he directed toward Coldwater Road.
Engineer Tom Dowdy, however, said
the natural flow of water could not legally be directed toward Coldwater Road
because of "repairing .,diversion," which
states legal action can be taken against
anyone who changes the natural flow of
water.

• See Page 2
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II Annexation ...
From Page 1
within the first year and the providing of police and fire protection.
The city will also promise to
pave all chip and seal streets within the first year. Those streets
would include, but—would not be
limited to, Carol Drive, Nancy
Drive, Squire Road and the sealed
portions of King and Camelot
drives.
"We'll have to widen some of
those (streets)," Curd said.
Elias said the city will also try
to explain how annexation will
affect residents' property taxes,
vehicle taxes and insurance rates.
Murray's real estate property
tax is $.3509/$100 assessed property value. For example, if a per•sOn's--- property •
$100,000. that person would pay
$350.90 in property taxes (The
homestead exemption would reduce
the amount to $261.77.).
Other property taxes assessed
by the county would remain the
same, except for the fire district
tax, which would be eliminated.
"If somebody itemizes their tax
bills, that property tax becomes a
deductible item," Elias said. "Most
people that are in a higher cost
bracket are going to knock off
about one-third of that cost."
Murray's vehicle tax is $.38/$100
assessed vehicle value. For instance,
if a person owned a $10,000 v'ehicle, that person would pay $38 in

_._._._.•Smith ...
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vehicle taxes.
Murray has a 9.5 percent tax
on any insurance policy which is
not health, accident insurance or
workman's compensation. Elias said
people will have to call their insurance agents to determine what insurance tax costs would be.
Elias also said, though, that residents could see insurance rate
reductions because their fire ratings would improve from class
seven to class four.
According to city figures, residents would pay less for water
and sewer services if annexed. For
example, city figures show a $30
monthly water bill would be
reduced to $17.14, which would
equal annual savings of $205.68.
Elias said, however, that the
_city would not make the mistake
of making unrealistic promises just
to gather votes.
"We sure don't want to say something we won't live up to," he
said.
According to the Calloway
County Court Clerk's list, 1,047
people will be eligible to vote in
the election. Elias said "challengers" will be present at all voting locations to make sure only
eligible voters participate.
"If someone claims to live in
that area, they'll have to sign a
form in order. to vote and risk
perjury if they're lying," he said.
'According td law, they have -to
be resident voters to participate."

NOTICE

From Page 1

Trick-or-treaters
•Carry a flashlight.
1
*Walk, don't run.
• i
*Stay on sidewalks.
*Obey traffic signals.
*Stay in familiar neighborhoods.
*Don't cut across yards or driveways.
*Make sure costumes don't drag on the ground.
*Shoes should fit (even if they don't got with your costume). i
i
*Avoid wearing masks while walking from house to house.
i
*Carry only flexible knives, swords or other props.
*Wear clothing with reflective markings or tape.
*Approach only houses that are lit.
Parents
*Make your child eat dinner before setting out.
*Children should carry quarters so they can call home.
*Ideally, young children of any age should be accompanied by j
an adult.
*If you buy a costume, look for one made of flame-retardant
material.
*Older children should know where to reach you and when to j
be home.
*You should know where they're going.
*Although tampering is rare, tell children to bring the candy
home to be inspected before consuming anything.
*Look at the wrapping carefully and toss out anything that
looks suspect.
Homeowners
'Make sure your yard is clear of such things as ladders, hoses,
dog leashes and flower pots that can trip the young ones.
'Battery powered jack °lantern candles are preferable to a real
flame.
'If you do use candles, place the pumpkin well away from
where trick-or-treaters will be walking or standing.
'Make sure paper or cloth yard decorations won't be blown
into a flaming candle.
'Healthy food alternatives for trick-or-treaters include packages
of low-fat crackers with cheese or peanut butter filling, singleserve boxes of cereal, packaged fruit rols, mini boxes of raisins
and single-serve packets of low-fat popcorn that can be microwaved
later.
'Non-food treats: Plastic rings, pencils, stickers, erasers, coins.
Drivers
'Go -slow, slow, slow all evening. (Adult Halloween partyers
should have a designated driver).

KROGER
CUSTOMERS' III Halloween
From Page 1

This weeks circular incorrectly
advertises Coke 6 pack for 9.9c.
This ad should have read

end. We've been able to get the
word out to them. So they'll probably send a few teams over here
to us."
Belcher said organizers expect
the six-day event to attract between
500 and 600 people.
"We've tried to get some Murray State groups involved, and we
have a lot of young people helping us," she said. "They can provide us with fresh, new ideas
This event has always gotten such

12 pack Coke Products

$198

111
always

a:*
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Kenlake State Resort Park
presents
The Area's Best

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

FEATURING
Inside Round Beef - Southern Fried Chicken - Lake Catfish
Fried Shrimp - New England Fried Clams - Stuffed Crab
Fried Oysters - Cajun Style Crawfish - Smoked Salmon
VEGETABLES
New England Boiled Potatoes - Cob Corn - Ky. Style Green Be'ana
And A Variety Of Home Cooked Favorites ft
i 11*.
„cSOUPS (Soups will alternate weekly)
Homemade Clam Chowder - Seafood Gumbo - Seafood Chowders.'
A Variety of Prepared Salads and Fresh Tossed Salad with
Sixteen Condiments, Rolls and Butter
DESSERT TABLE
assortment of Cobblers, Cakes, Pies and Pudding
ADULTS Si 3.95 + Tax & Tip CHILDREN 10 & UNDER S5.95 + Tax & Tip

(Beverages not included with buffet)

ffenage CliV0,W4C0W 8wer
EVERY SATURDAY

V4ING

5 P.M. - 9 P.M.

Carving Inside Round of Beef - Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Barbecue Beef Short Ribfr-*Barbecue Pork Spare Ribs
Polish Sausage - Barbecue Pork Shoulder - BBQ Chicken
VEGETABLES
An assortment of Ky. Style Vegetables including
Barbecue Baked Beans, Cut Corn, Fried Okra and many others.
SO UYS
As usual we will have homemade soups.
DESSERT
Ca
Cobblers,
An aaoltent of

it

(Beverages not inc

7

STATE RESO

PARK

"Under New Management'',
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Aurora, Ky.• Hwy.94•474-2211

11:%-• •

Pie0 and Puddings
.95 + Tax & Tip

ADULTS 59..5 + Tax & Tip CHILD

• Fort ...
From Page 1

•• •

great community support."
The event, Belcher said, was
once a haunted house sponsored
by the Murray Woman's Club.
"The Woman's Club decided
that they didn't want to do it anymore, so we took it and moved
it out to the fairgrounds," she
explained.
Part of the proceeds from this
year's event will go to the Angel
Fund, a fund set up to help ensure
every child in Calloway County
has a Christmas.
"We like to donate a lot of the
money to Christmas programs in
the community," said Be-lcher"We're working hard to help them."

•Apartment
From Page 1

SE11,1700ewer
5 P.M. -9 P.M.

In his affidavit, Jones said
Matthew Roberson cut him off
when he passed his cab and the
other vehicle and was driving erratically, so he followed Roberson
to get his license plate number.
Jones also said Matthew Roberson threatened him and beat on
his cab.
In other cases, Foust:
• Set a trial date for Friday for
David A. Dugger, 35, address unknown,
who is charged with flagrant non-support, a Class D felony, for allegedly
failing to pay $7,220 in child support
between December 1996 and June 1999.
• Placed Joseph Beane, 23, of
Beane Road, on five years probation
instead of a five-year prison sentence
for flagrant non-support for failing to
pay $10,642 in child support between
January 1945 and Thne 1999. He also'
must pay $402.50 in fines and fees;
the judge was to issue an order about
paying the back support.
• Revoked probation for George Cassity, 26, of South Fifth Street, and
reinstated a one-year sentence from a
December conviction for marijuana trafficking after Cassity failed to get counseling, pay a supervisor's fee and get
permission to leave the probation jurisdiction while on five years probation.
• Granted Sue Ann Dixon, 53, of
New Concord, to a two-year conditional discharge instead of a 12-month
jail sentence for amended criminal
trespassing and complicity to theft by
unlawful taking less than $300 as part
of a plea agreement. She is also,
ordered to ,pay $210 restitution to
Gene Trimble of New Concord, whose
tools she helped steal; a $500 public
,defender's fee; and a $52 in fees.

• Granted a two-year conditional discharge for Michael Duncan, 21, of
Sedalia, in lieu of a 12-month jail
sentence for amended theft by deception less than $300. He also must pay
$512 restitution to Murray Rental &
Sales on. Main Street, where he wrote
a check on a closed account to rent
a tractor in March, and $402.50 in
fines and fees.
• Revoked probation for Jeffery
Lee Mathis, 35, of a Kentucky 94
East address, and reinstated a fiveyear sentence for felony receiving stolen
property for failing to report, to pay
three months of supervisor's fees and
to report a new address.
• Granted five years probation in
lieu of a five-year prison sentence for
William Mogan, 34, of Crown Point,
Ind., for flagrant non-support for failing to pay $28,012 in child support
betsysen October 1984 and February
1999.
• Set a June 28 trial date for Vernon Lee Ricker, 30, of Palmersville,
Tenn., who is charged with three
counts each of felony and misdemeanor theft by unlawful taking. He
allegedly altered checks paid to him
by Warren Stickney, 84, for running
errands; the checks totaled $3,125.
• Sentenced Carl Skinner Jr., 25,
of Haneline Road, to 30 days in jail
for amended misdemeanor theft by
unlawful taking for taking a license
plate from the car of his then-mother-in-law in November 1996.
• Granted a two-year conditional discharge to Renee Vernon, 22, of Bethel
Church 'Road, 'instead of a 12-month
jail term for amended trafficking in a
simulated substance. A charge of trafficking in Darvocet was dismissed and
she was ordered to pay $103 in court
costs.

-It is possible to runcihe water
out toward Coldwater Road, there's
no question about that," he said.
"Anytime you change the natural
flow of water, you open yourself
up for a lawsuit."
"It was feasible to do it, but
it wasn't legal," Tinsley said.

LEDGER & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
DEPARTMENT HEADS

that is being considered for purchase.
Forrest said after the meeting
he hopes to talk to Hutchens about
doing a title search this week.
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins made a motion seeking conditional support for the project
pending clearance of any questions about the land.

Three hurt in three-car wreck
Staff Report
it hit a vehicle driven by Frances
Murray Ledger & Times
Vance, 69, of Lipford Lane, the reA city woman and two Farming- lease said.
ton residents have been treated for
Vance and Shadday were treated
injuries they suffered-in a-three-ve- for -bruises- alb+ -:relea+;ed, the
hicle accident.
spokesman said:
According to a Murray police
In an accident that happened less
press release, April Cain, 19, and a than an hour earlier. Sherry L. Anpassenger, Devan Shadday, 6, both derson, 18, of Benton, was injured
of Farmington, were taken to the when she reportedly became
Murray-Calloway County Hospital blinded by sunlight while driving
following the accident on North north on Kentucky 121 North and
16th Street.
rear-ended another car, whose
The vAiele
iv-e-rrOinkfath driver-gad purled' off the rNad 'be16th by Cain, who a hospital cause of the sun.
spokesman said was treated for a
Anderson hit the car driven by
broken right ankle, was hit when
Juanita A. Collins, 69, of Wiswell
Mildred Newton, 68, of Murray, Road, just after 6 p.m. near 121's
intersection with North 16th Street,
pulled out of Industrial Technology
Drive onto North 16th at 6:42 p.m.. the release said.
the release said.
Anderson was treated for a broken right foot and released, the
The impact pushed Cain's vehiMCCH spokesman said.
cle into the southbound lane, where
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k

Marvin E. Fender
Marvin E. Fender, 87, Jamesport, Mo., father of David Fender,
of Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 19, 1999.
He graduated as valedictorian of the 1931 class of Jamesport High School, and graduated from the University of Missouri at
Columbia in 1935. Commissioned as a second lieutenant by the
ROTC program, he served in the United States Army from 1941
to 1945 with service at Fort Knox and in Paris, France.
Mr. Fender was a member of Jamesport United Methodist
Church, a charter member of the Livingston County Farm Bureau,
the Livingston County Balanced Farm Association and the Grand
River Historical Society; a member of Jamesport Lions Club and
Jamesport VFW. Founder of the Jamesport Alumni Fund, he established the Villa Fender Memorial Scholarship Fund in the Chillicothe R-I1 Schools for Math Teachers and the Villa Fender Memorial Scholarship Fund in the Jamesport Tri-County School for Math
Teachers.
On July 19, 1938, he married Viola Evelyn Coriell in Gallatin,
Mo., who died Oct. 29, 1992. Born Sept. 27, 1912, in Jamesport,
he was the son of the late Roy Fender and Nellie Cox Fender.
Two sisters and one brother also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one 'daughter, JaniCi rendef,-Talifeitioit three
sons, Alan Fender, Jamesport, Keith Fender, Alexandria, Va., and
David Fender, Murray; sister-in-law, Mrs. Lola Mae Fender, Gallatin, Mo.; eight grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Jamesport United
Methodist Church, Jamesport. Burial will follow in Jamesport
Masonic Cemetery there.
Visitation will be at Lindley Funeral Home, Chillicothe, Mo.,
until 9 p.m. tonight (Wednesday); and at the church from noon
to 9 p.m. Thursday, and from 10 a.m. to service time on Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Jamesport United
Methodist Church or the Tri-County Alumni Scholarship Fund and
may be left at the funeral home or mailed to the funeral home
at P.O. Box 47, Chillicothe, MO 64601.

Patton: Alternatives
to gambling possible
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The First United Methodist Church represented by Effie
Kemp (right), Angels Commuity Clinic board member, recently presented a clinic room sponsorship check to Donna
Herndon, board chairman.

Campaign finance debate
may be mixed blessing WASHINGTON (AP)- For
Republican presidential candidate
John McCain, the Senate's latest
debate on campaign finance legislation may turn out to be a something
of a mixed blessing.
McCain's signature issue - a
bill to curtail the role of money in
campaigns-is dead for the fourth
straight year at the hands of a filibuster by fellow Senate Republicans.
But the spokesman for the Arizona senator's presidential campaign claims the four-day debate
coincided with a surge in interest,
judged,. at least, by his campaign
Web site.
"Our hits went from a trickle basically ... up to about 22,000 in one
day," said Howard Opinsky,
McCain's spokesman. "Literally
thousands and thousands of Americans who are now accessing our
Web site ... learning about the impact of soft money."
The legislation receives a formal
burial today with a final Senate
vote to move on to other business.
The doomed measure would have
banned soft money - the unlimited campaign contributions that
unions, corporations and individuals give to political parties. It also
would have curtailed organized labor's ability to use nonunion members' mandatory dues money for
political purposes.
Opponents said the soft money
ban amounted to an unconstitutional infringement on the freedom
of speech. "It's a horrible piece of
legislation," said Sen. Mitch

44-

li•

Our Best Investment Is You.

McConnell, R-Ky. "It deserves to
be defeated and the Senate did the
country a favor."

J J B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc.• Member NYSE and &PC
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"Let us be your SOLE provider."

THE ASSISTANCE NEEDED,
THE LIFESTYLE DESERVED.

20MONTH CD

lendale Place has been
proud to serve Murray
with the very best in
independent retirement living.
Now, even more assistance
-is available at Glendale Place,
all within the comfort of your
private residence.

G

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE YIELD
The Murray Bank is
building a brand new facility.
And to celebrate our growing
bank, we're introducing a special "ground
breaking" CD with
interest rates that

Glendale Place - what senior living is supposed to be.
As needed, services include:
• Medication supervision
• Bathing
• Grooming
• Additional assistance,
as required
Best of all, it's more affordable
than you might expect, with
a monthly rent that starts at
$945. Call today to find out
more about Murray's premier
retirement community.

Customer may upgrade CD to a higher rate
one time during term. S500 minimum
deposit required Customer may odd a
minimum of S500 to CD at any time.
Penalty for early withdrawal. Rates adjust in
accordance with 18-month CD offered by The
Murray Bank. Rates effective Oct. 20, 1999.

lentale
'111tcc

MURRAY, KY 42071

Member FDI(

How Banking Should Be
1000 Whitnell • Murray Ky. • 270-753-5626

A Covenant Group managed commumtv

-

can grow as well. You get these
great rates today. But ... if
interest rates rise ... you can
take advantage cithilighei;ate!
Earn the most for your money
with a certificate of deposit
from The Murray Bank.

Don't Miss This Opportunity
To Elevate Your Earnings!

A Christian
"Retirement Community

(270) 759-1555
905 GLENDALE ROAD
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PARIS, Ky.(AP)- Gov. Paul farms. "We're going to address that
Patton, who once said casino gam- issue one way or the other," Patton
bling was the only way to raise said Tuesday.
enough- new money to finance a
Back in April, Patton also said
broad program of rural and urban casino gambling proceeds could
preservation, now says there are help underwrite a healthy horse inother alternatives.
dustry as it fights competition from
Patton said Tuesday the public expanded gambling in surrounding
must first demonstrate that it wants states.
Patton didn't mention thoroughto keep farms from turning into industrial sites and subdivisions and breds Tuesday, even though he was
keep cities viable places to live and in the heart of horse country, just a
work before financing options are few miles from the homes of racing
explored.
silks for the likes of Claiborne
"I think there are certain things Farm.
we can do without substantial
While gambling didn't come up,
sources of new revenue," Patton Patton and his entourage of other
said during a campaign stop at the Democratic office-seekers left few
Bourbon County Courthouse, other topics unmentioned.
smack in the middle of downtown
Also on the ballot are Reform
Paris where a revitalization effort is Party candidate Gatewood Galnow underway.
braith and Natural Law Party nomiIn April, when Patton raised the nee Nailah Jumoke-Yarbrough.
idea of a huge program to preserve
cities, natural areas and "ecological
treasures," he connected growth
-49ser
Svc..
and gambling. At the time, he said
he envisioned a $100 million to
$150 million annual program to re%b.
vive cities and keep farmland in
production.
/
1
4
#411°
14011
40
"I see absolutely no other source
ENGLAND
of revenue" other than casino gamAVAILABLE AT
bling, Patton said in April.
"Where's the $100 tmillion going to
come from? That's the big issue,"
Now, Patton said the big issue is
how to control growth while mainaining natural areas and family
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Mrs. Clinton raises heat
WASHINGTON (AP) — Usually. politicians work to keep military bases open to curry favor
with constituents.
But away from the continental
United States, the sentiment often
goes the other way.
Hillary Rodham Clinton has
become the latest American politician to wade into the maelstrom
swirling around whether the Navy
should abandon its bombing range
on the Puerto Rican island of
Vieques.
The controversy — spawned by
the death of a civilian security guard
in April in .a bombing accident —
comes as the U.S. military is having a hard time 'finding welcome
mats.
The Air -Force aitth,NaVy were
forced to close bases in the Philippines in 1992, U.S. nuclear-powered vessels are banned from New
Zealand.
And misbehaving American soldiers have strained relations with
Japan.
The-United States. -ran-st close
its bases in Panama when that nation
takes control of the Panama Canal
after midnight December 31, under
a treaty signed in 1977.
Panama-rejected-the-continued
presence of the U.S. military.
"We don't want any more bases
in our country." Panama's president, Mireya Moscoso, said in
Washington on Tuesday after a
meeting with President Clinton.
"It's not on the agenda of our
country."
That it would also find itself
unwelcome in Puerto Rico is a
particularly bitter pill for the Pentagon since it's U.S. territory.
"We are not angry with the
Navy. It is, after all, our Navy,"
said Puerto Rican Gov. Pedro
Rossello. "We are not angry. but
we are convinced enough is
enough." Puerto Rican officials are

ANALYSIS

TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
near unanimous in their desire to
see the Navy leave Vieques, after
nearly 60-years of uneasy coexistence.
Mrs. Clinton's comments, as
she campaigned for the Senate in
New York earlier this week, helped
to raise the political temperature
of an already feverish debate.
"There should be an immediate and permanent end to the
bombing,"--Mrs. Clinton said, disagreeing with a panel named by
her husband that on Monday recommended limited resumption of
bombing — and a five-year phaseout timetable.
Since the accident, a temporary
moratorium on bombing has been
in -place-on the 20-mile-long island
that is inhabitl by 9.300 civilians. • --Mrs. Clinton's position may play
well with New York's Puerto Rican
voters but it hasn't exactly been
cheered by the Pentagon or its
de.lenders in Congress.
"I'm not aware that the first
lady has been elected to make a
decision on this question," said
Kenneth
Pentagon spokesman
Bacon.
The dispute. which Bacon termed
"delicate and emotion-charged,"
raises a larger issue that goes
directly to military readiness, suggest lawmakers involved with
national defense.
The Navy contends that the range
is indispensable — and that no
other candidate exists at this time
for the kind of testing it offers.
"What are the alternatives?-

asks Sen. John Warner, R-Va., chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee and a former
Navy secretary.
"Clearly, at a time when our
military is being asked to engage
in an unprecedented number of
operations around the world, the
Department of Defense must ensure
that the men and women who are
being sent into harm's way are as
well-trained and as ready as possitil_e_,'" _Warne': said.
"I'm deeply concerned about
the politics," Warner added, noting Mrs. Clinton's decision to weigh
in. Sen. Bob Smith, a New Hampshire independent, went a step further, suggesting Clinton would yield
to Puerto Rican cl8rnaiiili--ifilielp"
"his wife's Senate campaign."
"She isn't doing anything others aren't doing," countered Sen.
Carl Levin, D-Mich.. of Mrs. Clinton's comments.
Sen. Frank Murkowski, R-Alaska, meanwhile, introduced a bill
that would turn over all military
property on Vieques to Puerto Rico
and cease its use as a bombing
range.
Passions are running high.
At a Tuesday hearing before
Warner's panel, Sen. James Inhofe,
R-Okla., criticizing Gov. Rosello,
a Democrat, for allowing protesters to occupy the range where
there is still live ordinance. "Somebody out there's going to get killed,"
said Inhofe.
Someone already did get killed,
Rosello reminded Inhofe.
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Fact #1: Murray Police Department Patrolman Donald Bowman was suspended for
20 days without pay.
Fact #2: City Attorney Don Overbey
issued a statement Sept. 9 after an executive session meeting of the Murray City
Council in which he noted that an agreement had been reached between Bowman
and MPD Chief John Knight regarding the
type of discipline that would be administered to his behavior.
Furthermore, that information would be
available to the press and to the public
through request of open records.
Fact #3: The Ledger & Times issued
its open records request Sept. 10.
Fact #4: The response to the request
was faxed to the Ledger & Times Oct. 14
after repeated phone ,calls.
• Fact. #5: Something is wrong virith this
scenario.
In requesting the document, our intent
was to gain more information about this
very perplexing incident.
Instead, we are even more confused.
First, what exactly did Bowman do? The
document.* that we received was rather
ambiguous, simply referring to "a pattern
of misconduct that would constitute a Category III offense of such severity as to
merit suspension or dismissal at a single
occurrence."
Second. why did a large number of local

police officers and state troopers show
at the personnel hearing, only to leave
when the matter was resolved through an
agreement between Chief Knight and Bowman?
Sources have told the Ledger that the
incident involved withholding evidence,
although no one would elaborate on the
record.
Third, why did it take so long to receive
this information, especially since KRS
61.872 (5) states that "if the public record
is in active use, in storage or not otherwise available, the official custodian shall
immediately so notify the applicant and
shall designate a place, time and date, for
inspection of the public records, not to
exceed three days from receipt of the application, Unless a detailed explanation Of the
cause is given for further delay and the
place, time and earliest date on which the
public record will be available for inspection."
When contacted about this issue, Mayor
Freed Curd and City Administrator Don Elias
both believed that the Ledger had already
received the information.
Regardless of the origin of the information, the fact remains that there are still
questions concerning this incident — questions that no one seems to want to answer.

How will it be spent?
One of the chief responsibilities of the General Assembly next
year will be to determine how
Kentucky spends the enormous
amount of money the state will
collect over the next 25 years from
the national tobacco settlement.
The first installment of about
$155 million is due in 2000 and
every year for two and a half
decades to a total of $3.45 billion.
That's a lot of money by anyone's definition, and it will prove
to be a mosrattraetive pot-of rov-'
enue for a lot of interests, from
medical research to agricultural
projects.
And because the next two-year
state budget is expected to be
tight, there will be a great temptation for legislators to use the
tobacco settlement money to offset the losses in tax revenue from
tax cuts in recent years and possibly further tax cuts in 2000.
Then there always is the pork
barrel that Kentucky lawmakers
love to feast from - even in years
when there is little money available for building projects in their
home districts.
So there is a great danger that
the $3.45 billion the tobacco companies have agreed to pay Kentucky will be frittered away year
by year with little tangible to show
for it.
That is something Gov. Paul
Patton and legislative leaders in
both political parties must insist
doesn't happen. Decisions about
the tobacco settlement made in the
initial years will go a long way
in directing how it is spent in 15
or 20 years from now.
1 think the best thing Patton
and the General Assembly can do
with that $155 million a year is
to put it all into a trust fund and
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TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
not touch a dime of it until the
fund balance reaches $500 million.
At that point, the annual income
from the balance can be used for
projects specifically laid down by
the legislature in creating the trust
fund.
A 5 percent return on that initial $500 million would generate
$25 million.
By the time the entire tobacco
settlement is paid into the fund,
the income would reach $175 million a year and that doesn't take
into consideration capital gains
over the course of 25 years.
With even the most conservative investment over the years, the
trust fund easily could amount to
well over $7 billion by 2025.
And as a further enticement for
legislators to save the tobacco settlement rather than spending it
outright, the state's tax on cigarettes and other tobacco products
ought to be doubled at least.
Now one of the lowest in the
country, the tax brings in about
$15 million a year, give or take
a few hundred thousand. Doubling
it would raise the annual yield to
about -$30 million.
The state tobacco tax, of course,
has been politically untouchable
for generations for fear that raising it would upset farmers by lowering demand for Kentucky-grown
burley.
But the cigarette manufacturers

themselves doubled the price of
their products to pay the cost of
the national settlement without putting Kentucky tobacco farmers out
of business.
At the very least, those same
farmers ought to be enjoying the
benefits of state programs paid for
from a doubled cigarette tax, programs specifically designed to help
them reorganize their businesses
to rely less on income from burley sales.
In fact, it would be entirely
appropriate for at least one-fourth
of the income from the trust fund
and the higher cigarette tax to be
used to develop alternative crops
for Kentucky farmers.
A commitment of $5 million a
year to the aquaculture program
at Kentucky State University here
easily could pay handsome longrange profits to farmers throughout the state.
Come next year, it will be
awfully tempting for Patton and legislators to dribble the tobacco settlement away a little here, a lot
there and some middling amount
for a new golf course someplace
else.
That would be a crime, and it
would set the trend for the next
25 years of wasting a golden
opportunity for creating a huge
trust fund to be used long after
the settlement checks stop coming.
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Washington, D.C. 20510
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202-225-3115 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
361A Russell Senate Office Building
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Washington, D.C. 20510
202-2242541 (Washington)
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Letter policy...
Letters must be brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or _reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040. Murray, Ky.42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mit@murrayledger.com
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CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS
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WHAT KIND OF CHAIRS
FOR YOUR HOME?
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
The Calloway County 4-H Program continues to serve the
children and youth of the community. We at the Murray Ledger
& Times were blessed by two of the 4-H members bringing
us a decorated sheet cake on Oct. 15, from the cake decorating clinic Oct. 14. The 4-H group also honored other places
and schools with cakes.
4-H is a wonderful organization led by Ginny Harper, Calloway County Extension Agent for 4-H/Youth Development. The
note with the cake gave the 4-H motto as "To Make The Best,
Better," and the sentence, "While you eat this 4-H cake remember that we strive to make Calloway County Youth (the best)
better!"
In case you have forgotten the 4-H pledge, it is "I pledge
my head to clearer thing, my heart to greater loyalty, my hands
to larger service, and my health to better living, for my club,
my community, my country and my world."

Make A Difference Day Saturday
National. Make A Difference Day will be Saturday with another special recycling day from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Murray State
University Stewart Stadium parking lot. Collected will be newspapers, mixed paper, paperboard, cardboard, aluminum cans, plastics
and glass, used eye glasses, used motor oil and adult clothing and
shoes.

Families have special needs

Mayor
m Elias
already

inforire still
- quesanswer.

Murray Youth Services Center has special needs for two
clients. One family needs two beds with mattresses and box springs,
kitchen chairs and a couch. A single mother needs pots and pans
and a used microwave. Persons have items to donate call the center at 759-9592.

NARFE will meet Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at the Green
Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray.

Men's Retreat scheduled
A Fall Men's Retreat will be at Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road South, Murray. Events on Friday will start at 6 p.m.
with a hot dog supper (no charge), followed by Praise Time with
music by Gary McClure, testimony by Boyd Smith and message
by Brett .Miles. Saturday events start at 7:30 a.m. with a donut
and coffee fellowship followed by music and testimonies by Sammy
Cunningham, MSU football player Scott Pitt, Jason Purcell, Leonard
Adamson, Barry Cates and others from the audience; message by
the Rev. Norris Mills; and music led by Shea McWherter and Gary
McClure. This is open to all interested men.

Can you guess what
the bigger picture is
featured here?

GUEST SPEAKER - Myrtice Owens, left, a registered nurse,
spoke about her work in Bosnia and Kosova at a meeting
at First Baptist Church. At right is Geneva Brownfield.

Missionary nurse speaks
Bosnia and Kosova work,
ies, at their home and nearby
buildings. Most of the homes and
buildings showed much damage
from the effects of the war.
Seven registered nurses were in
their group for this mission trip
Mrs. Owens is the wife of Carlos Owens who now reside in
Paris. Tenn. They were missionaries in Africa for 36 years retiring in 1992.
Geneva Brownfield introduced
Mrs. Owens who had been a friend
of her family while they resided
in Paris.
Opal Howard of the Lottie Moon
Group welcomed the group. Martha
Moore led the group singing with
Pat Wood as pianist.
A social hour preceded the meeting. A large group attended from
all members of the WMU of the
church.

Myrtice Owens discussed and
showed slides of her work in
Bosnia and Kosova this summer
at a meeting, sponsored by the
Lottie Moon and Dorothy groups
of the WMU at First Baptist Church
on Oct. 5.
Mrs. Owens, a registered nurse,
was among a group of the Baptist Nursing Fellowship, who spent
17 days on a medical mission in
the two countries.
The speaker told about the devastation of the countries and the
many needs of the residents.
Mrs. Owens said "I did not see
any happy people; but most of
them showed hopelessness, unhappiness, fear and hatred in their
faces as they visited the clinics
set up for the people."
The group worked with Norman and Diane Crisp, missionar-
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Jean Futrell Lewis will have an exhibit of her pressed flower
pictures at Frame Village on the west side of the counsquare from
4 to 9 p.m. on Friday and all day Saturday.

Callowaveard will meet
Callowa qounty Board of Education will

With

Patricia
Schuman
Soloist

meet Thursday at 6

-Calloway County Middle School.
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Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the clubhouse. Ron Talent will present a program on "Urban Forestry-trees." Hostesses will be Kay Hays, Gladys
Jarrett and Velvet Wilson.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Group meetings Thursday

Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have their annual fall
golf tournament on Saturday at 9 a.m. at the club. Those wishing
to play may sign up at the pro shop or call Shirley Wade at 7532220 or Martha Broach at 753-9164.

Singles (SOS) plan events
will be
on and legibacco setlere, a lot
ag amount
someplace

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Friday at 7:30
p.m. at the Playhouse in the Murray-Calloway County Park to
attend the play, "Frankenstein." Saturday at 6 p.m. the SOS will
meet at 6 p.m. at Doloris' house for a hayride. For more information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.
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A Pumpkin Painting will be Friday from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Rocking Chair Lounge on the second floor of Murray State University Center. Sponsored by the MSU Student Government Association/Campus Activities Board, the event is free for children of
all ages. Also the University Bookstore will sponsor a story hour
and refreshments will be served. For information call the SGA
office at 762-6951.

Pumpkin painting planned
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(270)444-0065
(800)738-3727
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"Come

see what you've been missing"

Murray Court Square
4 p.m.to 9 p.m.
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Men Who Cook: A Taste of

Good News!!
Hi-Energy Weight Control Center has a
new diet plan, "Thermogenic Rotation
Plan" it has three phases - I, II, Ill. There
are no medical fees, changes in the
amount of supplements you take, 2-4 lb.
weight loss a week, more and different
foods. Give us a call to find out
more about the exciting new plan.
Also, remember once a member of
Hi-Energy always a member.
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Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. Third Street

October 23 @ 8pm
Tilghman Auditorium

Groups of WML: of First Baptist Church will meet Thursday.
The Fellowship of Christian Women will meet with Liz Anderson
at 6:30 p.m. and Louella Beddoe Group will meet at the Baptist
Student Center at 7 p.m.

It goes without saying
that one of the
most basic
needs in furnishing - any
are
home
chairs. But the
question is:
What kind of
chairs -should
•
you use?
As you may know, the major trend in
home decorating in recent years has
been more mixing of furniture than was
ever seen before.
Its a good trend because it's enabled
people to furnish their homes with individual pieces they like instead of being
tied down to a sameness in furniture.
And nowhere has mixing been more
prevalent — and more desirable — than
in chair selection.
So, when you're thinking about buying
chairs, rertreniber the tremendous choices you have at your disposal. You have at
your command the consideration of all
sizes and types of chairs. If you want
big, comfortable chairs plus smart-looking small chairs or whatever, you can
take advantage of amazing availability.
to decorate your rooms in the best possible way for you. Chairs are the mostused and the most flexible furnishing,
and we want you to get the most out of
your chair selections — in beauty. value,
styling and comfort. So, whenever you
need a chair or chairs, give us a chance
to help you pick out the ones you'll be
happy with.

•CARAMEL CORN

•TREAT BAGS

°CANDY CORN
HAND
Call with your orderfor classroom treats.
•HALLOWEEN

M-F 9-5
10th & Arcadia

We Ship UPS
DIE

753-0921
753-6909(Fax) •

FOR MORE I

Vote For
Murray's
Best Chefs-'

OALL

753-7222 OR 753Its Downtown Time"
So come on down &
enjoy the food & fun!

•.•
• • •- •

O-

A
•

•

••

A •

305 N. 12th St.• University Square • Murray

•• •
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MSU students selected for
Symphonic Wind Ensemble

BIRTHS
Leif Ryan Carlson

Eric and Libby Carlson of Murray are the parents of a son, Led
Ryan Carlson, born on Thursday, Oct. 14, 1999, at Jackson Purchase
Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed nine pounds three ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Sue and Dennis Carlson of Birch Run, Mich.,
and Steve and Joyce Givens of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mary Moses of Mayfield, Cordie Givens of
Henderson, and Earl and Virginia Eastman of Flushing, Mich.

This year the ensemble will
MSU students Erika A. Johnas part of an International
perform
son and Catherine C. }Chian from
Symposium in ManBand
Wind
Murray have been selected by audias well as LonEngland,
chester,
tion for placement in the Murray
sites.
surrounding
and
don
State University Music department's
to release
plans
ensemble
The
internationally acclaimed Symfeaturing
year
this
a CD later
phonic Wind Ensemble.
and works
tour
that
from
selections
This ensemble has gained
throughout the year.
worldwide recognition over the performed
students auditioned
100
Over
invitational
years through special
in the ensempositions
48
Jay Jackson of Mayfield and Brandi Epps of Benton are the parthe
for
performances in Carnegie Hall and
John- ents of a daughter, Alexis Nichole Jackson, born on Thursday, Oct.
L.
Dennis
to
ble.
According
at national professional conferences.
son, director of bands and conductor 14, 1999, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
In 1998,the ensemble was selectThe baby weighed six pounds 10 ounces and measured 20 1/2
of the Wind Ensemble, this years
ed to perform at the prestigious
competimost
the
were
inches.
auditions
College Band Directors National
Paternal grandparents are Joe Epps of Benton and Jackie Crouch
tive ever.
Aksociation convention in Jack*conIck P_-_oflulurray..,Matemal grandparents Are Hazel. Jackson and Forest House
andl-kika
'son vitte;
congratulated on their musical of Mayfield.
accomplishments," he said. "It's a
Great-grandparents are Rosie McCambell and Janet House of Maydistinct honor to be in this ensem- field.
ble."
The first performance by the ensemble was Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. in the
Darren and Charmaine Lamb of 2185 St. Rt. 893, Murray, are the
1„ovett Auditorium on Murray
parents of a daughter, Alexis Nicole Lamb, born on Thursday, Oct.
English: FORK
State's campus.
14, 1999, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The ensemble featured newly
The baby weighed seven pounds 2 1/2 ounces and measured 20
appointed trumpet instructor Rob inches. A brother is Craig Lamb, 3.
Spanish: TEN EDOR
Murray and he will also perform a
Paternal grandparents are Bobby and Shirley Lamb of Murray.
Mr and Mrs. Andrew Joseph Balzer IV
with the choir in a world
selection
grandparents are Richard and Jane Waddell of Murray.
Maternal
Italian: FORCHETTA
premiere composition that was
Great-grandparents are J.D. and Reba Lamb of Murray and Ruth
d by the music depart- Waddell of Canton, Ohio.
commissione
French: FOURCHETTE
ment.
The concert was free and the
German: GABEL
community was invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs.,, Mark Hale of 321 Old Newburg Rd., Murray, are
IV of Naval
the pareuts of a Son, Evan Mark Hal6,-- born on Wednesday; Oct. ,6,) , Jeri' Lynn Prie- of Murray and Andrew -Joseph Balzer
Sept. 25,
Saturday,
married
were
Ill.,
Lakes,
Great
Hospital.
Center,
County
Training
-Calloway
1999, at 5:50 p.m. at Murray
Tenn.
Nashville,
in
1999, at 3 p.m. in a private ceremony
The baby weighed six pounds 13 ounces and measured 19 1/2
The Rev. Randy Moser officiated.
3029 Butterworth Rd.(299 South)
inches. The mother is the former Ginger Evans.
all
Hale,
Patsy
and
Evans
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a sleeveless white
North
Judy
Grandparents are Joe Bruce and
Near Stella,just off Hwy. 121
wedding gown with a beaded bodice and satin bow on the back.
Tenn.
satin
Memphis,
of
Hale
Edward
and
of Murray,
14 Varieties Potted
Her hair was pulled up with a white circlet covered in white satin
489-2462
with tiny flowers and beads and tulle veiling in the back. She car•
ried a nosegay of coral roses and baby's breath with the stems wrapped
in white satin ribbon.
Also available at the Garden Path
Devry L. Hughes was the honor attendant. The bride's daughter,
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • 753-0508
No
B-Qi
Bar
Log
Sierra, carried the rings.
'across from Hickory
Payment
•
No
Interest
The groom's father, Andrew Joseph Balzer Ill, was best man.
.t
Check out the sale inside the shop too.'/
•••
for 6 mos.
A reception followed the ceremony in Nashville.
'WAC
The bride is the daughter of Ms. Laura Price of Murray and Jerry
and Sue Price of Big Sandy, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Andrew Joseph and Karen Balzer III of
Murray.
The new Mrs. Balzer is employed by Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., and
has been attending Murray State University. She will be attending
school in Illinois.
Mr. Balzer is on active duty in the United States Navy and is
,/ /
7570
E®
CREATIV
PFAFF
THE
school at the Service School Command in Great Lakes, Ill.
attending
THIS MONTH,
Following a short honeymoon, the couple is residing in Waukegan.

Alexis Nichole Jackson

How they
SAY it in...

Alexis Nicole Lamb

Price and Balzer vows
solemnized on Sept. 25

Evan Mark Hale

41th94.
.
aleh

PFAFF

-

tht

ctakat t 644

COMES WITH A $1,399

Fantastic
Accessories have-really- been-a big item
this fall. With all the new looks that
abound it is easy to find unique items that
can definite-ly make your outfit stand out
Jewelry and accessones are like weanrq:
art. They make a statement and show your
individuality. Accessories add color and
personality; you change the look of any
outfit by the accessories you choose.
Accessories can even be a beautiful crochet shawl or a poncho in a soft blanket
fabric to top off many styles of clothing.
The current fashion trend seems to be
ethnic and Bohemian with a 60's and 70,
flair. Tossed in with the delicate look from
Titanic these make for some interesting
and unusual presentations. It is so much
fun to decorate your ensembles with
some new accessory pieces. it says this is
who I am today.
Currently the millennium necklace,
hich are crystal beads that are clear and
cut to reflect light are wonderful for part
clothes or jeans. Layering beaded
bracelets and necklaces are a really hot
look. All the TV personalities are wearing
power beads and crystal. colored beads in
all colors mixed together. These can be
necklaces, bracelets, headbands and ankle
bracelets. Chokers in beads with sterling
piano wire are wonderful too.
Semi-precious stones set in sterling silver include blue topaz, citrine, garnet and
amethyst.
Gold and silver mixed together in belt
buckles and earrings are great to mix with
your sterling or gold accessories.
Black onyx and hematite and shades of
blue are also making the fashion scene.
Tiger eye looks great with khaki and black
.
1
too.
New crochet beaded chokers and earrings with stones can be worn day time
with suits or jeans and evening occasion,
also.
Be sure to come in and see our great
selection of holiday and special occasion
merchandise. Wonderful shawls, see-thru
cardigans. embroidered and crochets look
great to wear over sleeveless or long
+lee‘e dresses or tank tops or even turtlenecks. We have just received Pretty
Things sweaters and tanks They are
designed with a fuller figure woman in
mind; going from small to 2X.
A lot of our clothing comes in larger
sizes and we will be happy to special
order for you We now go from 2 to I
and a few 20's in pants and stretch jeans
Also free alterations are available on non
sale purchases. Congratulations to
Cortnee Elkins who won the power
bracelets.
Join us for lunch Fndays from 11-2 p.m
Stay tuner' to next week's Fun & Fashion
report...

01C.RLLET
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

FREE KOALA SEWING CABINET
WITH PURCHASE OF A PFAFF CREATIVE 7570*

E scql s

I
V 7C

and SeevCceithe.Refe
We'SeW
898-7301 • 1-800-599-USEW (8739)
I'aducah, KY • HIGHWAY 68 Near 1-24, Exit 16
For All of Your Home Decorating Needs!
Coordinating Fabrics
Home & Gift Accessorzs
Framed Pnnts

298
698
898
ciouae rD

BLINDS
litirtIts
r,,its
Great

-

55•75%°j
Everyday!

Wall aper
V(714
MURRAY

E
5
•ImMa•k.

5 1 9 South I 2th Street
Next to Days Inn

nu
-unnowErrti
rowoRTTN5

20% OFF
P11111 11111101111
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNLn Si.• MuRitm, 10

270-753-7575

Scarborough-Scarbrough
reunion at Paris Landing .
The Scarborough-Scarbrough time. One family member from Calfamily had its annual reunion at ifornia saw her first cousins from
Paris Landing State Park Inn Oct. Michigan and Florida for the first
and 2 with 85 family members time in over 40 years.
A member from New Mexico
and friends attending.
Of those attending 58 were direct who was born in Michigan came
descendants of Methodist minis- for the first time. Following the
ter, the Rev. James Monroe and reunion she visited her ancestors'
Mary Andrews Scarborough who, Benton County, Tenn., homesteads
came from Virginia to North Car- and then drove to Arkansas to
olina and then to Stewart county, visit_ the place where her parents
grew up before going by plane
Tenn., in 1804.
Ten states were represented. back to New Mexico.
Among many other activities(4
Billie Scarborough Loshbaugh of
wall charts displayed showwere
meettwo-day
the
led
Okla.,
Tulsa,
ing how all the family members
ing.
were related and from which difMurrell Scarbrough Madrey and
ones shared about their famferent
Maxwell
Earnest
late
husband,
her
Madrey, of Calloway County, were ily lines. Books, charts and papers
were on display.
mainly responsible for the beginDoor prizes were given out on
and
1978
in
the
reunion
ning of
its main promoters until Mr. Friday evening, Oct. 1, and at
noon time on Saturday, Oct. 2.
Madrey's death in 1992.
An introduction of the first ever
88,
of
age
the
at
Mrs. Madrey,
written book of the Scarboroughs
remains one of its staunchest supporters and continues to serve on and Scarbroughs of Stewart County, Tenn., by Carlos Owens of
the planning committee along with
Blryna Scarborough andAcarlos Paris, Tenn., was presented and
many purchased the family histoOwens of Paris, Tenn.
ry.
first
Many attended for their

• 753-1851

Look bO)re you
forejumping
OP'

FALL GOSPEL MEETING

SUBSCRIBE

O

Check the depth of water
into it. Diving depth should be at least nine
feet when diving from the edge of the pool.

t
tiPriAi.

(606)254-5701

at the

Coldwater Church of Christ

Please join the staff and directors of
The Murray Bank
.for a special two-day celebration
in recognition of the ground breaking
of our brand new facility on South 12th Street.
Stop by and visit with us in our current office
1000 Whitnell Street
October 21-22, 1999 • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

(Located in the Coldwater Community on Hwy. 121 N.
about 8 miles Northwest of Murray, Kentucky)

Oct. 24th-27th
Speaker:
Paul Meachem

Share our pride in this
majorinvestment in 11u,
futurr of Murray.

Schedule of Services:
Bible Study — 9:30 a.m.
Morrling Worship Services — 10:15 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Fellowship Meal after morning service.
Evening Services Mon. through Wed. — 7:00 p.m.
ft

Come and be our honored guest!

•"
-•••••riarrn•••5•1~1.010044,

•

•

mThe

ay Bank

Refreshments • Promotions •
CrIciud liming tender *enter f DI(

How Banking Should Be

Lowe's Revamps Warehouse Format To Make
Shopping For Home Improvement Items Easier
And Better Than Any Store Of Its Kind.
Grand Opening Celebration Of The New Store
In Murray Starts Wednesday!

6 Months, No Payment*
Credit Offer On Lowe's
Credit Card Purchases.
(See Other Side For Details)

A Guide To Everything You Need To Know About Home Improvement Shopping At The New Lowe's

Lowe's Opens Huge
Home Improvement Warehouse
In Murray

ss white
he back.
ite satin
She carwrapped

Face of home improvement shopping to change forever, company vows
Fun eNents are scheduled for the
whole family! Here's just a sample:

Register To Win A
$1000 Shopping Spree
Drawing On Sunday. See Official Rules
posted At The Store. No Purchase
Necessary. Sweepstakes Runs From
October 20- October 24.

Will Demonstrate The Reciprocal Saw.
Wednesday. Friday_&Satunty
tOam -4pm

Mountaineer
Monster Truck
Mexico
an came
wing the
ncestors'
mesteads
ansas to
r parents
by plane
activities
ed showmembers
hich diftheir famnd papers
en out on
, and at
Oct. 2.
first ever
boroughs
art Counwens of
nted and
ily histo-

You'll Be Crushed If You Miss It!
Friday & Saturday. 1pm - 6pm

Skit Bosch Tool
Demonstrations
Wednesday - Friday. 2pm - 8pm
Saturday.9am - 5pm

FREE Water Testing
by Waterboss'TM.
Let the Waterboss''' Pros Put You on
the Right Track to Clean & Healthy Water'
Bring in a Sample & Waterboss'' Will
Test It on the Spot for Hardness & Iron!
If Your Water Quality is Poor. WaterbossWill Advise You on How to Correct
the Problem.
Saturday. 10am - 12pm

The Energizer Bunny
The Bunny That Never Stops
Is Coming To Lowe's!
Saturday. 1pm - 5pm

Lowe's opens the doors to its giant
home improvement warehouse
Wednesday. in Murray. with a
grand opening celebration that will
continue through Sunday. October 24.
The new Lowe's contains over 40,000
home improvement items in over
150.000 sq. ft. of shopping space.
The store's location fs NE corner of
"Our goal is to provide do-it-yourself
homeowners and contractors with
everything they need for any home
improvement project," said corporate
spokesperson Jule Schreffler.
The store, which also acts as a
-warehouse;-is-divided into- departments- with wide. well-lighted aisles that are
void of clutter. so consumers can easily
_
find what they want.
The departments are broken down
.into lawn & garden. plumbing.
electrical, appliances & vacuum
cleaners, kitchen cabings, bath, paint.
lighting, home decor. doors & windows.
tools, lumber. and more.
Each department is
y
with literayTfd
thousands of items.
"To give you an idea of
just how much
merchandise we have at
Lowe's. there are over
3.000 assorted nuts. bolts
and washers in the
hardware department. in
addition to other hardware
items. And that just one
aisle." Schreffler said.
Unlike any other home
improvement warehouse
in the country. Lowe's features a large
selection of appliances (including brand
names like GE. Hotpoint by GE. Maytag
and Whirlpool). Lowe's also boasts the
largest selection of telephones and
accessories in the country with 150
items to choose from.
The lawn & garden department.
featuring a 6.300 sq. ft. climatecontrolled greenhouse. also has an
impressive selection of items.

LOWE

Inside New 150,000 Sq. Ft. Lowe's Opening Wednesday
There are many other services
In the kitchen cabinet department.
"Our lawn & garden center has thousands
experienced designers use state-of-the- available to consumers including
of live trees and shrubs. garden tools.
an computer design technology to help customer service call buttons,
power equipment. outdoor furniture, pool
consumers create their dream kitchen. delivery, outside loading assistance.
chemicals, fertilizers, and more."
lumber cutting, free -how-to" clinics.
"All you need to do is bring in the
Schreffler said."We
--and tia-perieneyed profefisionals-to-igfer..-----7 - y all of our trees-and—total measurements-of-y(0r -kitchen
assistance and ariviee •
and the design professional does the
shrubs from the best
"We go to great lengths to hire thee
rest. There are no high-pressure sales.
growers in America
best people to assist our customers.
and the design is free." stated
-and back the quality
Schreffler. "With our huge selection of and Murray is certainly no different."
with a one year
Schreffler said.
cabinets, countertops. and other
guarantee."
"Electricians. plumbers. interior
kitchen accessories, it would be hard
The greenhouse
to imagine going anywhere else to buy designers, contractors - people with
features exotic plants.
experience in home repair - these are
a new kitchen."
planters. water
the people we hire. Who better to help
The decor department features a
gardening supplies.
a do-it-yourselfer than experienced
"Wall Of Windows" and a wallpaper
fountains, and a free
professionals," she said.
library. The,wall of windows is
plant repotting service
Store hours are Monday through
actually a large display of vertical
with the purchase of a
Saturday. 7am - 9pm and Sunday.9am
blinds, mini-blinds and other window
plant and planter.
treatments that consumers can custom - 6pm. The phone number for Lowe's
Lowe's has installed a variety of
of Murray is(270)753-9099.
order to exact size and color
services throughout the stores to help
specifications.
consumers with home improvement
The wallpaper library is an area
projects.
where consumers can examine
A special computer in the paint
thousands of wallpaper samples.
department can match the color ofjust
There are chairs and tables with ample
about anything. From drapery or floor
For How-To Information
working space. as well as experienced
samples to a favorite stuffed animal, the
& Other Topics,
associates on-hand to lend assistance
computer will match the color in minutes.
Our Web Site At:
Visit
and place orders.
And mixing the color in a variety of name
free.
is
www.lowes.com
brand paints

Everyday Low Prices
Backed By 10% Guarantee
Check Our Ads Daily
For Subjects & Times of
Free How-To Clinics &
Other Fun Events for
the Entire Family.

It's Going to Be
The BIGGEST
Grand Opening
Event Murray
Has Ever Seen!

To help people get the items they want for
home improvement projects when they want them.
Lowe's offers everyday low prices on all 40.000
plus items found in the store.
By offering products at the lowest possible
prices, there is no need to wait for a sale. Products
are at or below many other stores' sale prices.
And to add an element of
"insurance" to the low price
Analysis
claim. Lowe's offers a 10%
price guarantee.
The guarantee states that "if you should find a
lower price it any local retail competitor. we'll
match that price and take an additional 10% off
when you buy from-us:The everyday low prices-backed by the 10%
guarantee gives customers the assurance that
they're getting a fair price every day.
Pluy not needing to wait for a sale. do-it- - yourselfers and contractors alike can plan when
they want to do projects, rather than waiting to see
if what they need goes on sale elsewhere. '
Full details and restrictions regarding the 10%
price guarantee are available at every Lowe's
Home Improvement Warehouse store.

10%
Low
Price
Guarantee
If You Happen
To Find A
Lower Price,
We'll Match
It, Plus Take
Off An
Addittonal
10%1

Lowe's offers a wide variety of services to commercial
customers, allowing them to spend more time at the job site.
rather than shopping around for what they need.
Here's a sample of the services commercial customers can find:
'Orders can be faxed directly to the store. And if the order is
received by 6pm. Lowe's will have the order ready to pick up
by lam the next morning.
•A special commercial account checkout line lets
contractors with larger orders check out quickly.
•Lowe's offers contractors and other businesses a business
credit card that allows for multiple users. which can help keep
better track of job costs. accounting. etc.
Contractors and builders alike are encouraged to visit the
commercial sales department to get more information regarding
these and other commercial services.
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INSTALLATION

t
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Special Buy

Special

Special Buy

$49

50

All 18-36" Colonist
6-Panel Molded
Interior Door Units
With Casing

410(
2 Pack

Polished Brass
Hexagonal Outd
Wall Lanterns Fl

Larson 32" Or 36"
White Aluminum Triple
Track Storm Door #16734,5

oor
2992

mai="Qinim
SYLVANIA

10 TEIllo.

PROFESSIONAL

IN

Special
Special Buy

$149

Special Buy

38

Envirotemp
40 Gallon El
Water Heate

Hotpoint
2 Cycle
Dishwasher

2 Pack

Sylvania 60 Watt
Standard Light Bulbs #82015

$99

(HDA1100ZWH)#62349

'ectric

#26302

Special Buy

v 35C

Special Buy
Closetmaid
5-8' Closet
Organizer #62114

Special Buy

Each

12" x 12" Sure 'N Easy"
Vinyl Floor Tile In Gray,
Beige Or Blue #16322; 22884,5

$1997

$1188
78" x 84" White
Vertical and #05506

Kohle
Contr
With

r Fainl
ol Kit4
3pray4

SPECIAL EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20
Register To Win A $1,000 Shopping Spree
Wed., October 20 - Sun. October 24
No Purchase Necessary. See Store for Details
D•walt Tool Demonstrations
Skil Bosch Tool Representative
FREE How-To Clinics

10am-4pm
2pm-8pm

See Store For Details

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
Mountaineer Monster Truck
lpm - 6 pm

SATURDAY, OC
Skil Bosch Tool F
9am - 5

Makita Tool Demonstrations

9.m-3pm

Makita Tool Demonstrations

Skil Bosch Tool Representative

2pm--8pm

D•walt Tool Demonstrations

FREE.How:To Clinics

See Store For Details

Prices May Vary After November 2. If There Are Market Variations See Store For Details Regarding Product Warranties We Reserve The Right TO Limit Quantities
Special Buys are products that we have been able to obtain at an unusually low price from our supplier for a specific quantify or for a limited time and we Pass the savings on to you We make
+Nbu may never have a problem with your Kobalt Brand Tool but if you do lust return it to the place of purchase for a free replacement. no questions asked
C Lowe s Home Centers. Inc 1999 Lowe s' is a registered trademark of LF Corporation World Wide Web Address www 'owes corn *991062

every effort

FREE How-To Clinics

to have sufficient quantities on hand to meet reasonably ant i.

4
•

TOBE
pres
LI I'll

Doors Open:
7:00 am
Wednesday
October 20

ireh

ouse

OPENING
Special Buy

1888
alltiwithiertime

6' Wood
Stepladder

Buy

Special Buy

$2175

2 Pack

11 Brass
'nal Outd
Interns F l

Regent Mercury Vapor
Safety & Security Light #25950

oor
2992

25,

one case

Special Buy

$897
Gallon

12 Year
Interior Flat Latex
White Ceiling Paint #47612

Includes FREE Case,
Engine Oil, Bar Oil,
Gloves, File & Guide
A S30 Value!

Special Buy

$793

PROFESSIONAL

#98127

1" x
P 25'owerlock
Tape Rule #99930

INSTALLATIO

Buy

Special Buy

firotemp
Gallon El
ter Heate

$99

lectric

Hepa 150 Portable
Air Cleaner #95173

1302

1 09 * $129

Poulan 16" Gas Chainsaw

#55799

Special Buy

Kohle
Contr
With

r Fairfax Single
ol Kitchen Faucet
3prayer #54605

Dewalt 12 Volt
Drill/Driver Kit

#36805

133

Top Choice Severe Weather
A Premium Grade Deck Board
54" x
/

6"

8'
$6.09

10'
$7.48

12'
$8.98

16'
$13.19

6 Pack

Jumbo Pansy

#92985

Directions & Hours:
IR DAY, OC
nch Tool
9am - 5

TOBER 23
•presentative
9am-3pm

rations
10am-4pm
rations

Be Sure to Check out
Our FREE How-To Clinics
Offered Every Month!

See Store For Details

,ed —demand Special Buy price no longer applies once those quantities are exhausted
t reasonably anti, ,

•it

NE Corner of Hwy. 121N
& Hwy. 641 (Across From MSU
Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
Monday-Saturday, 7:00am-9:00pm
Sunday, 9:00am-6:00pm

mho
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Lowe's Home Safety
Council Leads
Charge On
Home Safety
According to the National Safety
Council. American homes were the
scene of nearly 20.000 deaths and
more than 6 million injuries last
year alone.
Lowe's Home Safety Council was
created in response to the pressing
need for action. The Council is a
nonprofit organization founded to
enhance the quality of American
home life by helping families
improve the- cornfoct their_homes.
through better knowledge and
practice of home safety.
To accomplish safety goals. the
Council works with groups of people'
with the same concern for and
dedication to home safety.
Partners to the Cotinerinclude - -national safety-related organizations.
home center manufacturers and
vendors. as well as notable individuals who have the desire and ability
to Make a contribution.
The council is working with
Lowe's Home Improvement
Warehouse to include home safety
centers in every Lowe's store. These centers will offer 'a variety
of information on home safety

of

FREE How-To Clinics
FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

ilb

11am ,

Organizing Your Storage Space

Installing Vinyl Flooring

1pm

Decorative Painting & Faux Finishing

1pm

Cleaning & Finishing a Deck

2pm

Creating a Water Garden

2pm

Installing Track Lighting

3pm

Installing Tubular Skylights

3pm

Installing Laminate Flooring

4pm

Applying Faux Finishes

4pm

Decorative Painting & Faux Finishing

6pm

Reorganizing Your Storage Space

6pm

AIM

products and issues.
To further support the Council.
Lowe's carries over 500 specific
home safety products and thousands
more safety-related items.
Lowe's Companies. Inc. has a tradition of philanthropy. With more
- than-450 stores in 25_stat9.and _
employing over 65.000 people.
Lowe's has always believed in
contributing to the quality of life in
the communities where it operates.
In 1957. the company founded
Lowe's Charitable and Education
Rcundatibri to administer corporate
philanthropy on regional and local
levels.
In 1981. Lowe's co-founded the
Home Improvement Research
Institute, which has become
recognized as an authoritative voice
of the home center products industry.
Lowe's is proud to sponsor the
fbuUing of another-major program Lowe's Home Safety Council.

12pm

Installing a Water Heater

6

SATURDAY

THURSDAY
•—••

Installing a Motion Detector

Applying Eaualinistting_Te_chee

10am
12pm

Lal
Bu
are

Reorganizing Your Storage Space

1 1 am

Organizing Your Storage Space

Creating a Water Garden

12pm

Decorative Painting & Faux Finishing

1pm

Decorative Painting & Faux Finishing

1pm

Constructing a Walkway

2pm

Installing Tubular Skylights

2pm

Installing a Storm Door

4pm

Finishing or Refinishing Hardwood Floors

3pm

CO

SUNDAY
1pm

Applying Stains & Finishes

6 Months, No Pay* And 'Big Buy' Rate
Make It A Great Time To Do Projects
(
JRTANT CREDIT DETAILS:
*IMP
*If the promotional purchase and any
optional credit insurance charges are paid
in full by the end of the promotional
period. finance charges will be waived.
Offer applies to approyed single receipt
purchases totaling $200 or more made
from October 20. 1999 through October
24, 1999 when you use an existing or
newly opened Lowe's Credit Card
Account. Monthly payments are not
required [for 6 months] on qualified
purchases during the promotional period.
Finance charges and any optional credit
insurance charges on your promotional
purchase will be billed from date of
purchase. but finance charges will be
credited if you pay the full purchase price
and any optional insurance charges by the
end of the promotional period. If you do
not. you will be responsible for these
charges. The APR is 21%. Minimum
monthly finance charge is $1.00 except in
IA. In IA the minimum monthly finance
charge is $.50. Regular credit terms will
continue to apply to your nonpromotional purchases. Offer is subject to
-ele-dif-Lifiiii3Varby1bnograTtieretth -Card
Bank of Georgia. Business Accounts
excluded.

To celebrate the Grand Opening of
its new home improvement warehouse
in Murray, Lowe's is offering 6
months no payment on single receipt
purchases totaling $200 or more made
—on your Lowe.'...s personal czedn_card._
The offer ends Sunday. October 24.
Now is the best time to purchase big
ticket items like appliances, kitchen
cabinets, outdoor powersquipment
or items needed for a hdme improvement project.
Each month your statement will
show your financs and insurance
charges. However, if your purchase
is paid in full within 6 months, all of
these charges will be taken off of your
account. Charges are made in
accordance with the rates specified in
your Lowe's credit card agreement. All
sales are,subject to credit approval and
business accounts are excluded from
this offer.
If you don't have a Lowe's credit
card, getting one is as simple as going •
to the store and filling out an
apRlication. While you airy your
application ill be pr-6C-es-s-eTat6account will be set up for you upOn
qualifiattors.

•

Lowe's Builds
Foundation On
Building Materials
Since 1946. Lowe's has built a big reputation for being "the place- for
lumber and building materials. Today is no different.
The indoor lumber.v.ard at the new Lowe's Home Improvement Warehouse
is enormous. It contains over 150.000 board feet of lumber, plywood, and other
wood items. including pressure treated decking. interior molding and more.
Has ing lumber and building materials under one roof allows consumers to
pick and choose exactly the pieces they want to purchase. Plus, helpful
associates are close by to assist with large orders or answer questions.
Included in the "lumber yard- is an extensive selection of building materials.
Concrete. drywall. stair parts, insulation, and more are all under one roof.
Lowe's also has an extensive selection of interior and exterior molding. From
floor molding to crown molding to decorative porch accents, there's something
for everyone.
•The shingles and other roofing supplies selection is also impressive.
Lowe's carries a large selection of shingles in-stock with a range of warranties.
Through special order,just about any shade or warranty length can be obtained.
Most special orders can be delivered within two weeks.
Anctbest of all everything can be purchased at Lowe's guaranteed
everyday. low prices.

6 MONTHS,
NO PAY!*
eg:-,A!'?:,Trac4;Tot40More Made On Your Personal
Lowe s Credit Card.

13.9% "Big Buy" Rate
For single receipt purchase. on your
Lowe's Credit Card. of $2.000 or more
that qualify for the Big Buy Program
the APR is 13.9%. Minimum monthly
Finance Charge is $1.00 except in IA.
In IA the minimum monthly Finance
Charge is $.50. Your Big Buy
purchases will be maintained as a
separate balance on your Lowe's-Credit
Card Account. Purchases under $2.000
will be subject to the regular terms and
conditions of your Lowe's Credit Card
Agreement. Offer is subject to credit
approval by Monogram Credit Card
Bank of Georgia. Business Accounts
excluded-
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Enjoy Our Grand Opening
with a Grand of Your Own!
•

LOWEt

DANGER WON'T ANNOUNCE ITSELF
THE FRONT DOOR.
WITH A KNOCK ON
On You. You Can Depend On Us To Help

$1,000 Grand Opening Shopping Spree.

LOWE'S

Your Family's Safety Depends

Homo Improvimont Worohouso

See Store For Details.
Drawing To Be Held Sunday, October 24. Lowe's Employees And Their Families Are Ineligible.

V!

Horne Improvement Warehouse

101A;Allseellesswee.
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Flu shots best when gotten early
Flu season is just around the
corner. In fact, influenza has been
reported to have already occurred
in Alaska and on an Alaskan cruise
ship.
- Kentucky health officials are
encouraging Kentuckians, especially those more than 65 years
old, to get a flu shot between now
and November to get the best protection.
In addition to Kentuckians who
are more than 65 years old, people with chronic medical conditions definitely should have a flu
shot, says Kentucky State Epidemiologist Glyn Caldwell, M.D.,
Laker Band members (left to right) Austin Williams, Chelsea with the Department for Public
Bullard, Billy Bell, Daniel Ball, Brian Miller and Tony Durham Health.
Those people- include anyoneare shown with the awards the band received at the Daviess
County Marching Band Invitational Band Contest Saturday. with chronic heart, lung, or kidney disease or diabetes, as well
as all nursing home residents.
Caldwell said anyone 65 or older,
regardless of their, health, should
have a flu shot. He said that of
the 1,346 deaths from influenza
and pneumonia in 1997 in Kentucky, 1,234 were 65 or older.
In addition, physicians, nurse
The Calloway County High finals in Munfordville. The quarSchool Laker Band finished its terfinals will decide which 16 Class and other health care providers
regular marching season on Sat- AA bands advance to the state who have contact with high-risk
urday with four additional awards semi-finals next week in Bowling patients also should have the vaccine.
at the Daviess County Marching Green.
Caldwell said anyone who wants
Band Invitational.
Dance soloists for the Laker to prevent catching the flu can
Second place in Class AA, Best
Percussion,.Best Drum Majors and Band this • season are April Ram- get a shot, but health officials reca distinguished rating, the highest sey and Daniel Ball; french horn ommend the vaceine particularly for
in the KMEA-sponsored event, soloist is Brian Miller; trombone high-risk groups to avoid the dansoloist is Tom Moore; trumpet gerous complications of influenza
were awarded to the band.
CounLarue
soloists are Kaci Stark and Keith that can result in people who already.
First place went to
•
ty with a return match this com- Henneberger; and alto sax soloist have health problems.
"We urge elderly people and peoing weekend at the state quarter- is Daniel Ball.
ple with chronic illnesses to get
a flu shot every year because they
are more likely to suffer serious,
even life-threatening, complications
from the flu.
Children of students at Murray the Rocking Chair Lounge of the
"Influenza immunization has
State University, as well as kids Curris Center.
shown to reduce hospitalizabeen
A story hour will be provided
in the community, will have an
30 percent or more. Most
by
tion
opportunity to celebrate the Hal- by the University Bookstore and other people who get the flu are
loween season with a pumpkin refreshments will be served.
ill from five to ten days," he said.
The event is sponsored by the
painting session.
The vaccine takes at least two
Pumpkins and paint supplies Campus Activities Board. For more weeks after the shot to protect
Sanders
Misty
will be furnished for the young information, contact
people from the flu.
artists Oct. 24 from 2-4 p.m. in or Jeanie Morgan in the Student
The shots can be given to most
Government Association office at
people, except those with a severe
762-6951
allergy to eggs. Those people who

CCHS band wins four
awards in Owensboro

IMMI6

but that is not true. He said the your local health department or
have a short-term illness with fever
need not put off getting the shot flu shot may cause a slight fever the state Division of Epidemioloor soreness where it is adminis, gy at (502) 564-3418.
until they have recovered.
Pregnant women should consult tered, but it will not cause the
with a doctor before receiving a flu.
People younger than 18 years
flu shot.
who get a flu-like illness should
Flu shots are available from
private doctors and through local not take aspirin while sick because
health departments. Kentuckians of the risk of Reye's syndrome,
who plan to get their shot from Caldwell said.
Reye's syndrome is a disease that
the local health department should
call ahead to be certain that the affects the central nervous system
HOW In THE
vaccine is available and obtain the and liver and is associated with
ELEPHANT
BECOME
the combination of flu and aspirin
immunization clinic schedule.
THE SYMBOL Of
Most health departments give use in children and teens. The
THE REPUBLICAN
flu shots on a sliding-fee scale. syndrome is fatal in 10 percent
PARTY?
Medicare insurance now covers to 40 percent of the cases.
41)133M S.11341VH
1
/
:
Parents should contact their chilthe cost of flu shots, which should
NI N00121V Tniauvs V NI
dren's doctor for alternatives to
help older Kentuckians.
AlleitiTail1a4_SIHAIN3C38435
-C--aldweli-said--that-some--peepteria8-11u-like illness-01 1NVHd313 3141 03sn /WIN
es.
are afraid to get a flu shot because
GVINOH1 rPLQI j AON NO 113MGNV
For more information, contact
they think it might cause the flu,

Did yu

•

Pet Grooming Service
by
Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

Open Monday
thru
Friday 8-5

(502) 753-6749

Westside Veterinary Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South, Murray

NEW OCTOBER SPECIALS

MODELS for 2000
OD HOMES"
"FLEETWO
Exclusive Dealer
NEW FLOOR PLANS FOR 2000'

Pumpkin painting Oct. 24

3
Bedroome:
2 Bath c

1,178
Sq. Ft.

PRICE INCLUDES:

/44

Delivery & Set Up
House Type Door
Storm Windows
Stove & Refrigerator

Study: Breast
feeding protects
against leukemia

WASHINGTON(AP)— Breastted infants may have up to a 30
percent lower risk of developing
some forms of childhood leukemia
when compared to babies who are
bottle-fed, according to a new study.
The findings, published today
in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, differ from some earlier, smaller st6dies That found no
statistically significant uppo for
—the tdóa that breast fee g pro,z
tected against lenketiii
The new study, by rei•‘chers
at the University of Minnesota
Cancer Center,found'that the longer
babies were breast-fed, the more
they were protected.
For babies breast-fed for at least
one month, the leukemia risk was
reduced by 21 percent, while the
risk was reduced by up to 30 percent for infants breast-fed for six
months or longer, the study found.

• Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cabie Modem Installation
• Nerivorkingile_ancLin7Store,SetIriCe,_•Apea Intetnetigri,up
Russell,Shanklin • Joe Nance(Bo)

4
Bedroom
3 Bath

2,076
Sq. Ft.

211 Maple Street, Murray,KY 42071 • 759-1111

65.00.4€4:49. 1,ce. -

204-teue Remzecektia
dme—Sealce
OmeScievtee_iptale *awl Clielifta4K9 stead-.

PRICE INCLUDES:
Delivery & Setup
Footers
Central Air Cond

A & A AUTO RENTAL
DAILY & WEEKLY RENTALS
CLEAN, DEPENDABLE CARS
CALL US FOR RATES

HOLLAND MOTOR SALES
513 S. 12th St. • 270-753-4461

1.9d

0* Fixed
cy
Rate
APR

C

(' -X
MastesCarct

ALSO INCLUDES:
Ceiling Fan
Stove & Refrigerator
Vinyl Siding

New, Used & Repossessed Homes-r;
- Includes Set-Up & Delivery
*5% Down Payment

No Money Down With Land. Trade Ins Welcome. *With Approved Credit

KEITH BAKER HOMES, INC.
Exclusive Fleetwood Dealer

Hwy. 79 N. • Paris • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

5-YEAR HOME EQUITY

LOAN.

11111.11.

Cut your bills. Cut your interest.
Consolidate all your monthly payments into one.

1

Now you can borrow up to 80% of your

home's equity with this great low rate.
• Cut your monthly bills.
• No payments for 90 days.
• No closing costs. No fees. No hassles.
Stop by your nearby branch and take
advantage of this limited -time offer.

*FIRSTAR

R.

Bank Without Fkxu-xlaries

lip

Cr
rrlf=

&MERCRI1TILS:

r• or less and you must have loan payments automaticalty deducted nom a new or exist
he 8C,
refinancing of e.ist,og Mercantile and FirSta, loans To qualify for 795% APR, your loan to value ratio must
'Otter expires October 15 1999 and is valid tor new Mercantile and Firstar home equity loans only Excludes
795% APR Insurance must be carried on property securing the home equity loan Owner-occupied
a
in
resulting
of
will
$30761
monthly
60
make
payments
you
and
payment
first
your
to
days
90
have
,rig Mercantile or Firslar chocking account For example il you borrow $15 000 under this program you will
other promotional rats otters, discounts or coupons Member FDIC
,Ile 55 000 minimum ban amount Otter cannot be combined with any
'
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MHS-Fulton Co. game special for Garlands
I Father and sons to be
on opposite sidelines for
key district match up
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
As the defensive coordinator at
Fulton County, Rick Garland's job
is to stop the opposing offense
and keep its quarterback in check.
But Friday night against Murray, the task will take on a different meaning.
This time, the other team's quarterback is his son.
Justin Garland is Murray's senior quarterback, who will be playing his final regular-season home
game as the Tigers host Fulton

-V77-

County Friday at Ty Holland Stadium in a key district matchup.
But it doesn't stop there as
Justin's younger brother Josh, a
junior, is a wide receiver for the
Tigers.
The scenario.of coaching against
his sons is nothing new for Rick,
who lives in Fulton while his sons
live with their mother in Murray.
"We've done it since they were
in the seventh and eighth grade,"
he said. "So I've pretty much
learned to accept it. They'll try
to beat me and I'll try to beat
them.
"At first it was hard for us and
it bothered me a lot," Rick added.
"But now we go at it and there
won't be any punches pulled. We

don't really have a problem with
it now."
Justin also said that playing
against his dad is something he's
gotten used to over the years.
"It doesn't matter if it's been
football, basketball or baseball._
he's always been on the other sideline or dugout," Justin said. "On
Friday, one thing I'll try to concentrate on is that even though
my mom will be on one side and
my dad will be on another, I'll
just have to concentrate on the
game, even though it will be hard
to."
Since the winner of Friday's
game will secure second place in
the district and a home game for
the first round of the playoffs,

there'll be little room left for sentiment and distractions.
"I'll just try not to think about
it," said Josh. "I'll just think about
playing ball and worry about winning."
,__Another unusual but special twist
of Friday's game is that Rick will
walk with Justin during the senior night festivities prior to the
start of the game.
"I'm his dad and I'm proud of
that," Rick said. "I would be there
to walk with him even if we
weren't playing them."
Preparation for Friday has been
unusual for both Rick and some
of the Fulton County players.
"Justin knows all of our players and he's really close with two

or three of them," Rick said. "The with him for senior night.
"I will be kind of weird, but
linebackers all know him, and one
the season (Murray) coach
before
'Coach,
said
they
stunts
some of our
it's Justin; do you want us to hit (Rick) Fisher, (Fulton County)
him?', and I said, 'Hit him.' And coach (David) Gallagher and my
we'll run right at Josh if he's dad and me all got together and
playing defensive end. If they're worked it out for my dad to be
going to play, we're going to play." able to walk with me on senior
Still, with trying to be profes- night," he said.
"Then I'll shake his hand before
sional and win the game, Rick
can't help but have mixed emo- and after the game and then we
can tak about who kicked whose
tions.
"I. want to see Josh and Justin butt," he said, laughing.
Josh said he wouldn't have any
do well; It's hard to call a defense
against Murray," he said. "Watch- problem keeping his mind set on
ing a tape of them I catch myself the task at hand.
"Since it's a big district game,
watching my kids because I don't
get to see them play often."
Justin said he was glad his dad
• See Page 13A
will have the opportunity to walk

Marshall
squads
advance

Braves close out
wild NLCS 10-9
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — So much suspense, so much back-and-forth drama
and still the whole incredible series
— the entire season, really —
down to a full-count pitch.
"Oh, no!" Mets manager Bobby
Valentine shouted, slamming the dugout
railing when Kenny Rogers' fastball
sailed high and outside.
It was all over. Andruw Jones walked
to first base, Gerald Williams trotted
home with one out in the 11th inning
and the Atlanta Braves beat New York
10-9 Tuesday night to win the NL
Championship Series 4-2.
The Atlanta Braves, having derailed
the Mets' grand plan for a Subway
Series, were headed to the World
Series for the fifth time this decade.
Game 1 against the New York Yankees will be Saturday night at Turner Field. It's a rematch of 1996, when
the Yankees won in six games.
Fi-ve—sTraight one-run games, with
an amazing finale. The Braves blowing a 5-0 lead, then the Mets losing
one-run leads in the eighth and 10th
innings. A sellout crowd of 52,335,
including thousands of Mets fans,

*

roaring for 4 1/2 hours.
"It was an extremely stressful week,"
said Brav6 reliever John Rocker, who
pitched in every game despite being
involved in a car crash Monday.
"Games hinging on one pitch, night
after night after night."
After the Mets' 4-3, 15-inning win
Sunday at Shea Stadium, the teams
came back to play one of the most
thrilling postseason games ever.
"We had chances to die and we
didn't," Braves manager Bobby Cox
said. "There's more than one way to
win a ballgame."
The Mets nearly became the first
team in postseason history to win
three games in a row after losing the
first three.
The Mets overcame a 5-0 deficit
in the first inning, getting a big home
run by Mike Piazza to make it 7-all
in the seventh. But they could not
hold on in the later innings.
"I told them they played like chamdon't have
--Valentine sai-d:
pitihs,
a trophy, but they did everything they
had to.-

• See Page 13A

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. - Marshall County's boys and girls
advanced to the championship
game of the Second District soccer tournament Tuesday, as the
girls blanked Graves County 9-0
and the boys downed Mayfield 6-

1.

-AA*

MOVING ON: Atlanta centerfielder Andruw Jones was credited with the game-winning
RBI after drawing a bases-loaded walk from Mets pitcher Kenny Rogers. The Braves
will meet the New York Yankees in the World Series, beginning Saturday.
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TIRES

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

SERVES UP!: Murray State's Micah Wojinski puts
up a serve in the Racers' match with Southern
Illinois Tuesday.

BALL
MN VOLLEYMartin
vs. Tennessee

HOME
MATCH
Buy, Lease, or Rent
a Tank & Get 1 Year
Guaranteed Gas Price

ver
•1
Coo
HT and AT
Truck Tires
-50,000 Mlle Treed Warranty
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's volleyball team picked up
its first-ever win over Southern Illinois in the Salukis'
first-ever visit to Murray State with a 3-1 (15-4, 15-11,
11-15, 15-12) win Tuesday in the North Gym of MSU's
Carr Health Building.
"The win made the day extra special for the Racers
(11-8), as head coach David Schwepker became the proud
father of a baby boy earlier Tuesday. Assistant coach
Marlene Metti served as the acting coach against SIU.
On offense, Murray State was led by senior middle
blocker Sarah Ernst with 13 kills, senior outside hitter
Krista Shumard with 11 and sophomore outside hitter Audrey
Nelson with 10. Nelson and sophomore outside hitter
Jessica Wood served up four aces apiece for MSU.
On defense, the Racers were led by a match-high 16
digs from junior middle blocker Rachael Neighbors. Nelson and Shumard added eight digs each for MSU. Ernst
and sopohomore middle blocker Trena Fish had two
blocks each to lead MSU.

Of Bogans, Smith said, "He's
a clutch player. He's made a couple of big shots in practice already,
in scrimmages, as the clock has
been winding down. So he's a
guy who has the confidence in
his game to make the big play."
As for Stone. Smith called him
"as gifted a big man as I've ever
coached," praising his passing,
defense and movement away from
the ball.
The Wildcats both freshmen to
contribute immediately after losing five players from last year's
team, which reached the final eight
of the NCAA tournament.
Gone are forwards Scott Padgett and Heshimu Evans and point
guard Wayne Turner, who graduated, as well as . starting center
Michael Bradley and reserve guard
Ryan Hogan, who transferred before
what would have been their junior seasons.
With the addition of Bogans,
Stone and junior college transfer
Nate Knight, the 6-9 younger brother of Travis Knight of the Los Angeles Lakers, that leaves Kentucky
with just 11 players on the roster
heading into the 1999-2000 season.

CALILIIVIG AUL_ HIUMITEIRS---

Lake Region Propane Gas, Inc.

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111

THESE TIRES WILL GET YOU THERE!

r...0416011.6,

•

See Page 13A

MSU volleyball
tops Southern Ill.

Smith sees
young, talented
group of Wildcats
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Already, freshmen Marvin Stone
and Keith Bogans are showing
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith flashes of the talent that gives the
coach hope the Wildcats can contend for a national title in spite
of their youth.
Including Bogans and Stone,
seven of the II players Kentucky
expects to suit up this season are
freshmen or sophomores.
"At least early on, every team
we're going to play is going to
be probably more experienced than
we are, and older," Smith said
Tuesday at the team's annual media
day.
Still, he added,"As John Wooden said, I'd much rather have a
team with a lot of talent and little experience than a lot of experience and little talent. And I think
we have good talent."
Much of that promise is embodied in Bogans, a 6-foot-5, 205pound guard from the Washington-area basketball powerhouse
DeMatha High School, and Stone,
a 6-10. 250-pound big man from
Huntsville, Ala.

The Marshall squads now await
the winners of tonight's MurrayCalloway County games. Action
tonight and Thursday starts at 5:30
p.m. with the girls' match first.
In Tuesday's girls' game, Marshall (10-5) outshot Graves (3-14)
by an incredible 45-0 margin.
Rachel McLean had two goals and
an assist while Kara Cocke had
two goals. Emily Wayland had a
goal and assist while Amanda
Hawkins, Jacqulyn Lyles, Amber
Smith and Lauren Rosa also scored
for MCHS.
Graves County goalkeeper Jamie

31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011 • tollfree 800-354-8050

Friday
October 22
7:00 p.m.

North Gym
(Carr Health Bldg.)

MurrayState University

111

,
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Donnan believes in Georgia offense

but
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ATHENS, Ga. (AP)- What
happens when a Kentucky offense
that favors short passes challenges
a Qeorgia defense that has been
vulnerable to the big play?
Georgia coach Jim Donnan
hopes it's a moot question, if his
offense can effectively control the
ball. But in two previous tries
against Hal Mumme's Wildcats,
the Bulldogs have been unable to
do so.
In previous years, Mumme
passed more than two-thirds of the
time, compared with about 54 percent of the time this year. But even
though Kentucky (5-2, 3-1 Southeastern Conference) emphasizes the

than this time last year, but for the
same number of yards. "We need to
get more yards after the completion," he said Tuesday at his
weekly news conference.
But he remains confident in
quarterback Quincy Carter.
Donnan said Carter was not
himself against Vanderbilt, when
he was dazed early in the game by
a hard hit.
"It affected him more than we
thought," said Donnan. "We had
about five plays in a row where it
looked like we drew up the play in
the dirt."
The Wildcats have been more
effective defensively.

ponents have gained 25 yards or
more on 23 separate plays. Even in
Saturday's 27-17 win over Vanderbilt, the Commodores returned an
interception 59 yards for a touchdown and completed passes for 58,
41 and 31 yards.
But Donnan was happy about
the big plays the Georgia defense
made, including Kendrell Bell's
blitz that forced a fumble and a
tackle for loss at the Georgia 1 -yard
line, followed by Seymour's interception on a tipped pass. ,
Meanwhile, Georgia's offense
has not copied last year's quickstrike abilities. Donnan said the
team has completed 30 more passes

pass, the Wildcats have done it
with ball control in mind.
It was effective against Georgia
(5-1, 3-1 SEC) the last two years,
limiting the Bulldogs to 47 and 56
plays, respectively, though Georgia
won both times. The Bulldogs are
averaging 74 plays per game this
year.
"They emphasize little, short
passes," said Georgia defensive
tackle Richard Seymour. "They try
to keep the ball a long time. They
don't look to go deep. They use the
three-step drop, and everything is
real quick."
The Bulldogs have been burned
on long plays this year. Georgia op-

Jets' Williams in intensive care with mysterious illness
By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - While
doctors work to figure out just what
is ailing Kevin Williams of the
New York Jets, his agent believes
the team has abandoned the defensive bacIs.
Williams is hospitalized in an
intensive care unit and on a respirator for what originally was diagnosed as strep throat. But Williams,
24, has been sedated for most of
this week and has undergone three
surgical procedures to clear fluid
from his throat and around his

a family request to withhold infor
mation on Williams' condition. The
Jets will not elaborate until coach
Bill Parcells meets with the media
today.
Jets cornerback Aaron Glenn
said team officials advised the
players not to visityilliams.
"They told us it wouldn't be
wise to go see him," Glenn said.
"He's having trouble breathing."
Williams' mother and other
family members traveled from Arkansas last week to be with him.
"He's a very, very sick young
man," Parcells said.

lungs.
"I believe he's listed in guarded
condition, but I have not been able
to speak to him in four days," said
Jerome Stanley, Williams' agent.
"He's in a sedated state and not
able to talk or communicate. He's
not conscious more than 10 minutes at a time and has been on a
heart monitor.
"Doctors are concerned about a
virus penetrating the organs, the
heart, then they wouldn't know
what to do. That Was what caused
the red alert."
Lenox Hill Hospital has honored

Williams had tZeri in and out of
the hospital for two weeks.
Stanley said he is upset the organization has not contacted Williams' family.
"There is not a job or business in
America that would treat an employee like this. Nobody offered
the family any communication or
anything,- he said.
Stanley also said the Jets placed
Williams on the reserve, non-football injury list so they wouldn't be
required to continue paying him.
The agent believes Williams'
condition was exacerbated by his
returning to the lineup for a game
in Denver on Oct. 3 and should be
orr injured reserve. On that list
teams must pay a player's full salary when he is sidelined.
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everybody will be focused more
on the game than on me and Justin
playing against our dad," he said.
"It's a do-or-die situation for
both teams," Justin added. "Whoever wins gets second place in
the district and gets to host a
game in the first round of the
playoffs. We haven't hosted a first

round game since 1996, and we
lost to Todd Central that night."
Rick said he's expecting an
emotional night Friday.
"The greatest thing I've done
is my family," he said. "Before
the game we won't talk about it,
but after it's over we'll meet on
the 50 with a hug and an 'I love
you' and we can sit down later
and talk about what happened. It's

tough."
While Justin will play against
his dad for the final time in football, Josh will have the opportunity one more time next season
when he'll be a senior.
"Next year it won't be anything new," Josh said. "Just like
this year, it will be concentrating
on the game and then meeting on
the 50 when it's over."

• Mar-s-hall

IN Braves ...
From Page 12A
The Mets took a 9-8 lead on
Todd Pratt's sacrifice fly in the
10th off Rocker at exactly the
stroke of midnight. The Braves
tied it in the bottom of the inning
on pinch-hitter Ozzie Guillen's single.
Then in the 11th, Williams led
off with a double and moved up
on Walt Weis'sacrifice. Two intentional walks loaded the bases for
Jones.
"Everything you've done in the
past, they'll forget about and
remember this," said Rogers, who
pitched a perfect game for Texas
in 1994. "That is just the way it
is.
Said Jones: "I was just going
out there, taking pitches--tintil he
threw me a strike. He didn't, and

I took a walk."
retire any of the six batters he
Russ Springer wound up the winfaced, falling behind 5-0.
ning pitcher. Braves catcher Eddie
With "Why not?" written on a
Lopez
Perez, a starter because Javy
clubhouse board, they scored three
MVP
was
season,
for
the
was out
times in the sixth to chase starter
of the series. Perez was 10-for-20
Kevin Millwood and make it 5-3.
with five RBIs.
Piazza, banged up and silent for
They
up.
give
could
"We never
most of the week, homered off
never gave up," Perez said.
reliever John Smoltz to cap a fourThis marks the first time Series run inning that tied it.
rivals have met in the regular seaFor the Braves, their eighth
son - Atlanta went 2-1 at Yan- straight trip to the NLCS wound
kee Stadium in interleague play up with them getting a chance to
win that elusive second World
right after me All-Star break.
Series
title in the 1990s.
"We've got another shot at
For the Mets, the loss marked
them," Braves third baseman Chipthe end of an incredible run. They
per Jones said.
The Mets, four outs from elim- needed a sweep on the final weekination in Game 4 and two outs end of the regular season and a
away in Game 5, almost found win over Cincinnati in the wildanother way to win. That was even card tiebreaker just to reach the
after starter Al Leiter failed to playoffs.
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Griffith had 17 saves.
In the boys' contest, Marshall
(16-2), ranked eighth in the state,
outshot Mayfield (7-10) by a 384 count. Evan Long and Evan
King had two goals each for Marshall with Long also adding two
assist. Jake Blevins and Andrew
Meagher also scored for MCHS
while Jon Slaughter accounted for
Mayfield's goal, with an assist
from Valentin Garcia.
Mayfield's Brian Schorr saved
11 shots in goal.
Regardless of the outcome of
Thursday's matches, both Marshall
teams will advance to next week's
regional tournaments.

FAN OF THE GAME CONTEST
During Murray State's home game against Samford on October 21, MSU Football fans will have
a chance to show their Racer spirit by participating in the Pepsi and Froggy 103.7 "Fan of the
Game" contest.
Entrants, consisting of a team of ten or fewer people, will first perform an original cheer at the
tailgate area. If they are selected as a finalist, they will be invited to perform their cheer again in
front of the home crowd at halftime. The cheers will be judged based on appearance, spirit, contents of cheer and crowd involvement.
Entry forms can be picked up at and returned to the Racer Athletic Office. Teams will also be
able to enter the contest by checking in at the tailgate area by 4:15 p.m. Prizes includes: $103
cash, a Dr. Pepper Tailgate Kit, VIP parking for the next home game, one month supply of Pepsi,
a catered tailgate party, and MSU sweatshirts and T-shirts.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The Murray State men's golf team finished in 17th
place in the 18-team Louisville Intercollegiate at the par-72 Persimmon Ridge
Golf Course Tuesday
MSU shot a two-round score of 626, 10 shots behind 11th-place Marshall
and 33 strokes behind team champion Notre Dame
Murray State was led by Junior Jeremy Grantham, who tied for 14th in
the 90-golfer meet with a 150 Other Racers included Junior Michael Calef
(155), freshman Brandon Henson (157), sophomore Matt Stark (162) and
junior Alexander Sundsten (164)
The meet closed out the fall schedule for MSU's men's golf team The
next competition for the Racers will be March 5-7. when Murray State takes
part in the New Orleans Intercollegiate in New Orleans

MSU women's golf 11th in Little Rock
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, Ark - The Murray State women s golf team
placed 11th at the 16-team Bale Chevrolet-Honda Invitational, played at the
par-72 Stone Links Country Club.
MSU closed out the three-round meet with a 324, the third-highest among
the 16 teams, despite a great showing by senior Jessica Widman, who finished third in the 79-golfer meet with a 224, lust eight shots behind individual titlist Allie Blomquist of Wisconsin.
Other Lady Racer golfers included senior Jenny Daag (239). sophomore
Megan Rees (242), freshman Stephanie Baskey (249) and freshman Kelly
.•
Wren (261)
The meet closed the fall schedule for the Lady Racers, who will resume
play March 20-21 at the Jacksonville State Invitation in Gadsden, Ala

SCOREBOARD
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THE
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Daid ku frir
"Ask Me About Life Insurance" A'frnt
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's) •(502) 759-5151
KHSAA Football Standings
All
Team
Class A, Semi 1, Region 1,
5-3
Mayfield
5-3
Murray
2-6
Fulton County
4-4
Ballard Memorial
Fulton City
2-6

Dis
District
2-0
2-1
1-1
1-2
0-2

Class A, Semi 1, Region 1,
8-0
(X)Crittenden County
6-2
(X)Hancock County
Russellville
Todd County Central
5
4'3
-3
Trigg County
3-5

District 2
2-0
2-0
1-2
1- 1
0-3

Class AA, Semi 1, Region 1, District
4-0
5-3
(X)Webster County
5-3
4-1
McLean County
3-5
2-2
Heath
2-2
2-6
Caldwell County
5-3
2-3
Muhlenberg South
1-3
2-6
Reidland
0-4
Fort Campbell
0-8
Class AA, Semi 1, Region 1, District 2
6-2
3-0
(X)Glasgow
3-0
(X)Owensboro Catholic 4-4
4-4
2-1
Monroe County
1-2
3-5
Hart County
1-7
0-3
Edrnonson County
0-8
0-3
Butler County

Class AAA, Semi 1, Region
6-2
Calloway County

District 1

3-0

Hopkins Central

7-1

3-1

Union County

5-3
4-5
3-5
2-6

2-1

Paducah Tilghman
Muhlenberg North
Lone Oak

2-2
1-2
0-5

Class AAA, Semi 1, Region 1, District 2
(X)Franklin-Simpson
7-1
4-0
7-1
3-1
Owensboro

Bowling Green
Warren Central

6-2
3-5

3-1
2-2
2-3

Allen County

3-5

Logan County

2-6

1-3

Warren East

0-9

0-5

Class AAAA, Semi 1, Region 1, District 1
Hopkinsville
7-1
3-0
3-1
3-5
Mad. North Hopkins
6-2
2-1
Graves County
4-4
1-2
Marshall County.
1-7
1-2
Henderson County
0-4
2-7
Christian County
Class AAAA, Semi 1, Region 1, District 2
4-4
(X)Apollo
3-0
2-1
Greenwood
5-3
2-1
3-5
Barren County
2-2
Daviess County
6-3
1-3
3-5
Ohio County

Grayson County

2-6

0-3
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ADMISSION FREE
• Meet Coach Anderson, Coach Fields and plaver,,
• FREE 1999-00 Racer Team Photo
• FREE team autograph session
• Slam Dunk Contest
• Three-Point Shootout
• Racer Live Scrimmage
• $3000 Giveaway-Half Court Shot
• Kids Picture with Dunker
RACERS

FanJam 499sponsored by:
Natle

Lit
L=='A
JJLi

Niestie

TM

762-6800 FOR INFORMATION
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LET US PUT You
BEHIND THE
WHEEL OF A
QUALITY USED
CAR OR TRUCK

•••2.

1998 Dodge 1500 LWB 4x4 SLT Pickup st. #
00042.1 V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
$18,995
Green TT-an, 36,000 miles

1997 Dodge Intrepid ES - st. #512 V-6,Auto,A/C,
P/W, P/L, Power Seat, Only 37,000 miles
$11,986
1997 Mercury Cougar XR7 St. # 00069.1 V-8, Blue,

e- -a 16"•••••••••

P/W, P/L, TIC, Power Seat, Cassette, 31,600 miles
Reduced $11,995

1997 GMC Jimmy - St. #99229.1 40,4WD, SLE,
Reduced $16,995
V-6, PiW P/L, T/C
1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. 3.5 L., V-6,
maroon, P/W, P/L, tilt 8. cruise, 52,000 miles
Reduced $9,995
1996 Dodge 2500 4x4 SLT Pickup - st. it 0087 1
V-10, Auto, P/W, P/L, T/C, Aluminum Wheels,
$18,995
36.000 miles

1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - St. #00165.2 V-8,
Black, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L T/C, 58,000 miles

•
•
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.$11,995
1996 Plymouth Voyager st. #00157.1 Teal,'V-6,
$8,995
Auto, A/C, 7 passenger cloth seats
1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - st. it 00135.2
$9,995
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS/PB, 62,000 miles
1996 Chrysler Sebring Lxi Coupe - st. #502.1
White,)/-6, All pewer, Leather Reduced $9,995
1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup- St.

Husband's alcoholism a problem
QL1LS1 ION: My
husband,
Wally, is an alcoholic, but he isn't
willing to admit he has a problem. He won't even talk about it.
Tell me what I should do now.
DR. DOBSON: First, let me
tell you what you should not do
and what is generally-unhelpful.
(I) Do not nag, complain,
scream, cry, beg, plead, embarrass
or label your husband. He has a
disease that he can't control. It is
not within his power to overcome
it alone.
(2) Do not protect him by
lying to his boss, covering for his
irresponsibility, bailing him out of
lad and paying his bills. A person who tries to rescue the alcoholic is called an enabler, and she
may actually prolong and worsen
_• • the 'problem.-(3) Though opinions differ,
most authorities do not look an
alcoholism as a character weakness or a moral problem. It may
have been a moral problem during earlier days when the person
chose to drink excessively. But later,
it was not his desire to hurt his
tamily, stay in a drunken stupor,
waste his money, etc. The alcoholic has long since lost his capacity for voluntary action.
- (4) Do riOr perpetuate your
husband's problem for your own
selfish reasons. It is not uncommon for family members to resist
eatment for what may he upcon-sci9us • motives.'
Tot example, a woihan whose
husband is usually drunk has power

DR. JAMES C. DOBSON
Syndicated Columnist
ed, too.
That family assistance is available through an organization called
Al-Anon, which provides a support program for the families of
alcoholics.
Pauline and Bob, a couple who
appeared on one of my radio broadsabotage his rehabilitation.
casts, credit Al-Anon with saving
Guard against those subtle forces their family and perhaps Bob's
that may undermine recovery in life. Pauline says:
y_om home.
•
• _ "After- refusing to attend for a
year, I went to Al-Anon in desQUESTION: OK, I know what peration and finally began to get
not to do. Now tell me how to the answers I needed. I'll never
get help for my family.
forget the first night.
DR. DOBSON: It is virtually
"They gave no sympathy and
impossible to deal with this prob- no advice. They just _shared their
lem without outside- help.
experience, their strength and their
In a very real sense, the entire hope. I latched onto it with everyfamily shares the sickness of the thing I had, and within a few
alcoholic. They are affected by rage, weeks, things began to change for
depression, disillusionment, despair, me.
"Al-Anon directed me toward
financial fear, denial, low selfand helped me to get my
God
esteem and myriad other emotions
eyes off myself and on him. Then
that accompany this illness.
They are wounded in spirit and they taught me how to deal with
need the loving concern of those Bob."
Bob's comments about Alwho have been there. Even' if an
alcoholic doek reeovar. -On his or .'''Anon. are -even more dramatic
"If you really want to mess up
her own, a relapse is almost cer-tain unless the family has been treat- an alcoholic's drinking fun, just
over her family. She is the unrivaled boss, the one who controls
the mqbey and makes all of her
family's decisions.
As het alcoholic husband begins
to recover, she may realize she is
losing her powers and move to

1995 Dodge Dakota Sport st. #00088.2 V-6, Auto,
$8,450
A/C, Cassette, Red, 64,000 miles

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-The'
cit7s goveitibg body-Vas-voted for a study to determine whether
a nearly century-old dam is sturdy enough to be raised to hold
more water that could get the area
through future droughts.

The Urban County Council tentatiVely -a-greed-Tuesday to spend
$122,500 to study what role the
Kentucky River Lock and Dam
No. 10 along the site of historic
Fort Boonesborough will play in
the next century.

1995 Chrysler Sebring Lxi - St #99002.3 Blue, V-6,
Auto, A/C, PAN, P/L, T/C, 43,000 miles $10,995
1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - st. # 99266 2 V-8,
$7,995
P.VV. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles

0

1995 Nissan Altima SE - st. # 00017.1. Auto, NC,

191

Reduced $6,995

0

11995 Ford Windstar GL- st. #99395.1.,Tan, V-6,
* Reduced $7,995
auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
1994 Pontiac Bonneville SE,- st.# 99221.2 All
$7,995
Power, Leather, 79,600 miles
1994 Ford F150 XLT Ext. Cab Pickup - st it

99
$1.
Window to the World

00079.2 Black, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, 78,000

$9,995

miles
•

"(2) On Mondays, I would ask
her to call the office and tell them
that I had the flu. She had always
done that for me. But after going
to Al-Anon, she would simply
smile and say, No, you'll have
to do that yourself.'
"(3) She seemed to be calmer,
more in control. Before, I would
come home from drinking with
the guys and look for 811,MICUSC
to leave again. All I had to do
was pick a fight with Pauline and
then say, 'All right, if that's the
way you are going to act, I'll just
take off.' Now, she gets in this
AL-Anon thing, and instead of trying to hold me at home, she smiles
and says, 'So long. I'm going to
a meeting.-

Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, Co. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
-answers are excerpted from "Solid
.Answers," published by Tyndale
'House.

Council approves funds for dam study

#99146.2., Blue/Tan, A/C, PS/PB, 41,000 miles.. .
Reduced $10,995

P/W, P/L, T/C

get his spouse involved in Al.
Anon. Pauline changed her
approach in three ways, and it
bugged me like crazy.
"(1) Whereas she previously
poured my booze down the drain,
she stopped doing that or anything else to keep me from drinking. I really wondered if she loved
me anymore.

The internet is a great place to learn new things.
Rforthe.fallseason.Midwest Internet has_a_
special offer. For faster downloads,local access,
and a more reliable Internet service provider,
swrrai TO MIDWEST INTERMIT. Sign-up r Six
months and your first month is on
$1.99 with no start-up foe.

1994 Plymouth Laser - st. it 001.06:1 A/C, PS PB,
$3,995
Auto
1994 Lincoln Continental - st. # 99356.1 Silver, All
Reduced $7,995
Power, Leather

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
( "Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company." )

For the last seven decades, Lexington-has ttrawit- its--water supply
from the pool just below the dam.
The question is whether the concrete dam is sturdy enough to be
raised 4 feet to hold more water.
The study's findings should be
ready by early March, the council was told Tuesday. That's after
the council is scheduled to take a
stand on a water supply plan, but
soon enough for the General Assembly to take action if the city decides
raising dams is the way it wants
to go.
The legislature convenes for 60
working days beginning in January.
If the council ,decides it wants
to raise the dam, that crintd Lust
nearly-V-inillion -over._ ..the _next_
century, money that could come
from user fees paid_ to the Kea,
tucky River Authority.
The authority, a state agency,
already is spending $166,000 to
study the dam's stability.
That is enough money to study
just the main dam. To determine
-dm- stability of an---tetutiliary -dam
and the 1fkk-Wi11 cost an addi-

tional $312,000, the council was
told,
That money is coming from a
coalition of interests that includes
the city, Kentucky-American Water
Co. ($105,000) and East Kentucky
Power Cooperative ($85,000).
A study by the University of
Kentucky's Water Research Institute says that if a record drought
hit the region 20 years from now,
Lexington and surrounding areas
supplied by Kentucky-American
would need an additional 3 billion gallons of water.
Raising Lock and Dam No. 10
could supply 1.1 billion of that
water.
The council is holding a series
of-meetings ahcait the city's water.
supply. Alternatives include storing more water in
Kenfuckr
and building a larger plant
to treat it, or -building a pipeline
to bring treated Ohio River water
from Louisville.
The council's current schedule
calls for a decision in early December, but only the portion of the
musty, deating_withmain,slant,,
will be available by then.

6Deconti

'Current customers, sign-up a friend and
get one month of internet service free.

en,

INTERIORS

Window Treatments.• Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads

db.
Dodge
Dodge Truths

Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

Furniture • Accessories
1-800-651-1599

1

1 753-1184 or 7594776

0

Jeep

Si 96 wool rads siser

A OneMain.com Company

Pamela Clark

We come to you

What Person,Place or Thing Do You Think Was
the Biggest Local Newsmaker of the Century?

•

Tell us,and you could win a ••• •3 month subscription
•6 month subscription or a I year subscription!

6
-s

RULES:
1

One paragraph consisting of no more than SO words describing what person,
place or thing you think was the biggest local newsmaker of the century

2 Entry must be received by this newspaper before 5 pm on Nov 15.1999
3 Employees of this newspaper and their immediate families are not eligible
4 Winner's story and runners' up stories could appear in a special news issue

6 Three winners will be selected by random drawing on Nov 30,1999
7 Winners will be selected from all eligible entries and notified by
phone or letter no later than Dec 15,1999
8 Enter as many times as you like, but each entry must be accompanied
by a new nomination

All entries become sole property of this newspaper

1
NEWSMAKER CONTEST ENTRY
Please attach this form to a separate sheet describing in 50 words or less the person, place or thing you think was the biggest local newsmaker of
the(entury.
PHONE

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

0
A"

Entries must be received by:
5 p.m. on Nov. IS, 1999

ZIP

Send entry to:
The Murray Ledger & Times
c/o
Newsmaker
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

• ...pogo, 46,
1111.....•••aros.0

1
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Encyclopedia Britannica posts volumes free on Internet

L

CHICAGO (AP) — The Encyclopaedia Britannica, afraid of
becoming just a dusty relic of the
pre-computer age, is making its
32-volume set available for free
on the Internet.
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From a-.ak (an ancient East
Asian music) to Zywiec (a town
in Poland), the Rolls Royce of
encyclopedias was there in its
entirety starting Tuesday at the company's retooled Web site, www.britannica.com.
The 23I-year-old company
dumped door-to-door sales three
years ago and hopes now to make
money selling advertising on its site.
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new company that holds the Chica- in the short term," said Aram SinAt its peak in 1989, Britanni- 1994, but there was an $85-a-year
go encyclopedia publisher's digi- ;welch of Jupiter Communications ca had estimated revenue of $650 subscription fee.
tal properties.
Inc. in New York. "But the move million and a worldwide sales force
Since Swiss investor Jacob Safra
Free encyclopedias are only part just might save them in the long of 7,500. But with direct sales
bought Britannica in 1996, the
of the lure. The Web site also run."
abandoned, the,staff shrank as low
company has been making a bigwill offer current information from
as 280 and is, now about 400.
The privately held company
early response was promThe
ger push for the electronic marnewspapers, news agencies and 70
The company lost ground badly
won't reveal ,revenue figures, bat
Britannica said the site
ising.
ket. The online subscription fees
magazines as well as e-mail, weathafter it spurned Microsoft, which
sales of its print volumes — which
received millions of hits Tuesday,
were dropped and CD-ROM sales
er forecasts and financial market
temporarily blocking access for went on to team up with discount began to account for the bulk of
cost $1,250 a set and are now
reports.
company said it expect- encyclopedia publisher Funk & revenue.
sold mostly to schools and other
Analysts who follow Britanni- some. The
Wagnalls to produce a colorful, mulinstitutions — have seen a steep ca say its belated but
to clear up the problems by
aggressive ed
timedia
encyclopedia on CD-ROM
"Before we were more backdecline, admitted Don Yannias, moves into the electronic world, the end of the day.
in 1993. Britannica's own CD-ROM ward-looking — looking back at
chief executive of Britannica.com. including some significant success
For generations, Britannica set version, released a year later, was historical events," Yannias said.
In an Internet-dominated mar- with CD-ROM sales over the past the standard for encyclopedias. The low on graphics and did not fare "Now we can be right on the
leather-bound books were sold door- as well.
ket, "you have to be free to be three years, just may work.
brink of current events, incorpo"They're clearly not going to to-door, via direct mail, or at shoprelevant," said Jorge Cauz, senior
Britannica became the first ency- rating the news with the foundapresident of Britannica.com Inc., the be able to recoup their revenues ping mall kiosks.
clopedia available on the Web in tions of history."

The move may have been inevitable
in an era when students doing homework are more likely to get their
information from a computer than
from a book.

Two female students settle lawsuit against Kentucky school
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Two
;former students who said they were
refused membership in Grant County High School's chapter of the
National Honor Society because
they became pregnant are close to
settling their lawsuit against the
school.
Attorneys for the school district said Tuesday there was an
agreement "in principle," but details

rif the
;us on
Col)3; or
s and
"Solid
'yndale

must be nailed down. They have
agreed to document the terms by
Friday or face trial Monday.
The terms were not disclosed.
U.S. District Judge William 0.
Bertelsman, who ruled in December that Somer Chipman Hurston
and Chasity Glass should be granted full membership while the court
case remained unsettled, decided
to keep the trial date in place.
"He's holding that trial over

our heads," said Suzanne Cassidy,
the Covington attorney representing Grant County Schools.
Cassidy, co-counsel Don Ruberg
and Grant County Superintendent.
James Simpson participated in a
90-minute settlement conference
Tuesday before Ms. Cassidy
announced the decision to settle.
David Friedman and Sara Mandelbaum, the American Civil Liberties Union attorneys who have

represented Mrs. Hurston and Ms.
Glass, participated by phone and
could not be reached (or comment.
Mrs. Hurston and Ms.Glass, now
5ollege freshmen, were not present.
In spring 1998, Mrs. Hurston,
then single, and Ms. Glass were
the only two of 33 academically
eligible juniors to be denied membership in_ the school's cha_pter of

the honor society. Mrs. Hurston
was several months pregnant and
Ms. Glass already had given birth.
Both had grade-point averages
higher than the society's minimum
standard of 3.5 and were involved
in extracurricular activities. They
argued that the only reason they

were not invited to membership
was their pregnancies.
School board attorneys have
said the decision was based on
nonmarital sexual relations and that,
if they kn9,v' boys had engaged
in premarital sex, they wouldn't
have been granted membership.

John Kennedy Hamilton
Kentucky State Treasurer

Hospitalization for respiratory disease on rise
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RSV causes up to three-quar- "So ityou're a 3-month-old all mate of deaths per year; Shay said
ters of cases of bronchiolitis — by yourself, you may sail through he is working on that. An estimate made in 1985 put the numaryfThili—Mne
aT pfoduces wheezwithout
seasom
first
winter
your
ber
at 4,500, but Shay said that
ing, coughing and difficulty breathing — and up to half of pneu- picking it up. But if you've got is too high.
The only previous estimate of
monia cases in young children, two or three sibs at home and
you
day
care,
them
are
in
most
of
hospitalizations among chilRSV
especially infants.
People get RSV infections may be exposed to the virus at dren under 5 came from the Insti- Medicine, A _.governme n t
repeatedly throughout life; but the- an. earlier av have more severe _ Jute .of
first one they"catch is usually the disease and be more likely to be advisory group, which put the number at more than 91,000 in 1985,
most serious, said the lead hospitalized."
The researchers said another the researchers said.
researcher, Dr. David K. Shay of
The new estimate was based
the Centers for Disease Control reason for the rise in hospitalizathat
bet1980
may
be
tions
since
on
U.S. hospital records from 1980
and Prevention.
through 1996. The researchers came
"The peak in hospitalizations ter tests for the illness exist.
The researchers offered no esti- up with a range of about 85,000
occurs at age 3 months," he said
to 144,000 cases a year.
The researchers reported that
bronchiolitis hospitalized 44,754
infants in 1980, compared with
121,418 by 1996. In 1980 the rate,
NEW YORK (AP)
Would the stock the eighth-most traded intend to really dominate this area was 12.9 per 1,000 infants, comfor a very long time to come."
pared with 31.2 per 1,000 in 1996.
Martha Stewart stand a chance on the NYSE.
Ms. Stewart uses two televiOmnimedia's shares ended at
against Stone Cold Steve Austin?
It might be a one-sided bout in $35.62 1/2, off from their high of sion shows, two magazines, a radio
the • wrestling ring, but on Wall $49.50 but well over the offering show, a syndicated newspaper colAmn_and_a_Web., sire in clicrpnv.
Street, Martha-is proving-to-be-a-- _price of $18 per share.
The
WWF
also
had
a
body
sensible "how-to" information for
contender
:
Companies associated with s. Slam of-an opëiiiffg. It ended at
Stewart and pr_o wrestling both $30 per share after going as high ing, and keeping homes running
had hugely successful initial pub- as $35, way over its offering price smoothly. She has also sold 27
lic offerings Tuesday,richly reward- of $17. WWF was the fourth-most books.
ing entrepreneurs who have suc- traded stock on the Nasdaq Stock
The WWF, for its part, has a Orceeded in capturing devoted audi- Market.
hammerlock
on the young, male
The rave reception for both
ences through TV, magazines, the
TV
audiences
coveted so badly by
companies marked a ringing
ernet and merchandising.
big
advertisers.
Its main showt
Shares. both,World_Wrgstling endorsement fo_r
Ratrls -War
the---tbp -ratedfully
employed
by
both
co
aederation Entertainment Inc. and
cable
TV proregularly
scheduled
Martha Stewart Living‘thnnime- nies: delivering a specific nide
June.
gram
for
19
weeks
through
dia Inc. soared well above their audience to advertisers and evenpublic,
both
after
going
Even
tually
dominating
the
niche
comoffering prices in heavy trading,
the WWF and Omnimedia will be
though both ended off their high pletely.
"We pioneered a new media controlled more than 95 percent
levels for the day.
Ms. Stewart rang the opening category which is called lifestyle," by their founders, meaning that
bell at the New York Stock Ms. Stewart said in an interview shareholders won't have much of
Exchange, starting a frenzy to buy on CNBC. "Nobody else ever ,did a say in how the companies are
up shares in her company that left it before, and we did it, and we run.

CHICAGO (AP) — Hospitalizations for the most common cause
of respiratory infection among c dren under 5 have been climbing
for two decades, and researchers
say one reason may be the rise
of day care.
The total number of children
d mitre to the-hospital each year
— as high as 144,000 — is also
much larger than previously
thought, the researchers said.
The study, published in Wednesday's Journal of the American
Medical Association, looked at respiratory syncytial virus, or RSV.

Stewart, WWF compete in world of stocks
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sale

AthleficsRetread

Bring in your 'old, beat-up, ripped, grass stained,
dog-chewed, athletic shoes and receive 15% off
the purchase of any regular priced athletic shoe.

II

Wants to inform you
YOU MAY BE RICHER THAN YOU THINK!
The Kentucky Treasury Department has taken in over
$70,000,000.00 in UNCLAIMED PROPERTY (money, deposits,
securities, etc.) which may be in your name. If your name appears
or you are the legal heir to a name listed below, complete the information form below and return to the Treasury Department, 183
Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY 40601 or fax to 502-564-4200. Visit
our Web Page at.www.kytreasury.corn.'.
UNCLAIMED PROPERTY INFORMATION FORM
NAME
(EXACTLY as it appears in the list)
Property ID#
Name of person claiming funds:
Name
Address
Zip
State
City
Day Phone
Disclaimer: The Treasury Department is not responsible for errors
contained in this ad or on the report.
193351- Bruce V. Bucklew, 175 Old Newburg; Marian; 199806-Larry Garrett,Et Al, 1628 Miler
Ave., Apt. B; 185457-Jayne Smith, PO Box 324; 186297-Gary D. Washer, Rte. 1, Box 83;
193341-William R. Wilson, PO Box 728.

15% off

t as w
you.

Midioel °Brien, Caldwell
S650 PICK 3

I
I

Kristy Williams Morganfield
Si 000 LOTTO KY

Friday, Saturday and Sunday only!

aker of

*must be a brand we carry

Chestnut Hills Plaza - Kentucky Oaks Mall

sHos2 sensarion
For career opportunities, call the career track at 1 -888-399 SHOE
J

,•

•

Deborah Hal Clay
$1,000 LOTTO KY

www.kyloftery corn

Doris Proffitt Nortonville
Si ,000 CASINO ACTION
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Michael G. Lamb enlisted for
five years in the United States
Army and will be trained as a
Military police officer.
Lamb was assisted in choosing
his enlistment options by Staff Sgt.
Frank Howard of the U.S. Army
Recruiting Station at 2775 West
Park Drive, (442-2949), in Paducah.
Lamb. the son of Frances Belier of Russellville, is a graduate
of Russellville High School. He
and his wife. Katherine. live in Murray.
The 20-year-old enlisted in the
Army under the special Delayed
Entry Program (DEP), which allows
qualified applicants to delay by
as much as one year, the date
-they inst report _for__ activenAgty
after enliting. Lamb will report
for active duty in November.
He will undergo Army basic
training at Fort Leonard Wood,
Nlo., and will remain there for his
advanced individual training. He
will be able to continue his education with the $19,000 G.I. Bill
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Prices Good
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3/99'
Kentucky Farms

Tropicana Pure Premium

Kellogg's Family Pack

Whole Milk

Orange Juice

Pop Tarts

'229

32 oz.

-

2/$300

yet,
Han

com
cam
MSI
lab I
ing,
Wini
Nets

99
12 ct.
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Wesson

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mr. Pibb, Mello Yello

Vegetable Oil

2/$400

48 oz

it

$109
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mr. Pibb Mello Yello 12 pk. cans O
Thase & Sanborn
11 5 oz. Reg.

%() Coffee

Kraft Deluxe

Hungry Jack Bonus Pk. Reg• or bght
27.6 oz.

Syrup

99'

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

$249 Cheese Slices
$219 Sour Cream
79' Grape Jelly
$169

z 2/$5a)

Daisy Brand

1/2 Liter 6 Pk.

Armour

Prego

8 oz

Kraft Sunberry Farm

.0
3
15oz.
Chili
$
Spaghetti Sauce 28 oz 21
Hungry Jack complete
Creamette
20.
37 oz.
Pancake Mix
16 oz. 31$
Spagheffi
Vlasic Old Fashioned
Prairie Farms
$ 1 29
$119
32 oz
1 /2 gal.
2% Milk

Sauerkraut

32 oz

Hunt's Choice Cut

Tomatoes
Chicken of the Sea

Tuna

79' ,t0
99'
si 19

28 oz.

}-

A:PAWN-IF
Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Deli

Baby
Swiss

Baked Ham

Roast Beef

Cheese

$429

$489

$429
Lb

IPPINEWLEPILICAIE
U.S. #1

Golden Ripe

Red
Seedless

Bananas

Grapes

Potatoes

3

Lbs.

1

$1

b
19
L

Sweet

41.9!b

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Owen's Best
BBQ

Owen's Best
7ernode Hot or Reg

Red or Golden
Delicious 3 Lb. Bag

1 Lb.
Baby Peeled

Buds
1 Lb.

Turkey Breast

Ribs
$129

Pimento Cheese

Apples
$ 1 19

Carrots

Cole Slaw Mix

$429

99
$2
LL

99 994

753-4703
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0
2/$10
6 oz

1
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Boneless Skinless

Lb.

Join the Farm
Bureau family
and enjoy '
our low
insurance
rates...
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Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
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Fire Dept.

CLASS CHANGE
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Printing Errors.

Man sentenced
for throwing sons
from window
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BUENA PARK, Calif. (AP) —
A 17-yeaf-old was shot to death
alter 'he apparently stole a Halloween pumpkin from a front yard
as a prank.
The boy was found shot in the
head Monday inside his car and
died early today at a hospital,
police Sgt. Robert Mote said. His
name was not released.
Pete Tavita Salomona, 47, was
arrested for investigation of assault
with-intent-le-commit murder. Withthe boy's death, he could face a
murder charge. Mote said.
Officers were called to the scene
Monday by reports of a shot being
fired. Minutes later, a man called
police to say he accidentally shot
someone whO had stolen a pumpkin from his front yard, according to a police statement. The
statement didn't elaborate.
Solorriona, later surrendered to
police and directed them to a .357caliber gun in the garage.
Another teen-ager apparently
was hit in the arm by a bullet
fragment. He was treated at a hospital and. released, police said.
Lt. Mike Schwartz said the two
victinis and anatliiit;n7ager apParently-'1,-were involved in Halloween
pranks, taking Halloween decorations from various residences."
Buena Park is 30 miles southeast of Los Angeles.

DELAND, Fla. (AP) — A man
who threw his two young sons
from a secand-story window during a domestic dispute has received
a 25-year prison term.
Prosecutors had sought a life sentence for Eugene Harris, 23, who
was convicted in August of two
counts of attempted first-degree
murder and lesser child-abuse
charges. His sentence was handed
down Tuesday.
The boys — who were 23 months
and 7 months old when the incident occurred — were thrown during an early-morning argument on
Jan. 13 between Harris and the
boys' mother at their home in
Deland, about 21 miles southwest
of Daytona Beach.
The children, who fell 15 feet
onto the concrete sidewalk, have
since recovered and now live elsewhere with their mother.
Harris testified that he had drank
heavily that night, but didn't intend
Icilithe_chiklren when he dropped
them.

WE

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-7:00
F.& Sat.
8:00-7:00

Boy shot to death
after allegedly
stealing pumpkin
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MSU adds new computer lab
Students in search of a computer lab to type that last minute
paper may not have to look as
far this semester at Murray State
University.
The university has added a new
computer lab with 54 PCs in Hart
Residential College that will be
open to all MSU students. The
new lab is one of five computer
labs on campus open to all MSU
students.
"We are noticing a huge increase
in student use of computers this
year," said Wayne Hamaker, MSU
student support specialist and
information systems specialist. -The
actual use of computers by students increased by 26 percent Iasi
year from the fall to spring semester.
"We have now increased the
amount of computers available by
33 percent, giving the students
more places to take advantage of
the new technology on campus,"
Hamaker added.
The new computer lab is located on the first floor of Hart Residential College. The computers,
are all- equipped with Windows
98, Microsoft Office 97, Netscape,
Internet Explorer, Siren Mail and
other software.
The lab also has accessible working hours. The lab is open Monday througti Thursday, 10 a.m. to
4 a.m.; Friday, 10 a.m. to midnight; Saturday, noon to midnight;
and Sunday 1 p.m. to 4 a.m.
The lab has a student worker
on hand at all times to help with
questions or problems students may
have while using the computers.
Currently there is no charge for
any service in the computer lab;
fees have been taken care of by
the student technology fee.
"We haven't had any complaints
yet, the students are loving it,"
Hamaker said.
The increase in student use of
computer labs is apparent all over
campus. Other labs available to
MSU students include a 65 PC
lab in the Applied Science Building, Room 307N, equipped with
Windows 95, Microsoft Office,
Netscape and other software.
- The Btacicburn- Science -Building houses a 16 PC lab in Room

Prices Good
Wed., Oct. 20
thru
Tues., Oct. 26

VISA, MASTERCARD,DISCOVER.
FOODSTAMPS,& WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

LOW LOW PRICES
Mike Birdwell, a microcomputer support coordinator in informatiOn systems at Murray State University, worked on installing
the 54 PCs in Hart Residential College. The newest student
computer lab makes a total of five labs on campus.
306, and the Business Building laptops may be checked out for
has a computer lab open in Room two-hour increments, but students
203. All labs have e-mail access will be required to remain in the
library during usage.
and convenient hours.
*dents _interested .in .checking - For more infamation on stue-mail only can take advantage of dent computer labs, including locathe computers located on the first tion, hours, restrictions and software, visit the student services site
floor of the Curris Center.
Recently, Waterfield Library at campus.murraystate.edu or call
added six new Gateway notebook the academic computing and techcomputers that will be available nology services office at (270)
for student use immediately. The 762-2535.

Prepriced
89c to 99c Can
15 oz. Can

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

Luck's Great Northern

Bear-Is

$287
12 Pk.
12 Oz. Cans

15 oz.

For

Can

Pepsi, Mt, Dew
6 Pk. 16 oz. Btl.
Diet Pepsi

For

Old Time

Lucky Leaf

OCTOBER IS
NATIONAL ORTHODONTIC
HEALTH MONTH

2 s5.00

97C

Apple Juice

Old Time
Sugar

Sugar

$117
4 Lb.
Bag

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone & Summit Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

Sunflower

Pride of Illinois

Corn Meal

Corn or Green Beans

762-0000
Owner
Ronnie Melvin

401-N.4iri St. -

5 Lb.
Bag

15 oz.
Can

QUALITY MEATS

1%4
Continuing Education & Academic Outreach

COMTIKirl4

ridaCati011

Getting Started with
Computers
Nov 18-Dec 9

Courses rail, 1999

Bicycle Safety & Maintenance
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings
Oct 19-21, 26-28

Sliced Slab

Pork

Microsoft Access

Microsoft Excel

Steaks

Wednesday Evenings
Nov 3 & 10

Wednesday Evenings
Oct 20 & 27

Pork

Cutlets

Calligraphy

Microsoft Power Point

Thursday Evenings
Oct 14-Nov 4

Wednesday Evenings
Nov 17

Internet & E-Mail

Design Your Own
Web Page

Tuesday Evenings
Oct 19 & 26

98'
9.69
9.27

Country Style

Ribs

Lb.

Lb.

Lb.

Bacon
l00% Pure
Ground Chuck

$1•19 Lb.

s11
1.37
Boneless Beef
1.47
Stew Meat '

Lb

Lb

FRESH PRODUCE

Tuesday Evenings
Nov 2-16

Golden Ripe Del Monte Premium

Bananas

Personal Budgeting
Monday Evenings
Nov 1 & 8

S

1

dab

Getting the Word Out

Women & Investing

Wednesday Evenings
Nov 3-17

Wed., Oct. 1.
Thurs., Oct. 14 & Mon., Oct. 16

Cake Decorating

Genealogy

Monday Evenings
Nov 1-15

Thursday Morning
Oct. 7, 14, 21 or 28

Large
Stalk

Fresh Crisp

Whole Peeled "Ready-To-Eat"

Celery

Baby Carrots

68'

Fresh Green

Onions

Broccoli

3 Lb Bag

Woo.• ••• ••••• •• ••••°

'
98

New Crop Medium Yellow

For More Information Contact The Office Of Conferences & Workshops

(270) 762-3662; 1-800-669-7654

1 Lb Bag

'
78

Large Head

9111°
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Butler retires after
11 years with MCCH

Motorists should
exercise extra caution
around school areas.

CHEROKEE HILLS
STEAK HUME
Wednesday, Thursday & Sunday

SPECIALS
Peel & Eat Shrimp 1/4 Lb.
Served with a tangy cocktail sauce
Seafood Gumbo
Homemade with a special cajun blend that is just right

$4.50

Chili
Homemade with fresh ingredients seasoned just right
Sirloin Dinner For Two
Potato Salad, Baked Beans and a Hot Yeast Roll
Texas Prime Rib Dinner
Potato Salad. Baked Beans and Texas Toast

$2.49

$3.75

Main Street Murray Presents "Men Who Cook," a fund-raiser for downtown Murray. Tom Ewing, Connie Winchester
and Nicky Ryan are a few of the many chefs whose food
will be served during the Arts on the Square activities Oct.
23 from 4-9 p.m. Food will be available for the entire family. Proceeds will benefit the Murray Main Street Program.

$18.95
$8.95

Chop Sirloin Steak
Potato Salad, Baked Beans and a Hot Yeast Roll
BEG Pork Plate
Potato Salad Baked Beans and a Hot Yeast Roll
BEG Pork Rib Dinner
Potato Salad. Baked Beans and Texas Toast

$6.95

Fajitas Chicken or Steak
Fajitas Combo Chicken and Steak

$8.49

$6.95

$9.95

REUSE THE NEWS

RECYCLE

$8.99
$6.95

Prime Rib Sandwich
served with potato salad

PATTY'S HOMEMADE PIZZAS
"Made with fresh ingredients'
$6.00

10" Cheese

WOW OPEN

$8.00

14" Cheese

10" $6.95

Cherokee Hills Special

For any special occasion or to make any
occasion special... Dine At The Ranch!
Call Now & Book Your Holiday Parries Rooms
Available For 10 to 150 People

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY

Open Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun. at 4 p.m.
For Reservations Call 270-436-5566 KY • 901-232-6006 TN

7.50 2227

Hwy. 121 South go approx.15 miles to KY/TN line. Follow signs.

029Super Farm Boss 16"Chain Saw

'Double Jeopardy'
box office champ

STIHL ONLY
•57 cc •3.5 ci
•3.8 bhp
•18" &20" bars
also available
•IntelliCarbim
Compensating
Carburetor
•If you're a serious
wood cutter, this is
your saw!

017 14"Chain Saw

NOW ONLY

•30 Ca •1.8 ci
• Best Value" Horne
WOhOni-k - Magazine
•Lightweight: only
8.6 lbs
•STIFIL. quality at an
incredible low price

db.

ONLY

.
Great
Aratlie.

025 16"Chain Saw

11G75 LeafBlower

•44 cc • 2.7 ci
•3.0bhp
•Excellent mid-range
saw
•Lightweight; only
10.3 lbs
•18" bar also
available

*25.4 cc •9.5 lbs
•135 mph •377 cfm
•ElastoStartmA Handle
•2-1 -1 -LIFE-LIFE
•Top-Rated

NOW ONLY

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO OUTDOOR DIVISION

753-2571

Chestnut St., Murray

Business office collector Betty
Butler of Murray-Calloway County Hospital has retired after working in the same capacity for the
hospital for 11 years.
Prior to coming to MCCH, Butler worked for Mid-South Collections Services. MCCH collections
is a branch of the hospital's business office that is responsible for
the collection of payments due to
MCCH that are at least 120 days
overdue.
"When Betty started, the process
in the collections office was done
manually," noted MCCH President/CEO Stuart Poston. _
"Obviously, Betty was an integral pan of changing to computerization in collections, and she
has trained many people to work
BETTY BUTLER
there. She has a pleasant manner
and is well loved and respected
"MCCH is a friendly place, and
by co-workers in many hospital
departments Her expertise has been I've truly enjoyed working here,"
invaluable to us, and we appreci- said Butler. "I have met a lot of
ate all she has done for MCCH." dedicated people at the hospital
"Betty worked hard in her pro- through the years.
fession and is a humble person
"I was so happy to make a
who has a great deal of profes- contribution, and I'm proud to say
sional integrity," said Kent John- I--worked at MCCH. Thanks to
son, MCCH business office direc- everyone for all they have done
tor Kent Johnson. "She will be for me during my time at the hosmissed, and we wish her well in pital."
. Betty Butler and her husband,
her Avtireme
On behalf fSf the hospital, Peg- Robert, plan to enjoy life an their
ton presented Butler with a Bulo- family, as well taking an annual
va watch with the MCCH retire- trip to Florida. They have four
ment charm.
grandchildren and three greatShe also received other gifts grandchildren.
from friends and co-workers, along
Their three sons are: Randall
with a silk flower arrangement and and wife Becky of Nashville, Garry
traditional retirement cake from and wife Shirley of Aurora and
MCCH.
Michael of McKenzie, Tenn.

LOS ANGELES (AP)-"Double Jeopardy" held onto first place
at the weekend box office by a
dangling thread - although two
newcomers could end up on top
when final weekend numbers are
released.
"Double Jeopardy" took in $10.5
million over the weekend, according to industry estimates released
Sunday. Final figures were to be
available today.
fyrof1Js,- Rob'Rein= ---“The-Stber's romantic comedy starring
---Mittielle Pfeiffer and Bruce Willis,
debuted with $10.4 million, and
the ultra-violent "Fight Club," with
Brad Pitt and Edward Norton,
opened with $10.3 million.
The preliminary figures were
based on box office receipts studios gather from theaters for Friday and Saturday, plus projections
for Sunday ticket sales.
"These are estimates," said Tom
Sherak, head of distribution for
20th Century Fox, which released
"Fight Club." "You can't project
how many people are going to
the movies until they go."
Robert Bucksbaum of box-office
tracker Reel Source Inc., which does
its own projections based on surveys of theater chains, said he thinks
"Fight Club" will come out on
top when final numbers are reported. "Story of Us" probably will
come in second and "Double Jeopardy" third, he said.

Our 'Family Serving
Tour Tamilies Tor
Jfalf
Over
Century.
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Ititiler Funeral Home Family
Dwane Jones - Manager/Funeral Director;
Thelma Miller - Funeral Director for over 50 years;
Damon Mathis - Funeral Director & Embalmer;
Dallas Willoughby - Preneed Counselor;
Johnny Bohannon - Assistant; Don Wells - Assistant;
Gene Miller - Assistant & Nikki Faulkner - Secretary

Mittet
FUNERAL HOME
311 N.4th St.• Murray,KY
Main St.• Hazel, KY
We stand on the strength ()four serrice.
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"It means so much that a studio can promote a movie as No.
1," Bucksbaum said. "You can
promote that for the next week,
and it does make a difference at
the box office."
"Story of Us" might wind up
as No. 1 because it plays well to
older women, who were more likely to hit theaters on Sunday, said
Nikki Rocco, head of distribution
for Universal, which released the
movie.
Wayne Lewellen, distribution_
president for Paramount, said the
studio's Sunday estimates for "Double Jeopardy" were based on the
film's box-office pattern over the
last three weekends.
"We've been in the market long
enoughs to predict our grosses,"
Lewellfn said. "Certainly, it's a
projection at this point."
In "Fight Club," Pitt and Norton lead a band of dissatisfied
men who gather in bloody male
bonding sessions to pummel one
another in barefisted brawls. Their
violence eventually expands beyond
fistfights.
"Double Jeopardy," starring Ashley Judd and Tommy Lee Jones,
tells the story of a woman bent
on revenge against her husband,
who faked his death and framed
her for murder.
Whether No. 1 or not, the film
has grossed $80.6 million in 24
days.
"Double Jeopardy' does continue to roll along," said Paul Dergarabedian, president of Exhibitor
Relations, which tracks movie ticket sales. "That genre of a revengeseeking woman has really caught
on in a big way."
The ghost story "The Sixth
Sense" edged near the quarter-billion-dollar mark in its 11-week
run. "Sixth Sense"'took in $5.2
million 'to raise its total gross to
$249.9 million.
Estimated ticket sales fol. Friday through Sunday at North American theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations. Final figures were to
be released today.
• 1. "Double Jeopardy," $10.5
million.
2. "The Story of Us," $10.4
million.
3. "Fight Club," $10.3 million.
4. "Three Kings," $7.3 million.
5. "American Beauty," $6.8 million.
6. "Random Hearts," $5.8 million.
7. "Superstar'," $5.7 million.
8. "The Sixth Sense," $5.2 million.
9. "Blue Streak," $3.8 million.
Omega Code,42.4 ----million.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916
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Board member enjoys experiences
Today's "Building Blocks"
written by one of the YMCA board
members, Dr. Judy Brookhiser. 1
appreciate what she has to say
about our mission and our community impact.
As the chair for MSU's Heath,
Physical Education & Recreation
Department, she valiantly tries to
meet community needs for swimming, sports and other children's
activities, but often has to turn down
groups due to lack of adequate
time or space.
She has seen the growth of the
YMCA in our community and how
we continue to provide programs
for people regardless of ability to
pay membership fees.
As we have just opened our
"Newer, Bigger, Better" facility,
she has an even "greater vision
for the community." Please read
on...

vne,4 ceidà9 Elac4.4
23* De4« E411.A4thI4

They knew what these experiences meant to the formulation
and development of their characters and enrichment of their personal lives.
In my organization and administration class at the university, we
were reviewing the assigned reading from the textbook.
The following statement in the
book read true regarding our local
YMCA:"Selling services is not necessarily 'an#indiCatiMil of a profitmotive."
I think this statement is at the
root of a great deal of misunderstanding in the community about
what the Y is and what it stands
As a board member for severfor.
immenseenjoyed
al years, I have
Because the most visible reply the opportunity to share in the
growth and development of the resentation of the Y in the community has been the fitness cenYMCA in Murray.
Over the years, the only time ters, some people have viewed the
Y as a "money-making" organiI might have had some reservations about this was when I had zation.
Beyond _this, because of the
to get out of bed for one of the _
many 6:30 a.m. board meetings. fees, some have tagged the Y as
In the end, this small sacrifice has "expensive" and -elitist." This could
not be further from the truth when
been more than worth it.
you understand the whole picture.
It has been a joy to work with
When I began on.the Y board
a' fantastic group of civic-minded
individuals who are truly dedicat- over eight- years ago, there were
ed to enhancing the quality of life no fitness facilities. In the beginning, there was an office in a
of people in this community.
Many of the board members have local business that was later moved
fond memories of growing up in to the Weaks Center when it opened.
At that time, the.YMCA prolocal YMCAs and want their sons
and daughters and all children to grams included summer day camp,
afterschool programs for kiii<
have these opportunities.
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sports leagues and various other
programs held in various locations
around Murray.
All of those programs continued to exist and expand with the
advent of the fitness centers, but
they are still not widely known
by most of the community.
We live in a time when public and charity moneys are limited. There are many more good
causes and desperate needs than
-these- sources could possibly find.
The YMCA began the fitness
centers because they related clearly to the health and wellness mission, which has been a historical
commitment of the Y and because
they could provide a means for
funding a wider variety of expanded programs and services.
These fitness center funds (neither public nor charity money)
would enable the Y to expand and
grow programs and serve many
more children, adults,_ seniors and
families.
They allowed for thousands of
dollars in scholarships that made
programs available to many families whq would .not have a choice
to participate without them.
The Y also provided new jobs,
both full and part time, to a large
number of community people. The
people who serve on the Y Board
have always had a greater vision
for the community.
There has always been a corn-

Nature Station presents Howl-O-Ween

Y'

Costumed characters, face painting and a marshmallow roast will
be featured when the Nature Station presents its fifth annual HowlO-Ween festival Oct. 29, starting
at 6 p.m.
The Nature Station is located
at Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area, north of the
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
The Howl-O-Ween event also
features an evening guided tour
of the Nature Station backyard,
where fun characters such as
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"Blanche the Black Widow Spider" and the "Old Bat" tell stories.
"Halloween may be spooky, but
there's also a fun, non-scary side
to the holiday that we emphasize
at Howl-O-Ween," said Patrick Holcomb, event planner.
"The evening is great for kids
of all ages, but it's especially
appropriate for families with children who may be too young for
the haunted houses and other scary
Halloween celebrations."

Tours begin at 6, with the last
tour leaving the Nature Station at
8:30.
Holcomb advised visitors, to
dress for brisk, fall weather and
bring an umbrella in case of rain.
Admission is $5.50 ages 13 & up,
$4 ages 5-12 and 4 & under, free.
For more information, call 270924-2020 weekdays, or visit the
LBL website at www.lbl.org.

SUBSCRIBE

%ow Open

mitment to a dream Ot a fullfledged facility that would include
among other things gyms, swimming pool, family center, community meeting rooms and, oh
yes, fitness equipment.
It would be a place for kids
and families to gather and have
fun in a wholesome environment
at times that were convenient to
them.
We started with one fitness center and then, through good leadership and careful financial management, added another. Now we
have moved to the wonderful facility on East Chestnut Street, which
is larger (in usable space) than
the other two fitness centers combined.
There is a family room and a
meeting room, an expanded fitness center and a larger baby-sitting room.
We hope and expect that this
will he a success so that we can
continue on the path in pursuit
of the dream ... a full-fledged
community center serving children,
adults, seniors .and families ... a
place that will make our ccimmunity healthier in mind, body and
spirit.

HONORED AWARD...Emily Lasater. seventh-grade student at
Calloway County Middle School , has recently been named
Student of the Week. Lasater is the daughter of Dayton and
Trina Lasater, Murray. She was chosen for the honor by
sponsors of the contest
Century 21 and WNBS 1340 AM.

CONGRATULATIONS
Lynn Grove, Almo, Pottertown,
Harris Grove and New
Provi6nce fire departments!
Rate Change Effective 11/01/99

753-4703

g This Area•s
%
It 1 Gas
Loa System
The ultimate in gas log heat and beauty.
Monessen vent-free gas logs offer you the most
choices in log styles and operation modes. The
most realistic hand crafted logs with glowing
coals and yellowflames combined with the high
efficiency of vent-free space heating makes
Monessen the ultimate choice when you're lookingfor gas logs wit heat and personality.
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• The North Face
• Mountain Hardware

• Oakley
• Columbia
• 0obe

11-week
in $5.2
gross to

tee451,010.5

• Gramicci
• Patagonia

'Soots an?„Shoes

for Fri.h Amerixhibitor
were to

• Oakley • Simple • Salomon
Coming this spring • Teva • Birkenstock

$10.5

million.
million.
;6.8 mil-

• Kelty
• Gregory

S5.8 miliillion.
$5.2 milmillion.
de, $2.4

'ibe

an? Out?ooe„Supplies

C1io6in6,

$10.4

1

• The North Face
• Mountain Hardware
• Black Diamond

Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

• Petzl
• Osprey

Mountain -Sikes
"S/1/1X • goeestitta
• H aro • Cannondale • Specialized

1510 Chestnut St. (At Five Points)
Phone: 759-0019 Hours Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Just Say "Charge It"
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010

010

010
Legal Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00179

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00213

VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE

SANDRA TUCKER a/k/a
SANDRA JEAN TUCKER, and
KENTUCKY FINANCE CO., INC.

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of an Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit Court entered
September 1, 1999, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
November 1, 1999, at 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky and more
particularly described as follows to wit:m
0
A 0.234 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services in Murray, Kentucky, July 1991, and shown on Minor
Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 13, Page 6, Slide 1111,
in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office, and located at 811
North Seventeenth Street in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, and being a part of Lots 13 and 14 of Burr
Waldrop Subdivision (Deed Book 109, Page 5) and being more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the northeast corner of the herein described tract
of land, said point being a #4 rebar set 20.00 feet south of the
centerline of Dodson Avenue and 20.10 feet west of the centerline of North Seventeenth Street;
thence, South 0 deg. 42'37" East - 73.52 feet with the west side
of North Seventeenth Street to an existing iron pipe at the
southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, South 87 deg. 4'54" West - 141.08 feet with the Douglas
Cagle north property line (Book 165, Card 1547, and Plat Book
6, Page 62) to an existing iron pipe at the southwest corner of
the herein described tract of land;
thence, North 0 deg. 42' 41" West - 71.00 feet with the Jack
McElwain east property line (Book 170, Card 1022) to a #4
rebar set at the northwest corner of the herein described tract
of land;
thence, North 86 deg. 3' 39" East - 141.20 feet with the south
side of Dodson Avenue to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Sandra Tucker, by deed
from Theodore R. Hradek, and wife, Patricia M. Hradek, dated
February 26, 1998, and of record in Book 277, at Page 840, in
the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
THIS CONVEYANCE IS SUBJECT TO ALL EASEMENTS,
RESTRICTIONS, RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND PRIOR MINERAL
RESERVATIONS AND MINERAL CONVEYANCES OF
RECORD.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one-third
(1J3) of the purchase price with the Master Commissioner with the
remainder to be paid within thirty days, said remaining sum at the
rate of 12% per annum,until paid. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained
and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 1999 ad valorem
taxes.
DATED this 4 day of October, 1999.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Card of'(j,anks
Breast Cancer Month
October is Breast Cancer Awareness
month and the U.S. Post Office recently
released a stamp. !'Fund the Cure," to
help raise money for breast cancer
research. The stamp cost 40 cents rather
than the usual 33 cents so while a normal
book costs $6.60 this book costs $8.00.
The extra 7 cents per stamp goes to
breast cancer research. Seven cents may
not seem like much but if all the stamps
are sold, an additional $16,000,000 will
be raised! Wouldn't it be wonderful if the
stamp outsold the lottery this month! Let
us all support our wives, mothers, sisters.
and friends by buying breast cancer
stamps this month. It is such a simple
gesture with such a far-reaching impact.

CYNTHIA ASHBY, and
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
CYNTHIA ASHBY,

DEFENDANT

LOST! English Pointer.
Male, white with reddish
brown spots. Named:
Freckles. Family pet. Lost
-on Main St. Middle School.
753-5907.
LOST : Monday. Adult female Rottweiler in Circarama, South 12th St. area.
Answers to Gretchen. Call
753-8809 or 759-9040.

WINDOWS & DOORS
Factory Direct
Remodeling?
New Construction"
Call PELLA
1-800-448-6217

, CR_

Football, baseball, softball,
she's watched it all,
Even danced on tables and
‘) never did fall.
•

.•

,•
•
•

•

BIBLE
MESSAGE

530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card ot Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

RECEPTIONISTDETAILJ CAR CLEANUP
Full Time. Mature,
Full time position available
car organized, & dependable.
for
immediately
P.O. Box 527,
cleanup. Applicants should
Murray, KY 42071
be responsible, dedicated
workers. Call 437-4566
RESTAURANT Managers
are needed for our restauDRIVERS
rant in Murray. The sucBurn Up The Highway
With A New Career!!!!! cessful applicant should be
energetic, mature, dependable and able to get the job
'30,000+ 1st Year!
done. Must be able to work
'14 Day CDL Training If
days. nights and weekQualified!
ends. Can you meet the
'No Exp/ No Problem!
challenge? Send resume
FRANKLIN COLLEGE
to: Restaurant Manager
TRUCK DRIVING
P.O. Box 1040-S Murray,
SCHOOL
KY 42071.
1-800-995-5832
SAFETY advisors.
CDL Holders
2500 major company
1-800-958-2353
expanding. Will train.
Murray
ESTABLISHED
Call Monday -Thursday.
business seeks person
10:00AM-2,00PM.
with Windows, bookkeep270-444-7564.
ing & collections experi- SONIC Drive In is now hirence. Send resume to: ing cooks, fountains and
2008 Brentwood Terrace, car hops. Apply at Sonic
Nashville, TN. 37211.
Drive In, 217 South 12th
FULL Time driver needed Street, Murray. No phone
with CDL license or 5 years call please.
experience. Position open
WORKERS Neededimmediately. Call 270-437- Murray-Calloway County
4566.
Parks is looking for perHIRING Day Time (10-4) & sons to work 20-40 hrs. per
night time closer's. Must be week. Must be able to work
able to work weekends--. outside, operate equipApply between 2 & 4. Mon- ment, lift & carry 50Ibs. and
Fri Speak to a manager. work independtley. $5.50Wendy's of Murray.
$7.50/ hr. Applications may
NEED applicants for light be picked up at 900 Payne
industrial positions. "3 St,
shifts" $6.25 per/ hr Call 8am- 4pm.

HOME

CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
@762-1591 or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home

759-5177
1401

TAX
DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.

LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR

NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!

Everyone would rather stay at home if
possible and now these policies may pay
for such care.

available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

.,.... ,-,i.

McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
Murray. KY

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY,INC.
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

•

FUNERAL
PRE PLANNING
SPECIALIST
Are you a motivated,
compassionate communicator? Does selfdirected success interest you? Join one of
today's fastest growing professions and
experience the many
rewards of a pre planning specialist. A great
opportunity awaits the
right person. Murray
area.
Ms. Kuhn
1-800-456-6895
9 a.m.-5
p.m. Mon.-Fri.

270-767-3660
SOUTH 16th STREET. MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

Our new L.T.C. policies pay for care in a
Living
Nursing Home, Assisted
Facilities or even in the comfort of your
Own Home. Also, even a family member, not currently living with you, max'
be able to provide the care.

Monthly income

•

•4:15)----6..

520 Boats & Motors

Full-Time; 3 p.m.-11 p.m. shift
Benefits Include:
Health & Dental Insurance, Life Insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement Plan,
$150.00 Attendance Bonus, Child Care.

Guaranteed 5 years

This Wednesday she'll be
the big 5CD,
And who she is you all
should know.

•

510 Campers

NURSING ASSISTANTS

COPELAND ORCHARDS
Mayfield, Ky
Apples, tomatoes
fall decorations, pumpkins
Thur -Mon
Call 270-623-8312

ALTEAATIONt
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

.

500 Used Trucks

NURSING

Notice

MACHINE Quilting. Full
Murray
$31.50.
size
Sewing Center. 759-8400
OLD Log barn with 4 stalls BETH'S New & Redo
& loft. For sale. 753-5940
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime'

-

495 Vans

WestView

MAX W. PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

Notice
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The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be reqUired to pay the sum of 10
percent down, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder
of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 1999 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 30 day of September, 1999.

FREE Pregnancy Tests'
Life House 753-0700

490 Used Cars

needed.
People Lease 753-0017. WORKERS
10-12 & 1-3 M-T. Apply at Murray-Calloway County
1406 E. North 12TH St. Parks is looking for persons to work 20-4Qhrs. per
Murray.
PAINTER, 3 years experi- week. Must be able to work
ence. Transportation & outside, operate equipment, lift and carry 50Ibs.,
phone a must. 489-2512
and work independtley.
$7.50/hr.
$.5.50Apploictions may be picked
up at Payne St. , 8AM 7PM.

Cynthia E. Ashby obtained title to the above-described property by
deed from Arvin Hill and Nadine Hill, dated October 3, 1977, of
record in Deed Book 157, Card 2439, in the Office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.

For 26 years she's played
with toys.
Merrty Ledger & Tildes

Lost and Found

This conveyance is subject to all easements restrictions, rights-ofway and prior mineral reservations and mineral conveyance of
record.

Here's a hint for you girls
and boys,

Dianna Dav
4689 Egners Ferry Road
Benton, Kentuck
(270) 354-8714

MALE, late fifties, seeking
female about the same
age. Respond to P.O.Box
297, Hardin, Ky 42048
SINGLE, tired of being
alone? Meet available,
high
quality
singles.
Heartland Connections, 1800-879-7385.

In the Northeast Quarter (NE 1)4) of Section 29, Township 3,
Range 5 East, Calloway County, Kentucky, and beginning at an
iron pin on the North Bank of McDaniel Cemetery Road; thence
North along said McDaniel Cemetery Road; thence North along
said McDaniel Cemetery Road a distance of 506 feet to an iron rod
on the south boundary line of the William A. Jones property;
thence in a Southwesterly direction with an interior angle of 83
deg. 0' West a distance of 867 feet to an iron pin in the fence line
and property line of Andrew Duncan; thence in a Southerly direction with an interior angle of 2 deg. 0' West a distance of 343 feet
along said Andrew Duncan property line to an angle iron on North
Bank Road;-thence in a SoutheaSte-rly direction with ah interior
angle of 79 deg. East a distance of 217 feet; thence in a
Southeasterly direction with an interior angle of 88 deg. East a
distance of 287 feet; thence in a Northeasterly direction with an
interior angle of 88 deg. East a distance of 197 feet; thence in a
Southeasterly direction with an interior angle of 85 deg. 30' East a
distance of 175 feet to the point of beginning, containing 10.2
acres.

With our love,
—Luther &
Eunice May

Personals

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 14, 1999, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
November 1, 1999, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:

Card of Thanks
With our thanks
to friendly neighwe
and
bors
were touched by
your demonstration of concern.
Please convey
our thanks to
each one.
God bless you
each one.

.01-1711111
Starting at $99.00.
15 yrs. experience.
Lifetime member
Freelance Photographers
Organization.
Personalized collectors
millennium calender with
12-8X10's and
25 personalized dates_
270-753-1001.

PLAINTIFF,

PRENTICE DUNCAN, and wife,
DORIS DUNCAN,

1 5(

485 Sport Utility Vehicles

Kelp Wanted

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

PLAINTIFF.

480 Auto Parts

060

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC.,
Successor by merger to
America's Wholesale Lender,

470 Motorcycles & ATV's

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

010

010
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will
yidL
wonl
Plea
goa
tiorr

NSA

ADJUSTMENTS

210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

r. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

MiniIMMI Ist

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Perwd

column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide;

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

•

Ad Deadlines

Career Opportunities
High School Juniors,
Seniors, Grads and
Prior Service Veterans!
FREE College Tuition
plus up to $600 a Month

• Career Training
'Bonus up 10 $3000
'Part-Time Work

CALL 1-800-G0-GUARD
or visit
www.1800goguard
Ky National Guard
TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
Have you seen an ad for.
DriverTraining that looks
too good to be true? Be
careful. It probably is! At
West Kentucky Technical
College we offer a quality
program that goes further
than the bare minimum.
Train
in
Mayfield,
Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
RE IMBUR SE ME NT!!!
270-477-8866
EEEO M/F/D
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060

Full-Time or
PRN Aide
Experience preferred,
will train. Mature individual who enjoys
working with elderly.
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions.
Apply in person

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553.
House
EXPERIENCED
Reasonable
Keepers
rates Call 901-498-6333

Business
Opportunity
DO You own a small business? Would you like to
market your products globally? Electronic stores (ecommerce) is changing the
way people do business
For minimum cost, you can
potentially market your
products to millions of customers daily For information or an appointment to
learn more, please call
270-759-0697
110
Electronics

METZ 45 CL-4 electronic
flash. 6 auto exposure
modes, 3 manual modes.
auto
with
Will work
winders. 35MM, medium
format equipment auto to
45 feet. Complete w/
bracket & Quantum battery. $350. Call 753-5778.
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KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121

Piano
BEGINNING
Lessons in my home
College degree in Musical
Education Call 753-9014
Eveninos & wpekends

436-5933.
100

Metal
Sheet
Journeymen
HVAC
Mechanics/Duct Installers for commercial & residential applications. Service
technician. Paid holidays & vacation.

759-2288
ROUTE MANAGERS
GOOD BENEFITS

Store Hours- 9a m -7p.m.
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted

Want to Buy
AN- IQUES- Toys Before
1970 Cash paid
Call 759-3456
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all Call 753-3633.
OLD 8MM movie projector
in operating condition 4365679
150

kticiss
For Selo
7 SOLID Oak, 911 padded
pews. $200. each.
753-8200.
LR Suit, teal. Camel back.
King size bed, firm w/solid
frame & drawers. Maple
table, 4 chairs, 2 leaves.
492-8615.
Spindles
TREATED
Carved. 2"x2" by 36".
$1.30 each. 436-.170.
WOODBURNING
Chromed lettered Ashley
fireplace insert.
Thermostat controlled
blower. Like new $300.00
753-7596.

GOOD PAY
GOOD FUTURE

Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food co. that has been in business
for over 45 years is looking for mature, personable and aggressive route managers who
want more out of life than a salary and are
willing to work hard to achieve success.
No less than 25K a year. Unlimited potential.
You will be supplied with everything you need
to succeed, complete training.
ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
INCENTIVES
PROFIT SHARING
NO INVESTMENTS
INSURANCE
You must be at least 21 years old, have a good
driving/employment record. If interested call
270-759-9701 or 1-800-233-1632
Sales Manager Stewart Douglas

WASHER & dryer and
refrigerator. 753-4684.
160
Home Furnishings
3X5 oak dining table with 4
chairs. $100. 753-7466
leave message.
SALE- Bedding Sets &
at
starting
recliners
$149.95. 3 piece living
groups.
table
room
$109.05. Sofa's starling at
$275. Sectional's starling
at $549.95. Extra savings
store!
throughout the
Carrlaway Furniture. 105 N.
3rd St.
753-1502

full time sports writer to cover
high school and university
sporting events. Must have a
strong knowledge of AP style and
be able to cover a variety of sports.
Benefits include: health, dental and vision
insurance, paid vacation and sick days.
Interested individuals send resume and three clips to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Attn: Amy Wilson
•
P.O. Box 1040 •
Murray, KY 42071
1270) 753-1916

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!
PROFIT SHARING!
JAKEL INC. is continuing to expand it's
work force in Murray, Ky. We have full time
positions with medical benefits available.
Work hours are 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday.
Overtime will be required. If you are interested in earning a competitive wage that
rewards performance, receiving paid vacations, holidays, and participating in the company's growth and profitability then you owe
it to yourself to check us out. Apply in person
at:

JAKEL,INC.
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

rand

Walnut Plaz;1
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-'4-121

BUILDING #1 120ft.X5Oft.
concrete block building.
2500 sq.ft. in sales and
3500 sq ft. in storage Gas
heat and large parking lot.
Building#2 41ftX26ft
Concrete building
Building#3 16ftX36ft
Wood building.
All buildings located at
701 S 4th St. Call
753-0839 or 436-2935 for
more information.
Rent, Commercial
FOR
Jason Mize at
building with 2 garage
753-9428
doors. Easily accessible. In
high traffic area. 717 South
4th. Call 753-7668, Days
Mobile Homes For Safe
753-4919- Nights.
OFFICE Space for rent
14X70 1982 Fleetwood.
113 South 13th St
Located 5 miles from town
753-6001
on North side. 3br, 2 bath.
2 wooded decks. 28x28
garage. Paved drive with
For Rent
fenced yard. $30,000.
759-0892.
1 & 2br apts. Starting a
1975 FLAMINGO. 12x60. $220 per month. 11/2 miles
11/2 bath. Large living from MSU. Some utilities
paid. Washers & dryers on
room. C/H/A. 436-5471.
1989 Atla 14x50 2Br. 1 premises. No pets. 767bath Central H/A, range, 9037.

Contact

refrigerator, W/D hookup,
service pole, 8x10 deck,
underpinning. Buyer must
move. $9,000. Call 270492-8983 or 901-4988718.
CLAYTON
1997
Doublewide 28x60, 3br, 2
bath. Gas fireplace. Must
be moved. Must sell.
Reduced to $35,000. obo.
Call 759-4293.
MUST Sell
$8,000.
3Br.-1bth W/D hookup
refrigerator-stove-D/W.
14x60 Fleetwood "93" must
move (270) 474-1155 or
(270) 759-2328.

WM*Homes For Rent
2 Br., 2 bath on 1 1/2 acre
ot with 24x24 block garage
& additional storage building. Kirksey area. No pets.
489-2277.
3BR, 11;2 bath $275
3br, 1 bath $260
753-6012

NICE Wide Mobile Home
for rent. Suitable for couple, no pets. Call 492-8348
evenings.

LOT for rent. 492-8488.
LOT For Rent 753-9866

1,13R apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
available
w/d,
now.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR. close to university &
hospital. Some utilities
paid. Call 753-8756.
1Br Utilities furnished
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex apt Very
area
nice
clean,
Appliances furnished Call
753-8588

2BR, 1.5 bath townhouse
for $450/ month. Has all
appliances plus full size
washer & dryer. Freshly
painted, carpet cleaned
and fully spring cleaned.
Good parking. Call Lynda
at Grey's Properties,
759-2001.
2BR, 2 bath. Brick Duplex.
Central gas heat/ air. $450
plus deposit. Call
753-7455- Days. "
Nights- 753-1623.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished $300/mo
Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR, Duplex. 1909-B
Westwood Dr. Lease, no
pets. Deposit. 753-8002.
2BR, Refrigerator & stove
furnished. No pets. Call
1 753-1790.
,
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

1

111218•##YE4141Pmerli

MEADOW Mill with 471
Detroit engine $5000 obo
759-1039.

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
270-759-1555

Independent Living for Seniors over 55!
"Non-denominational
Christian environment
.2 meals a day
•MCCH Home Health Care
'Paid utilities
Services
'Housekeeping and laundry •Studio, one & two
'Scheduled transportation
bedroom apartments

All inclusive:

On-site Commercial & Residential

Computer Consulting

RrerfOOd

Troubleshooting, Installation, Repairs
Upgrades, Training, Networking,
Programming

SEASOickory.
$35.00ick. 73-7457.

John R. Laffoon
(270) 759-0431

CLASSIFIED
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Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices

tail Merchandiser

NICE 1,2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2
Fully ,equipped
bath.
including
kitchen
microwave. Washer and
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard
included.
maintenance
Security deposit and lease.
No pets.
753-9240.
NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Mur-Cal
at
Apply
902
Apartments,
Dr. Equal
Northwood
Housing Opportunity. 7594984. TDD# 1-800-2472510.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
now accepting applications
for 1br & 2Br. apartments.
Apply at 906 Broad St. Ext.
EHO.
Heights
UNIVERSITY
Apts. has openings for 2br
rental assisted apts. These
apts. are for families, disabled. senior citizens &
handicapped, wheelchair
accessible. For more info
call 270-759-2282. Mon,
Wed & Thurs. 9am-5pm.
1734 Campbell St. For
hearing impaired only call
Equal
1-800-247-2510.
Housing Opportunity.
VERY Nice 2br duplex.
C/H/A, appliances furnish.
W/D hook up, yard maintenance included. No pets.
Call 270-926-4427.

38R, 11\2 bath. Cute
brick house with garage.
Nice area in town. C/H/A,
appliances, hardwood
floors. $695/ month.
Lease. deposit. 559-2842
or 753-8734.
3BR, Stove & Refngerator.
W/D hook up C/H/A. $650/
month. 12 month Lease 1
month deposit. In town. No
pets. 753-2259 or 5278174.

-Norwalk •Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal •Broyhill
-Pulaski •Restonic -Basset -Kesler

Part-Time

Paducah & Surrounding Areas

'i.e_

An opportunity exists with the Procter 6t Gamble Cosmetics Division The primary iob
responsibilities include the initial & ongoing resets for the Cover Girl & Max Factor outlet, This is a great opportunity for people re-entering the work force Prior retail merchandising exp is prefd
• Drive Your Own Car
•Independence &
(we reimburse)
FlexibleWork Schedule
• Valid Driver's
• Candidates Must Be
License
Available At Least
• Proof of Insurance
3 Full Days Per Week
• Good Hourly Pay.
$8.00 Per Hour

Please write/send resume to:

Proder&Gamble
Cosmetics Division
Attn: Recruiting Specialist
REF #004NN, Mail Stop 2B
11050 York Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21030-2098

J.,,, 1/i"

Li

Frey
Financing

Downtown
Murray

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

All Size Units

Available

753-3853
ornmertial Prop.
For Sale
DUPLEX at 113 South 13th
St. 270-753-6001.

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
- & accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

GARAGE
SALE
94W past Lynn
Grove store to
Chapel
William
for
Watch
Church.
(Squire
sign
Miller Rd.)
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Lots of items'

Garage Sale
(Clearance)
805 Doran
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Radial arm saw,
collectibles,
antiques, Sunshine
dairy bottles, gem
stones, toys, electronics & plants.

AKC Labs Registered &
certified, yellow & black
Females, ready now
270-354-8605
AKC yellow Labrador puppies. 6 weeks old. Cute,
adorable_ $125. 489-2057.
AKITA
puppies. AKC.
White $600. Pinto $300.
382-2331.

••

rill

Acres"

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd. Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call
270-441-2253.
12.6 Acres, woods, creek,
very private building sites.
$17,500 terms 753-4984.
32 56 Acres 10 minutes
from city Woods, pasture,
creek $49,950 Terms
753-9302
5-275 acres. Coldwater
area. Owner financing.
489-2116 or 753-1300
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available. Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up.
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town. Call for private showing today. 7532905.

DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
390

Livestock & Supplies
year
3
white
old
appaloosa, gelding w
papers Very gentle, easy to
handle & ride. 753-7122
leave message before
5PM.

,
btki
ABSOLUTE
AUCTION
Horse equipment,
brands,
name
saddles to brushes, factory &
store buyouts.
October 21st
6:00 p.m.
Racer Inn
U.S. Hwy.641 S.
(across from Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet)

HAY- horse and dairy quality in large rectangular
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg.
Pure alfalfa or alfalfagrass mix_ 270-345-2800.
KANSAS Alfalfa 83 lb
average weight $8.! bail
Call 489-2945
QUALITY livestock bedding available. 1000/0 kiln
dried pine sawdust. Bag or
bulk. (901) 498-8006.

400

1712 Framer Ave.
3BR,. 2 Baths, LR w/fireplace w/ gas logs, kitchen,
utility room w/ built-ins,
1306 Farris Ave. large den w/ built-in 9abinets, fenced in back yard,
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. W/ building in back., great
office or hobby house. 7538 a.m.-12 p.m.
7122.
Nice boys clothes
2210 GATESBOROUGH
infant to 7 yrs., toys,
2400sq. ft. under roof, 3br,
bicycle, Halloween
2 bath, living, dining, &
costumes, Iv,
family room with fireplace
odds-n-ends.
insert Large kitchen, sunroom, patio, 2 car garage
and storage shed. New furnace, roof, kitchen and
Alintaks ProPottY
bathroom counters; new
2 LAKE Front houses in stove and dishwasher. Lot
Panorama Shores. 1125 & offers privacy and shade
trees. Ready to move in.
1830 Sq. Ft. 436-5229.
Price Reduced $103,500.
440
Shown by appointment.
Lots For Side
Please phone 753-0323.
1/2 acre shady lot, has 3BR, 212 Bath with 3 car
electric garage, All amenities,
septic,
well,
expanhookup. Call after 5PM stairs to upper level
sion room Would make a
462-8066.
great place for teenagers
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
Call 753-3903
_
sale, "city .limits Private
A HOME OF YOUR OWN
country style living. Watch'
for our entrance on 94W. If your tired of paying rent,
Call 270-435-4487 or 1- - checkout this neat 2Br. •
1 bath home with many
888-673-0040.
updates including new
roof. Priced under
$30,000. Contact
4
- -4.
6
1CRE
Kopperud Realty.
oi0
kr
EEc
753-1222 MLS #3001749.
T t
ms
BRICK for Sale
1300 Kimberly Color.
Gall after 7 PM. 753-9652.

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE
(Large)
Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
5 miles 121 S. to Cherry Corner,
follow signs to Hwy. 1536 approx. 1-1/2 to Winter Set Ln.
on 94 E to Hwy. 280, follow sign
to 1536 Hwy.
Toys, glassware, fishing rods &
antiques and much more.

ANTIQUE SHOW
Saturday, Oct. 23•10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 24•12 Noon-4 p.m.

Yard Sale

GARAGE SALE
1509
Canterbury Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.
7:30 a.m.
No early sales
Antiques, collectibles, primitives.
furniture, glassware,
ladies nice sweaters
& dresses, and misc.
Good stuff.

Wolf's Banquet & Convention Center
Henderson, KY
Admission $3.00
For more information:
Cleo Royer - (270) 826-2032
Sponsored by: HENDERSON REGIONAL,
HOSPITAL FOUNDATION

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

/

A

II a&

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett
753-7407

•

•
•

•

IF you live in a late model
mobile home and are renting a lot, you can own your
own for about the same
price Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
acre, prices $10,000 to
$12,000, includes water,
septic, and driveway 10
min north of Murray. Also
land/home packages available. Call 270-437-4838

Pets & Supplies

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Metal Roofing

• •••

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Storage Rentals

1-800-909-9064

B66

EASTSIDE

Extra nice complete aquariums
with cabinet
stands, 150 gal.,
75 gal., & 20 gal
759-2471

931-829-2972
15 Minutes From Murray.
Hardin area. 1- 2br. $350
month. 270-928-4034.
2BR, 1 bath, stove & refrigerator furnished. W/D hook
up. Gas heat, 1 month
deposit. No pets. 7532905.
2BR. 2 bath Call Mur-Cal
753-4444.
2BR. house on Kirksey
Hwy. References, no pets
in house. Call Joyce underwood 898-2340.
3BR, 11/2 bath Brick home.
C/H/A. No pets, 1yr lease.
31/2 miles East of Murray.
$475/ month plus deposit.
753-3787.

54 Aster Dr.
(Lynnwood Estates)

Thurs & Fri. Only
8 a.m.

CC

210

FIREWOOD
Oak & hickory.
Call 492-8266

HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
Center Sts, Hazel, KY is
now taking applications for
occupancy.
immediate
Call 492-8721 TDD#
1-800-247-2510 Equal
Housing Opportunity.

YARD SALE

153-5585

STORAGE

tende
'Reciremtne

MUMS.
LYNNGROVE
$4.00 in pots. $3.00 in the
field. 7219 St RI 94W. Call
435-4569.

641 Storage

All Sizes Available
2BR New Townhouses
available now. C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman RE
759-4118.
2BR Upstairs. Economical. CREEKVIEW STORAGE
Located at 5353, 121S. $20-$40 On Center Drive
$285/ month. Rent/
Behind Tom's Grille
deposit. 489-2296.
759-4081
3BR. apt. Stove & refrigerator. 1 yr. lease. Located
703 S. 4th St. ,Murray. Call
436-2935.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE. 759-4118
119 Main • 753-6266
DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath.
18021/2 B Monroe Ave.
MURRAY LOCK
$375. deposit. 12 month
8 STORE
lease. No pets! 753-8002.
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.
EXTRA Nice 2br, 2 bath.
With garage, appliances NORTHWOOD
storage
furnished, w/d. Central Gas presently has units availH/A. 1yr. tease. 1 month able 753-2905 or 753deposit. No pets. 753- 7536
2905.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

A Ch.isci..,
KY 31 Fescue seed
489-2599

2BR duplex, centrai rva,
appliances
furnished
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118

2BR Duplex at 113 South
13th St. 270-753-6001

280

285
LLECTION of antiques
primitives. Oak bed,
wardrobe, hall tree, dresser, organ. Farm table,
wood cook-stove, quilts &
accessories. Call anytime
436-2968.

Various size units

LEARN GUITAR

&Sable Rome Lots For Rent

14L3 Antques
[

Office Space

•Play chords
•Read music
•Play by ear
•Play melodies
•All ages
welcome
'Competitive
hourly and
half-hourly rates

FOR rent: doublewide.
753-4793.
\MOBILE home for rent
_VERY large sofa, chair, & )492-8488.
ottoman, very plush-$200,
NtCE 14x70 2br, 2 bath.
• r nice tan recliner. very clean
No pets. 753-9866.
wear-$125.
no
with
Proform weight machine.
Phone-759-2473 or 8326405.

WRITER
SPORTS
Murray Ledger Sr Times seeks

Lots For Rent

For Rent

Computers

Nebo Woad

•

')•
*f •
•,
41,10 i •.
„„
• •.

EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick Double lot.
town's edge
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093
FOR sale by owner 1665
Calloway Ave Less than 2
blocks off MSU campus
Brick veneer covered carport Owner built Approx
2000sq ft 2Br 1 1/2 bath,
Ig paneled den Newly
repainted inside & out Call
753-6098
MUST See builder/ owner
New 4br. 2 bath, high vaulted LR W/ skylights, large
tvt Bed & bath Wi 2 person whirlpool. 2 car
garage. Attic storage,
patio. city water, gas &
cable. On 1 acre lot
$132.500.
753-1245,
UNDER Construction
3br, 2 full bath. 21 .2 car
garage. 3/4 acre corner lot.
901-247-5648
BRICK Home. all new
inside Located on 574 feet
of road frontage. 3 miles on
121N. Has good shop with
overhead crane, heat,
plumbing. $155,000. Call
753-2041 before 9p m. for
appointment.
BRICK On 1.15 acres.
2800ft in house. 672ft in
garage. Lynn Grove area.
569.500. 435-4139.

Ussd Cars

Used Cs

1984 Chev Caprice V-8,
auto, PDL, air, wire wheels,
new tires, Only 75,000
actual miles. Just $2,900!!
Excellent condition!! 901987-9959.

1990 Plymouth Laser, 2dr,,
white, new condition
104.000 miles (moving)
$4.200 OBO 759-0657

1991 PLYMOUTH Grand
Voyager. Excellent condition $4700. 753-9371.
1991 SILVUI Lineoiri
Continental. Fully loaded,
new shocks, new tires.
1994 transmission. Rides
good, looks good $4800.
436-5032.
1992 Chrysler New Yorker
5th Ave Loaded, in mint
condition 1 Owner
59.xxx miles $6900 00
Call after 5 753-7930
1992 Nissan Maxima. 5 sp.
fully loaded with CD Grey
with leather_ 143.000 miles
Call 753:4521 ask for Jim.

1998 Ford Windstar GL
dual air, PW PDL, tilt
cruise, keyless entry, tint
new tires, 1 owner, on-of-a
kind, only $14,40011 Ext
Warr! White ei/ gold 901987-9959
95 Grand Caravan SE
White
miles
92.000
$7500 00, obo
901-247-5904
leave message
Used Trucks

1979 BRONCO 4 speed,
351M. Asking $1700.
489-2649.
LWB. 2wd,
CHEVY
149W-1995 Saturn SL 1,
350 Maroon, 90,xxx miles.
automatic, AC
condition.
good
Very
AM-FMcassette. new tires
$8200
last spring. 70,593 miles,
1981 Yamaha 185 Exciter.,
very dependable $5,150
11,000 miles Excellent
'Phone 759-2473
condition, great starter
or 832-6405
bike Leave message
1996 CAMARO. All
498-8344 or 759-1559
power. leather, T-Tops
1992 JEEP Comanche
New tires, Bose CD
79,xxx miles Nice $5300
stereo 270-354-6216
753-4893 after 5p m
Leave message
1996 Honda Civic LX, 5- 1995 DODGE Ram Sport,
red. 360 engine. 70,xxx
SPD, PDL, PW, keyless
470
miles Loaded. $12,500.
new
tires.
CD,
Spoiler,
Motorcycles & ATVs
,
excellent car' 1 owner! obo 436-2039.
901-9137- 1996 Ford F-150 XLT. auto
Only $9800
1996 • WARRIOR - 350
9959
4WD, loaded. lumbar, new
$2850 753-2905
92 Volkswagen Passat All Michelins, 1 Owner, 80,000
loan@
below
power, AM FM tape, air. miles,
Utility Vehicles
270-489-2704 $12.800! Super nice! 901$4.600.
987-9959
after 5PM
1995 JEEP Wrangler
98 Tacoma .22xxx miles,
20,xxx miles Excellen FOR Sale or Trade for pick
CD player, dual airbags
condition. $10.900. Cal up. 1984 Ford Crown
Victoria. 60.xxx actual Manual trans $11,500
753-3200.
Wayne Wilson 753- OBO 753-8651
Cherokee miles.
1996 Jeep
5086.
Sport, auto 4WD, power
everything, keyless entry, 1988 DODGE Diplomat
new tires, 1 owner! Only SE. All power, good reliJust able transportation. $2450. 70 Model 24ft Camper.
miles!
38,000
Heat, A/C, refrigerator,
$13.600.00!! Ext. warr.! obo. 753-7668- Days
stove, oven, full bath.
753-4919 Nights
901-987-9959
Sleeps 5 comfortably.
Great condition. $1800.
firm. 759-0250.
HOUSE FOR SALE
1993 TAURUS LX. 84,xxx
miles. Loaded, leave message. 753-2479.

REDUCED - ESTATE SALE $57,500
Boats & Motors

Three bedroom on Woodlawn Avenue
has a den that overlooks a beautiful
quiet backyard. 13.5' x 27' living/dining room has built-in cabinetry. This
older home just needs your special
touch.
Call 437-4987

1972 65 H.P. Johnson with
controls. $800.00.
Two back to back fold
down seats for runabout.
Gold 5100 00 Good condition
18' 1977 Mark Twain
inboard 165 H.P. 6 cyl. w/
top double axle trailer.
. 52475.
Very nice 28"-Harris Float
boat. 1977 all new floor
furniture top, covers curtains 4 cyl. Chev inboard
grill radio. $4500.00
270-436-2116

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY

A

AUCTION
Thursday, October 21 • 5:00 p.m.
Beautiful and Historic Hazel, KY
201 Barnett Street
From US Hwy. 641 South turn East between Dees Bank
and Miller Funeral Home. Proceed east on Barnett
Street two blocks to sale site.

C

This is a comfortable 3 bedroom with dining room, living room
and kitchen. This well built brick has hardwood floors, natural
wood trim and charming features throughout. There is a carport, very nice deck off the back porch and a storage shed in the
back lawn. This home is move in ready with storm windows and
doors and all city utilities. The location is in a quiet neighborhood and across the street from the city park. Shown by appointment. In addition to the real estate many household items and
fine antiques will be included.
Household and Antiques: Original oak roll top desk, southwestern stoneware, red handled kitchen utensils, Coca-Cola
items, signs, trays, bottles and carriers, brass lamps, tied rugs,
wrought iron patio furniture, wooden jewelry case, childs trunk,
books, iron bed, wooden rocking chairs, chifferobe, dresser, small
display showcase, walnut drop front bookcase desk, antique and
unusual oak kitchen cabinets, old pine glass front cabinet, school
desk, poplar wood desk, beveled oak mirror, antique oval picture
frame, quilts, linens, Jim Dandy churn, green & pink depression
glass, Victorian iron hail tree, several pieces of blue iron stone,
granite ware, Aunt Jemima cookie jar, cranberry glassware, salt
crock, sewing rocker, wicker pieces, old wooden doll house, wooden spice cabinet, 2 china tea sets, wooden dough tray, Kimbal
electric organ, wringer washing machine, breakfast set,
mahogany dresser, walnut chest, old bar stools, 3 old tool boxes.
Appliances: dishwasher, GE refrigerator, Tappan range,
Whirlpool dishwasher, gas grill. All this plus many, many more
items for the home.
Tenn* on Personal Property: Complete Settlement on Day
of Sale.
Perms on Real Estate: 15% Down Day of Sale. Balance
Within 30 Days Upon Delivery of Deed..

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound ofSelling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of male take precederre over •Il
pnnted matenal

& Motors
1998 ASTRO 20ft Bass
Boat with trailer Merc 200
EFI Jack Plate, hot foot,
hyd steering Like new,
$19,500 Price flexible low
hours Must sell
759-4492, 753-7710
CAMO boat & trailer 14ft
$350 492-8266

Servkms Offered

s49.95

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

18" Satellite

753-0530

Systems

FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

Dish Network

d'sli
„

Ifiret-TV

DIRECTV

www.woodsatellite.com

Offerod

amb Brothers

IF you are moving to
a new location & noed
professional reliable
movers Free estimates
Call Brian Driscoll at
270-623-6092 or
210-6987
Free Estimates
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No Job too small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
HAVE you or your family
been in the hospital within
the past 24 months? Did
your insurance company
leave you in debt to the
hospital? We can assist
(270)435-4645.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night,
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming. leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
Replacement
VINYL
Windows. Siding, roofing,
room additions, plumbing
repairs, and electrical
repairs. Fully insured labor
& material. Guaranteed!
759-9414.
WILL Pick Up Leaves!
Call 753-2206
ROOF LEAKING?
professional
a
Call
Residential, Commercial or
Industrial. 270-435W-45

R-1 R TREE SERVICE`2,--rRemoval.
Stump
\Or
Landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch spreading.
270-436-2269
Leaf
trimming
Hedge
1-800-821-6907
Racking, Gutter Cleaning
--Repairs, fast service
LICENSED 42fflaggn- • - -Free Esiirruni,8 Tree Trimming
Full Line Of Equipment
436-5255.
Cleanup Service
24 Hr. Semee
Licensed & Insured. Free
Estimates.
Hedge Tr:wrung Full line 4
131111L LAMB
Tree & Srurnp
Rem,,,al
•iTT?7 1T17711
270-436-2269,
1-800-821-6907.
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct.
Specializing in
492-8737 or 437-3044
21. 1999:
Free estimates
Roofing,
Build on established strengths with partAAA CUSTOM BUILT,
fing
this year. Working together creates
Re-Roo
ners
fencing.
Decks,
Custom
stronger rapport and more productivity,
garages, pole barns, car& RoofRepairs
even though you might not see the finanports. Hardwood floors
cial rewards as quickly as you would
installed & finished. All
like. Be nurtunng to others as well as
repairs. Quality workmanyourself. and everything will fall into
ship. Licensed. 753-7860.
place. If you are single, in late 2000 you
753-9308.
may be introduced to a very special perAFFORDABLE all around
son who could become a lot more. If
hauling, tree work, gutter
attached, work on the quality of your
cleaning, cleaning out
day-to-day interactions. A newfound
sheds, & iunk clean-up
436-2867
common interest bonds you even closer.
PISCES means well but could often
ALL Carpentry Service
unnerve you.
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
New Construction •
4-Positive:
5-Dynamic;
Have:
Remodeling. Repairs*
3-Average; 2-So-so; lzpifficult
Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
Custom Cabinets.
Siding, Wood Decks & More
Concrete Work AGC
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
Certified
*** Assume a low profile, but still
DAVID HOWARD
435-4272
enjoy -yourself. Another's enthusiasm at
All
Carpentry,
ALL
work is delightful. Use strong common
Electrical. Home building.
sense with finances. You could feel presremodeling,
additions,
sure from all directions, right now. Build
porches, decks. Rotten
on established facts. Tonight: Give yourroofs
floors, sagging
self permission to just relax and do
Home & Mobile repair,
absolutely nothing!
vinyl siding References.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Licensed & insured. Call
***** You instinctively put your
Larry Nimmo. Day- 753best foot forward. A friend might not
9372 Night- 753-0353.
understand what is going on with you,
Accept Visa or Mastercard.
but you will be able to express it and
Including
ANTENNAS
meet each other halfway. Caring
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
emanates between you and associates.
amplifiers, and accesLet others know Just how serious you are
sories
meeting your dearest goals.
about
TV
Direct
Dish Network &
Where the gang is.
Tonight:
Residential or Commercial
Satellite Systems, Sales,
_
_
_GEMINI(May 21-June.20)
Service and Installation
and
laminated
another
tile,
to
out
Reach
vinyl,
*
Carpet,
Beasley's Antenna
demonstrate your convivial manner.
& Satellite,
installed.
floors
hardwood
floors &
Your charm goes very far. Concepts and
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
ideas going through your mind are
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"
502-759-0901.
important - express them! Follow
ANTIQUE refinishing, furthrough on key ideas involving a boss or
niture repair & custom
higher-up. Take your time when making
woodworking 753-8056
a decision. Tonight: In the limelight.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
CANCER (June 21-July 22). . .
All brands; Kenmore. 304-'•
***** Your ideas seem to come
BOBBY
years experience.
from another realm, but others can cerHOPPER, 436-5848.
tainly relate to them. Make that additionor
new
paving
ASPHALT
al effort. Be loving when dealing with
repair. Also rock hauling of
those in your day-to-day life. Your cheerall types.,. 759-1039
ful smile can literally make another's
BACKHOE SERVICE
Tonight: Visit with a very seriousday.
ROY HILL. Septic system,
minded fnend.
drive-ways, hauling, founLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
dations, etc. 436-2113.
***** Talks reveal a lot about
CARPORTS for cars and
where others are coming from. Choices
trucks Special sizes for
and a whirlwind of activity could overmotor home, boats, RVs
whelm you. Any efforts you make come
and etc. Excellent protecback, many times over. When choosing a
tion, high quality, excellent
gift, keep in mind that it doesn't always
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
have to be a material thing. It can be an
Chum
Chimney
CHIM
as well. Tonight: Work as a
experience,
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
team.
10". SR Discount. Tracy

Tree Service

GUTTERS:
Highest
Quality
Seamless
Aluminum Gutters, gutter
supplies and shutters
Variety of colors. Free estimates. Call West KY
Seamless Gutters. 7530278

GET DOM.WITH
THE CLASSIFIEDS
Make a run at extra cash
Sell your unused awns!

753-1916

HOROSCOPES

M.S. Construction

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

Howard's
Construction
Home Improvement

(270) 251-3128

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - incl/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

Carpet Installation Inc.

(270)

759-1591

Manning. 435-4006
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 Years experience. Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

•Ano•

Jai) Lawncare
and
Landscaping
LEAF REMOVAL
• Mowing • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge Trimming • Dirt Work
• Seeding • New Yard Preparation

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your attractiveness and
charm draw others to you. Intensity
remains high. Make inquiries about
another at a distance. Caring increases;
you feel understood. Travel plans need to
be organized carefully. Consider another's offer. Tonight: You wild thing (yes,
you)!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Make inquiries about work. Be
aware that another might not recognize
just how sensitive you are. Keep discussions on a one-on-one level, especially
with a difficult partner. You break
through another's barriers because of
your nurturing nature. Tonight: Get
errands done.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your imagination has no limits. Another remains fascinated by the
scenarios that you cook up. Listen to
feedback from someone who is Judgmental. There is something here for you, if
you can get past .his attitude. Tonight:
Start the weekend early!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You could feel like a ping-pong
ball, not sure exactly which direction you
are heading in. Don't push too hard to
have things your way. Deal with each
person or situation individually. Your
family, home life and security need to be
foremost in your mind. Tonight: Take
your time; clear your desk.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You offer much more than
you realize. Stabilize a relationship that
can sometimes be testy. You build good
will by your efforts toward another at a
distance. Your willingness to look at situations as a whole and your positive
viewpoint enlighten others. Tonight: Out
and about.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Another entices: you to indulge
and is more than willing to treat you. A
partnership is enhanced by better communication. Be more willing to share and
open up. Feelings run high. though you
might not immediately admit to it.
Tonight: Let another try to coax you!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Build on an established understanding. A discussion proves to be difficult for you, and another's expressions
could be stiff. Trust that another has good
intentions. Positive feelings come
through, no matter what. Lighten up.
Don't let your mood get to you. Tonight:
Starlyour weekend:- --
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TOOLS - TOOLS - TOOLS

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
THURSDAY5 OCT. 21 • 7 PM
Auctions Held Every Thursday At 7P.M.

Mayfield, KY, Take Exit 22 from Purchase Parkway,
turn NORTH on Sutton Lane

Auto Loans
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Mayfield Trading Post

CLOSETS.
CUSTOM
cuST01.1 KITCHEN CABINETS
ERRY
IID
Epoxy covered wire shelvCUSTOM WOODWORKING
ing Free estimates
Solutions
Interior
oU Types of:
•
Edward Peery
Woodworking
Custom
270-753-4499
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Services "Cleaning" vinyl
Drop by and see our showroom
siding. homes, mobile
. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
homes, boats, brick drive753-5940
ways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Completely
Insured,
Mobile Phone 502-7594734
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
MERCURY
LINCOLN
remodeling, or lust replacMayfield
247-9300
Highway
U.S.
ing a switch
Kentucky
I -800-574-0256
45 South
Licensed & Insured
Wheeler McClain Ford can
753-0834
arrange financing if you
have been turned down
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
before Loans available for
slow pay, repo's or bankTnmming, removal, stump
Call Kenny at
ruptcy. No processing fees
grinding, firewood Insured
Every vehicle warranted' (2701 247.9300 or (8001 r4-0256
489-2839

DE
drink

BORN TODAY
Musician Elvin Bishop (1942), actress
Came Fisher (1956), baseball Hall-ofFamer Whitey Ford (1928)

, • Power Overseeding

- Free Estimates Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

By PI

LEAF pickup and removal
Free estimates
Phone 759-8606-leave
message or
210-1270
J. W. Thomason
PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134

CLEAN, AIR CONDITIONED FACILITY
Antiques • Tools • New & Used Furniture
2 wheel dollies, several lots of first quality room size carpet, hand
tools, hydraulic jacks, come-alonas, grinders, toys, bicycles,
dolls, figurines, antique marble top dresser, antique bed, antique
clock, 6 drawer dresser, round oak dining table, oil lamps, silver
set, t.v.'s, wallpaper, electric fence post, 12 volt battery charger,
band saw ( USA Made), 4 ton Porta Power, Budget 1/8 ton electric hoist, floor jack - 2-1/4 ton, Craftsman skill saw, Craftsman
electric miter saw, Craftsman 6" hand grinder, Craftsman 4-1/2
in. jointer-planer, Craftsman 10" table saw, Craftsman cutting
torches w/tanks, SKYE - R12 & R134A charging station EC14X,
new SKYE programmable charging system SAR-312, TIF - 9000
electronic charging meter, 2 vacuum pumps, 61 Husqvarna 20"
chain saw, 2000 Poulan 16" chain saw, 16 speed floor stand drill
press, fold-up cherry picker - 8 ton ram, 5250 watt - 8 h.p. Honda
generator, 3-1/2 ton floor jacks, 60 gal. - 6 h.p. air compressor,
20 gal. - 4 h.p. air compressor.

Open Every Day Except Sunday

270-247-3344
GERALD EASLEY, AUCTIONEER

•11
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

lovai

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

eve

DEAR DR. GOTT: Can tainted
drinking water cause peptic ulcers?
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DEAR READER: Many authorities
believe that more than 75 percent of
all stomach ulcers (and two types of
gastric cancer) are caused by specific
bacterial contamination of potable
water supplies, especially private
wells. In the first report of such an
association, researchers from
Pennsylvania State University presented their findings at the June
meeting of the American Society for
Microbiology. The offending bacteria.
called H. pylon, are a known cause of
peptic ulcers, but until now, no one
knew where these microorganisms
originated. Standard water analysis
involves checking for coliform bacteria. which are markers for contamination by human or animal waste. The
H. pylori organisms were often discovered in coliform-free samples. These
findings indicate that routine coliform
analysis of drinking WitiFfs'aii inadequate way to test for the ulcer-causing
H. pylori. The implications of this
study are indeed staggering and may
require an evaluation and modification of the testing procedures used for
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both private and municipal water supplies.
To give you related information,
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Peptic Ulcers." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Three years ago,
1 had a cervical fusion for a slipped
disc. Subsequently, a tiny bone chip
fell into my spinal cord, leaving me
paralyzed. After extensive rehab and
physical therapy, I can now walk,
albeit with difficulty. If the chip were
removed, would my problems be over?
DEAR READER: Possibly. This is a
complicated issue, something like hitting a malfunctioning computer and
then trying to determine what role the
hammer played.
Operations on the cervical spine in
the neck are tricky. Also, complications can be difficult to diagnose and
treat. For example;-your paralysis
'could be caused by the original
slipped disc — even after surgery. Or,
the problem could be a consequence
of the operation itself. A bone fragment that is out of place certainly may
be the cause of your symptoms.
However, before reoperating, a cautious neurosurgeon would insist on
testing you thoroughly to make sure.
If the bone chip is pressing on the
spinal nerves to cause paralysis. its
removal could be beneficial, even
curative. But you need testing before
subjecting yourself to yet another
painful and dangerous procedure.
I recommend that you request a
referral to a neurological clinic at a
teaching hospital. I am certain th4t
your doctors have or_dered an MR1
test of your neck; the results can be
sent to the university. Perhaps you
need a myelogram. In any case, the
super-specialists can analyze your
problem and recommend therapy.

Your partner in protection

Tony Boyd

DEAR ABBY: One of my best
Women's Club at a prayer breakTen years ago
and oldest friends became engaged
Published is a picture of the fast Oct. 19 at the Holiday Inn.
to be married fiqrt months ago.
This ,was a part of the observance
"Sarah" has put a deposit down on a groundbreaking ceremonies for a
location, bought her gown and club house at the Murray State of National Business Women's.
picked out dresses for her three University Foundation's Frances E. Week.
Marine Pfc. R.C. Kimball, son
bridesmaids, including me. The
Miller Memorial Golf Course on
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Kimproblem is that Sarah has yet to Pottenown Road.
Shown are L.D.
pick a maid of honor or even to say
ball of Murray, is serving with
Miller who donated the land and
she doesn't want one at all.
Marine Force Logistic Comthe
Whenever anyone asks her who the money for the club house in mand in Vietnam.
of
memory
his
wife, MSU acting
the maid of honor is going to be, she
Mr. and Mrs. Mark D. Parker
shrugs off the question by saying president Dr. Jim Booth, regent
something like, "I haven't even gone Tommy Sanders and MSU Foun- were married 50 years Oct. 19.
Forty years ago
there yet."
dation board of directors' member
Abby, I'm trying to be there for Dr.
Murray State College Board of
Tim Miller.
her because I'm her friend, but it
Regents has named the new stuBirths reported include a boy
seems as if she's trying to avoid the
dent union building in honor of
issue, possibly to avoid picking one to Judith and Oscar McNew and Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield, a
friend over another. I would like to a girl to Elaine and Eric Williams,
Murray
alumnus,
according to Dr.
host a bridal shower for her, but Oct. 13.
Ralph H. Woods, MSC president.
isn't that the responsibility of the
Twenty years ago
Recent births reported at Murmaid of honor? I wouldn't be
The Murray-Calloway County
offended if she didn't choose me, but
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Hospital Board has agreed to accept
it's difficult to assess my role withon
an emergency basis an ambu- and Mrs. Major Junior Prescott, a
is.
it
what
certain
for
knowing
out
girl to Mr. tid_ Mrs. C. Kelly
lance
service effective Jan. 1, 1980.
JUST A BRIDESMAID?
McCord....,a
girl to -Mr- -and Mrs.
----Announcement Is niade-trifThe
DEAR JUST A BRIDESMAID: JCPenney Co. will open one of Charles McDaniel and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Smith.
You are a wonderfully support- its soft line stores in the new
Fifty years ago
ive friend, but this is a decision Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center on
the bride must make, and she
Representing Calloway County
North 12th Street, Murray.
must make it in her own time.
at
the national convention of the
Births reported include a boy
Entertaining for the bride is not
Future
Farmers of America in
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ronald
of
Hopkins,
solely a privilege of the maid
Kansas City were Billy Joe Warhonor. Bridesmaids may enter- Oct. 16,
math, Buddy White, Jack Maytain for the bride singly, or as a
M.C. Garrott writes about his
field, Hilton Williams, Frank Hill,
001113lunch at the Calloway County High
School cafeteria and its changes Gerald Dunaway, Charles Tidwell,
$ *
from yesteryear in his column, Carmen Parks, Jimmy Dublin, Dan
Shipley and Dan Taylor repre"Garrott's Galley."
senting chapters at Hazel, Lynn
Thirty years ago
Nadine Turner, director of nurs- Grove and Murray Training schools.
Mildred Louise Rhodes and Jack
ing at Murray-Calloway County
Dodson were married Oct. 8 at
Hospital, was named "Business
Woman of the Year" by the Mur- the home of the bride's parents,
DEAR WIT'S END: Showing
Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Rhodes.
ray Business and Professional
your picture to strangers and
placing an ad in a singles magazine without your knowledge
TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
are beyond the realm of normal
By The Associated Press
parental concern, and could
actually be dangerous. HowToday is Wednesday, Oct. 20,
ever, since you have talked to
the 293rd day of 1999. There are
her in the past and asked her to
days left in the year.
72
to three notrump after West had
stop, and it hasn't helped, there South dealer.
Highlight in History:
Today's
Neither
side
vulnerable.
overcalled in hearts. Declarer held
is nothing you can do to stop
On Oct. 20, 1973, in the soNORTH
on
up
the
first
two
hearts,
took
the
your obsessive parent.
4AQ4
third with the ace, crossed to called "Saturday Night Massacre,"
My advice: Grit your teeth,
prosecutor
8
Watergate
7
3
dummy with a spade and tried the ;pecial
complete your education, and
4,4 J 10 8 5 2
diamond finesse. West won with
then move as far away from her
was dismissed and
+Q7
the king and cashed two hearts to Archibald Cox
as you can. It's the only way
Elliot L. RichardGeneral
Attorney
WEST
EAST
you'll be able to live your own
score a one-trick set.
+8653
•10 9 7 2
life.
South was guilty of playing son and Deputy Attorney General
VKQJ 92
64
more by habit than by reason. The William B. Ruckelshaus resigned.
•K
On this date:
.743
correct play is to lay down the ace
+K 10 2
+9653
of diamonds rather than attempt
In 1803, the U.S. Senate ratiSOUTH
the finesse. In the actual deal, fied the Louisiana Purchase.
•K J
West's king falls under the ace,
In 1892, the city of Chicago
A 105
and South has an easy 10 tricks. dedicated the World's Columbian
(, THERE'S 140 DIGWOOD
•A Q 9 6
•-•
BUMSTEAD HERE
While this line of play may Exposition.
A J 84
seem to be based on a peek at
In 1903, a joint commission ruled
The bidding:
West's cards, there is in fact irrein favor of the United States in
South
WeSt
North East futable justification for this apdispute between the Dis1•
1V
2•
Pass proach. In the given case, declarer a boundary
and Canada.
Alaska
of
trict
3 NT
cannot lose his contract ifEast has
In 1944, during World War II,
Opening lead — king of hearts.
the king ofdiamonds, whether the
_
finesse is taken or not. Even if a Gen. Douglas MacArthur stepped_
In-political-novels- and spy-. trick is lost to the king in the East- ashore .at Leyte in -the Phi1ippines;-thrillers, the "prime directive" is hand, South will still have nine 2 1/2 years after he'd said, "I
an inviolable decree that provides - tricks: three spades, four dia- shall return."
the motivation for the main char- monds, a club and a heart.
In 1947, the House Un-Ameracters. Anyone who deviates from
This being so, declarer should ican Activities Committee opened
the prime directive is a good bet cash the diamond ace to guard hearings into alleged Communist
not to survive to the final chapter. against the possibility that West
influence and infiltration within
Bridge also has a prime direc- was dealt the singleton king. Ifthe the American motion picture industive: Declarer must do everything king does not appear, a second
possible to make his contract. Fail- diamond is led. If East has the try.
In 1964, the 31st president of"
ure to abide by this principle can king,nine tricks are assured,since
United States, Herbert Hoover,
the
lead to the demise of many con- East has no heart to return; if
tracts that would have succeeded West has the king, the contract died in New York at age 90.
In 1967, seven men were conwith proper play.
could not be made no matter how
victed in Meridian, Miss., of vioTake this case where South got South played.
lating the civil rights of three murTomorrow: The worst-ease scenario.
dered civil rights workers.
In 1968,former first lady JacqueCROSSWORDS
line Kennedy was married to Greek
shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis.
39 Red deers
ACROSS

DEAR ABBY: I am a 24-year-olc
woman with a college degree. I am
intelligent, friendly, drink moderately and have never touched drugs.
You would think my mother would
be satisfied to have a daughter with
these attributes; however, she is
not. I am single, and that isn't good
enough for her.
Mother is constantly mentioning
to me about this guy or that guy she
met at the grocery store, or a
nephew of someone she works with
ar met at a wedding. She goes on
and on, even though I have no interest(and tell her so). Recently I went
to a store and a young salesman
knew my name. My mother had
been in and told him all about me
and even showed him my picture. I
have told her repeatedly that I do
not want her to set me up or talk to
men about me, but she continues to
do so.
A month ago, she placed an ad in
a singles magazine with my information. Doing this required her to
forge my signature. nvas mystified
when I began receiving biographies
of "interested" men in the mail.
Although I was extremely upset, I
haven't confronted her about it. I'm
not sure what to say because nothing has ever gotten through to her
before.
She has no respect for my privacy or my right to live my own life.
She obviously thinks it's necessary
for me to land a man, but I live at
home and haven't completed my
education, so I'm in no hurry to do
that. How can I make it clear to my
mother that this-is net her business?
AT MY WITS END
IN MILWAUKEE
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1 Sci
workroom
2 Indian of 33
Down
3 Disorderly
4 Buyer's
incentive
5 Word to get

attention
6 Exists
7 European city
8 Long poems
9 Mistreats
10 Legal action
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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41 Equally
42 Alan or
Robert
43 Morning
song
45 Secret agent
46 Sartor
48 Entombs
51 — up against
(encounter)
52 Paired
54 Brood of
pheasants
55 Mr Pappas
56 Pays the
kitty
57 Turn right

1 Baseball
great Gering
4 Province
9 Part of ETA
12 —Arbor,
Mich.
13 Fable writer
14 Wager
15 Simply
17 Revile
19 Refrain from
— (boycott)
20 Divisions
21 Slipper
23 Exclamation
24 Filter
27 — League
28 Ripening
agent
30 Future attys.'
exam
31 S-V linkup
32 Traveler
34 Father
35 Ms. Lame
37 — Bovary
38 Flipper
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PEANUTS
YES YOUR HONOR,.
THIS YOUNG LADY

15 MY CLIENT..

HE WANTS TO KNOW
WHY YOU'RE UJEARIN&
THAT STUPID LOOKING
RED RIDING HOOD IN
THE COURTROOM .

51

ill

ill

suit
11 Hwy
16 Opp of WNW
18 Pole for
walking
20 TV's George
Jefferson
21 A Miller
22 Palate part
23 Chill
25 Stale
26 Babylonian
hero
28 Oakley ID
29 Borders
32 "— Recall"
33 A cont
36 Type of fur
38 Airborne
40 Mouthlike
openings
42 Spnng mo
44 Tabrez locale
45 Froth
46 Three (prefix)
47 Diving bird
48 Drone
49 Humcane
center
50 Witness
53 Turner ID
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University
Bookstore
1,
1

Ve‘te
i7(101

Murray State
University

Sweatshirts • Caps • T-Shirts

612 South 9th St.

r7m.Football

Hours: M-F 8-8, Sat. 9-8, Sun. 1-4

Curris Center, 2nd Floor
Murra State Universit

Brooks Brothers
University BP

753-5719
,
egal‘ft

CABINETS

11 WOODWORKING

*Office Furniture
& Entertainment
Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

• Kitchen Cabinets
& Vanities

Automotive Service &
Off-Road Equipment
•Tune-Up
• Starters
• Lights

•Hoses
•Winches
•Accessories

•Betts
•Shocks
•Tires

502-759-9672

800 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1399

301 Andrus Drive

Murray, KY
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Murray State seeks third-straight victory
Murray State looks to continue its mid-season roll by capturing its third-straight
win when the Racers line up against Samford University in a Fox SportSouth regionally televised game. Murray State, despite evening up their season record at 3-3 after
- starting 0-2; has posted wins agaTrigt three Opponents with losing records.

Samford
University
(3-3)

• Murray State is back home for the
final contest of a three-game home
stand when it takes on non-conference
opponent Samford University. Tonigh's
game is being televised live by Fox
SportSouth.
• Samford University enters
tonight's game with a 3-3 recordafter
falling 34-31 to Eon College in overtime
last Saturday. Samford has lost two of
its last three games after starting the
season 2-1.

The Series
• This is the 5th meeting between the

•.

**

Bulldogs and Racers, but the first between Samford and Murray State. Confusing' Until 1965,Samford was known
as Howard College.
• The series is tied 2-2.
• The last meeting between MSU and
Samford (Howard)came in 1945 when
Murray State beat the Bulldogs 41-6 in
Murray.
• Samford's last win over MSU came
in 1939(7-0).

Murray St. Schedule

Murray State had an enjoyable homecoming last Saturday, holding off Eastern
Illinois late in the game for a 37-32 victory. It was Murray States fifth-straight win
over the Panthers and kept the Racers hopes for an OVC title alive. MSU trailed the
Panthers 10-0 before a Greg Miller field goal got them off and running. Three TO
runs late in the first half lifted the Racers to a 23-22 halftime edge. MSU never trailed
the rest of the way. MSU gained 483 yards and allowed 357. If was also the secondstraight game in which the Racers rushed for over 200 yards. Here were some of the
top performers from last Saturday's win.
• TB Jermaine Manning had the best game of his two-year career, running 25
times for 135 yards, both career highs. He also added a TD.
• QB Justin Fuente completed 22 of 36 passes for 280 yards and one TO.
• WR Terrence Tillman caught four passes for 66 yards and his filth TO in the alst
two games.
• WR Joe Perez caught six passes for 69 yards.
• P Brian Bivens set a school record with his 51.3 yards per punt average on three
punts. He had punts of 52,57 and 45.
• FB Tim Linville rushed for two TDs for the first time in his career.
• LB Jilon Van Over intercepted a pass for the third straight game and led the
team with 13 tackles.

Racers seek first non-conference win
Murray State heads into Thursday's game with a chance to pick up its first nonconference win of the season. Going back to last season, the Racers have lost fourstraight non-OVC contests.

0wisconsin
@ So Illinois
Southeast Missouri
0 Western Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
E. Illinois NCI
Samford (Thurs.)
0 Ter•nessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
0 Tennessee St.
Kentucky Wesleyan

L, 49-10
L, 58-51
45-18
L, 21-15
W,62-14
W, 37-32
6:00
2:00
11 - 15
1:30
1:30

Fuente taking aim at MSU passing leaders
Senior quarterback Justin Fuente threw for 280 yards last Saturday, passing former
Racer QB Mike Cherry and earning No.4 on the all-time MSU passing yardage list.
Fuente has now thrown for 4,713. Up next for Fuente on the all-time list is No. 3
Kevin Sisk (4,917), and Fuente needs just 205 yards to pass Sisk.
It is highly unlikely that Fuente will catch four-year starter Michael Proctor(8,632)
in the No. 1 spot,but Fuente is just 324 yards shy of tying No. 2 Larry Tillman (5,037).

53-6111
179 my
1;1, d,•: .-277,

Murray State is alone in fourth place in OVC standings at 3-1. The only conference
team to beat the Racers — Western Kentucky — is 3-2 and the three unbeaten teams
ahead of the Racers (Tenn. Tech, Tenn. State, and Eastern Kentucky)are still on the
schedule. If the Racers win their remaining three league games they'd win the title.
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This is the 75th Year of Racer Football
Total Gums
All-Time Record
Winning Percentage

flexible
Woodmen offers a wife variety of life
insurance plans which provide flexibility on insurance protection and taxdeferred interest features. To find the
plan that meets your needs,contact:
James D. Parker
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray 753-8546

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
.,F;.• ••
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Arnuir,C.'Oiasvoup

104 North 4th Street
P.O. Box 1394
Murray, KY 42071
Ashley J. Ros•,
Licensed Agent
zoom.conVmddnntryins
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.10 Minute Oil Change
Most

Major Brands

*Brake Service
*Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated
507 S. 12th
(next to Log Cabin
restaurant)

Five Points
759-1529

759-2265
ed•

Coming Soon!
New, Bigger,
Better Et Smarter

Racers remain in hunt for OVC title

•

Call Today!

IlirsdersPropertyCasualtillik

Professtonal Lubrocahon for your car truck motor homc

Time

Dote Opponent
9/4
9/11
9/18
10/2
10/9
10/16
10/21
10/30
11/6
11/13
11/20

Certified Insurance( ounselor
"Your Hometown Insurance Sou
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • BO

Racers hold off Eastern Illinois 37-32
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INSURANCE SERVICES

Thursday, Oct. 21 • 6.00 p.m.• Roy Stewart Stadium • Murray, Ky.

The Game
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McKINNEY

Samford vs. Murray State

GAME 7

Murray
State
(3-3, 3-1 OVC)
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Hwy. 641 North • Murray
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OVC Championships
NCAAPlayoff Appearances
NCAA Playoff Reccrrd

7
5
1-4

Best of
Luck Racers
from
Your
Hometown
Grocer!

FOODS
623 S 4th St • Murray
(270) 759-1144• Mon -Sat 8 a m.-7 p.m.
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Larger Aerobic Room offering
cool innovative fitness:• Hip Hop
Kickin'Cardio • Cardio-Pump

k MGR NTi
ATM Cgt-%
Wellness Center - Located
in a separate, relaxing envi
ronment. Co-ed & women
only classes. Expect Succes
Classes!
•

Family Center Expanding pro:
grains lin- the whole family! Larger
Bahysitting area & longer hours!

808 Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-9622
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